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PART I 
the chbmical actios op alkali 
on 
HSmfi-BLie GSISNTS 
I ~ I3JTR(®EIGTI05 
Tn a s"tpietly cbeaiical sense, "^e term 
includes all substances tiiat liave a laasic reaction. The 
term, as used In the western United States and Canada desig­
nates the sulphates, chlorides and carbonates of sodium and 
son^times oalciusi» nitrates are seldom 
^countered, and then in such quantities that they are not 
•QSQa3.1y given much COTisideration* The sulphates of sodium 
and magnesium constitute the greater part of the dissolved 
matter in the alkali waters, amounting to concentrations up 
as hi^ as tbree to four per c^t» In many la^es and groond 
•®ate3?s e<Hieentratioiis of one per cent are very coiaaon in 
many localities in Canada and the western United States. 
Eeports relative to the disintegration of concrete 
by alkali began appearing quite commonly as early as 1908. 
Such reports pointed out how concrete structures of many 
•^jrapieijies had been attacked and in many cases disintegrated 
and ruined. Chief among these were drain tile, sewer pipe, 
foundations, basement floo3?s and other things directly ex­
posed to alkali water. In some of the larger cities of 
Canada severe damage has been reported on the foundation and 
basement floors of large buildings* 
As sea water sJLso contains relatively hi^ con-
centpatlons of tlae sal^iates and clilopides of sodixoa and 
magaesiam;, "fee proles is also appli<»bie to all coaorete 
fmA conc3?ete structoi^ exposed to sea isater* In many of 
the states, especially those producing large cpiantities of 
coal, waters in taie sulphates of iron are quite eom-
Ti^oii and damage to concrete has been reported in the 
vicinity of such waters-
®ie problem was attacked with three chief aims in 
viewv First; to detenaine the tree nature of the action of 
the various alkali salt solutions on the various hydraulic' 
cements also to detenEine the e^ctent of such actionj 
second; to determine the nature and measure the extent of 
similar reactions <m concrete specimens of a semi-coHsaercial 
size, and to estimate the relationship between the physical 
changes resulting from chemical reactions; and third, to 
devise means for rei^ering concrete more impregnable to 
aiTfgi i attack* 
She -arork is taken up in two parts- The first 
deals with the nature and extent of the chemical reactions 
on the various cements. ®ae second tout^es on methods to de­
termine the resistivity of various c^nents and methods de­
vised for the purpose cf preventing or reducing sal^&ate 
attack* 
16 
n - PHE7I0CS SORE 
Most investigaijors conelade that in the setting af 
c«2ent a quantity of calcium hy(3rate is f&rmed* lie 
C5hateMer*s (1) theory of the setting of cement may be sum-
marized in the two eq^tions; 
SC&O-ll a a s  - f - =  SJa0-^ll a O s - i 2 ^ ©  
2(3CaO-SiOg) * = C&O-SiOs *^0 * 4Ca{<®}g 
Siehaells states feat the excess of liae In 
cement separates out as calciEnn hydrate in the crystalline 
form. According to ELein (3) the hyx&raalysis:. of tricalcixoa 
silicate proceeds in ^ e following maaaner; 
SCaO.SiOg S-eSHgO ~ CaO*SiGg*2»5HgO 
Bates (4) claims that v&xbd. lime and alizmiiffi are 
mixed in the B»lecuiar proportion of SCaO-AlgO^ and burned 
mnch above 1350<^ C.,the 3GaO*SiO^ is ordinarily not obtained 
but a Hdxfcure of^ SCa0*3AlgO;j and fpee lime. 
: Kuhl and -Thuring (5) state that vhen alrmn.nates 
are digested in isater up to 200 hours concentrated solutions 
of Ca(OH)g follow^ 
Bates, Philips and Wig (6> fotmd that a large por­
tion of the lime of cement ccald be dissolved by distilled 
water. In later years many other investigators have fotmd 
this was. true and that it was obviously true that prolcmged 
"water treatment "would even-tually relieve the cement of nearly 
all of its lime^ 
Some of tlie early Investigatops observed that free 
llffle was available from concrete when in the presence of 
water. E* Bcarke (7) at the Montana AgricuUmral Experiment 
Station attempted to show hour the GaCOH)^ liberated frcai 
cement would react with the alkali salts to form new coia-
jxjimds giving the eonc3?ete greater volTzme* Carl Steik (8) 
at the l^oising Sjqperiment Station demonstrated that Ga(OH)ja 
was presait in set ceiaent and c<aicli^ed that definite 
chemical reactions took place between the caustic Time set 
free and the alkali solutions to such an extent that 
Crete was disrupted and eventually disint^rated* 
Williaiffis {9) states that concrete in alkali 
is hazardous and that the best quality would disintegrate 
in six years> Schlick flO) has shown that concrete behaves 
differently in the various alkali solutions. Sosie disintegrate 
- ed the specimens very rapidly ^ diile others aj^arently did 
not have any effect. He also ^owed tiie relation of 
concentration to time of disintegration. 
Ill i SXFlKISSSTaL 
A. WBtbkd of Determining Action of Alkali, 
on Portland C^neat 
C*=^nt ojeed; Tlae aajority of tlies© studies 
was^ cor.dtocted on salaries prepared from neat portland cement 
i 
briquets at least six Tsonths old, fomiaiied tj tSie Northwestern 
i • 
States Portland Cesaen't Cai^Jany* All s^ples issre ground to 
pass a 200-»i3esli sieve. Sliailar, but less elaborate tests, 
were made on a sasple passing a lOO-aesh sieve prepared by 
grinding a six TBoaths old neat cement bar nade of Sedasa 
ce2isnt» LtkQ eagjeriaents "s&re conducted on saaples of drain 
tile^ duplicate pieces o'' is&lcli were used in iSie iigiaersion 
tests carried out by Scblick (10)» 
2. Solutions Used; Solutions of laagnesi-aa sulphate» 
aagnesitnn chloride, sodiunt sulphate, sodixm chloride, sodiiaaii 
bicarbonate and a mixture of the sulphates of sodiuat and mag­
nesium of approximately 5 per cent concentration isere taade 
up using C. P. chemicals. The solutions were carefully analyzed 
to detenaine the aisount of reagent per grain.. It was necessary 
to know the exact salt content of the solutions in order to 
determine what they had given up to, and dissolved fran^ 
the cement samples» To get greater accuracy tSie solutions 
were analyzed and measured by weight#. 
5, !Sethoda of Treattaents Exactly 10 grams of the 
ptjlverized ceaent were introduced into glass cylinders pro­
19 
vided with glass agit^stting pods and stc^pers» cyli3i<feps 
oTw^ contents "srere weigbsd. and about 50 grssis treating 
tlon added# The slxtares - the first ccK^aining a sointlon 
of aagnesim stili&iate j the seeocd* magn^im clalorlde; the 
third, sodiasa chloride; the fow*i3i, sodlvm bi-carbonate; 
and the fifi^, a mixture of the sulphates of sodiua and 
magnesi«!tt - ^ re agitated for some tisie to prevent the forma­
tion of hare cakes in the hottoa of the cylinders end then 
^i^ied* The increase in wei^t represented the amomt of 
alkali salt added. The ctaiteat of the cylinders was 
stirred frequently dnring the day, and after standing over 
ni^tj the supernatnent liquids ??ere draws off by suction 
into Brlena^yer flasks., Sae appaaratias used for this purpose 
consisted of a 600 c^c^ Erlenaeyer flask to -Bhich a stopper 
carrying two bent tubes was fitted. One tiflse was attached to 
a suction pigap and the otiier was iaEsersed into the cylinder 
until the end ^•as about one-fourth of an int^ above the 
residue • An opening in the stopper was closed and the liquid 
was drawn over into fSsB flask* This done^ the ont side of the 
tube was -ashed down with water into a beaker and this wash 
^ter together with 50 c*c, more, was drawn up throvigh the 
tube and into the flssk. Such a process sade it possible to 
remove the treating solution fi»ost the cylinders without dis-
txirbing the residue in the bottom and at the same time re­
cover all the solution adherir^ to the outside and inside of 
the withdrawing tube. 
Aftor the liqtiid had been drawn off the cylinders 
20 
were again weired and tiie amount or soluti^ isitiidraTOi cal-
calated* ?be cylinders were thei charged witli fresh solution. 
weired to determine the amount added» Such, a process 
was continued until finally the SGlations were filtered off 
throu^ alundum cracihles- such, a procedure it was pos­
sible to determine at any time the eacact amotcat of solution 
added to withdrawn from the cylinders. 
Table I» .Analysis of Original Ges»nt Samples 
Horthwestem States Portland. 
z wei^EF' 
Percent tin 10 grams 
ttedusa Cement 
weight 
Consl^tuent P«peent la 10 grft^m 
FSgOg 
Al^O^ 
CaO 
KgQ 
SOjj 
IfegO 
EgO 
EaO (dif:.) 
Sotal 
29.68 1.968 20^15 2..015 
1.97 0.197 2.40 0^240 
S.20 0.520 4.S2 0.452 
52.12 &.212 54»81 5.481 
2.07 0.207 4.12 0.41S 
1.49 0.149 1.17 0.117 
0.87 0.087 0.60 0.060 
16.60 1.660 12,53 1.225 
100.00 10.000 100.00 10.000 
4^ Analysis of thie Withdrawn Solationss ©le clear 
solutions ahoTe the residues in the cylinders were withdraon 
daily chemical analyses were periodically made on the 
accamalated effluents. In all cases except where sodium 
chloride and bicarbonate solutions were used the first 
analysis was made at the end of 24 hours treatment* iPhere-
after the analyses were made on the weekly accamalation of 
the effluents. By knowing the content of the various con­
stituents of the cement, and of the solutions before and 
21 
after treataenfe it vas possible to ^tersaine tbs extent of 
the. action on the ceinent at any ti®e the with^a^®: solntl<Hss 
^srere analyzed-
B* Results of Treating Cetaent and Pt»re Lla» 
vith SOlUtlCHlS 
Sagnesinfii Snlphate Solntlong; a» Actl<m ooa 
Portlaisd Centent» A 10 gram sauple of Kortiiwestera States 
Portland ceiaent was treated xsrith a 5 per cent taagnesliBa sul­
phate solution "by the method described. At the end of 24 
hours the clear solution lipas draim frora above the residT», 
aade to & knoien aaount a3ad allquots ^ re analyzed for aiag-. 
nesia, sulphate and calclua oxide. Similar analyses «eT?e jaede 
at the end of each treek thereafter on the withdrawn liquid 
accufflula'ted during that time* After 10 weeks* treataient the 
final residue In the cylinder "oas separated from the solution 
by filtration through a weigjied alundma crucible* The resi­
due thus cfotained was abashed vdth cold water, dried over nl^ t 
at 110*^C« and iseighed. The weighed residue was removed fr<»a 
the crucible, grotmd and stored for analysis* The data con­
nected with this experiraent are s^aiEaarized in Table 2* 
As the magnesia and sulphate content of tha 
treating solution was knoiim, it was possible from the data 
obtained to calculate the amounts of these materials preci­
pitated into the solid residue. The calcinra passing into 
solution was deterciined by analysis. 
As we had t3a© results of the analysis and Imew the 
weight of the original cesient izsed, it was possible with the data in 
22 
table 2 to ficcoimt for all ths constituents of tlie eexosnt and 
solntlo® at any t±m tlie ijeekly analyses were made* 
Table 2 sliotrs feat at t2ie end of tbs treating period 
a total of L,2962 grass of CaO was fomd In aoluticai* Proa 
the analysis of the final residue {Table S>, CaO to tbe extent 
of 21*76 per cent foortdj,. when nxaltiplled by the 
Tsei^t of the final resldt^ (0*2176 x 17^7^11 x 5,8605) and 
increased by i»2962 (tbs ataoxant of lime found In solution) 
should equal the total llse content of the 10 grcass of un­
treated cen»nt or 5•212 grams». Tbe sum of 3*8605 and 1#2962 
is 5,1557 which i s very nearly 5«212 grataa, and ifhicih showa 
that an error of 0,055 graaK had accusRilated in the IS CaO 
detensinations aaade* hi a simiXar Tsaaner all the constitu­
ents of the ceaienfc were ^edred 
As the silica^ ferric oxide and aluasina of the 
ceajent tfere not reacted {Table 4) upon by the treating solu-
ti<m, it was pStssible to calctilate from the valtcss in Table 2, 
the mi^ts of the constituents of the solid residue 
(on a dry basis) at times rhen each of the weekly analyses 
"were made» As thJ& veldts of all the constituents we2?e known, 
the analyses of the residues cotiid be calculated at the 
end of each week. Table 3 shows a caicxalated aiia lysis of 
the final residue compared with the actual analysis» 
TtuQ cotaputed analyses {Table 3) obtained fro® . 
valxiss ^'hich eiabodied the total error of the experiments con-
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pai»ed fevoratyly with, tite act^l analysis. If it is possible 
to caleniate psa final analysis of tbe reside witti accOTacy 
r' 
it i^ also tlmt the wi^ts of tla© constitTaests of irod 
the analysis |of t3ie residue could l3e quite accarately cal^ 
culated at tb^ end of. each week*s treataent^. 
. • • n •, 
Table 3» Co^^ferison of Calculated and Actufil Analysis of 
xv^id^ 'Su3^@slvs& Sulphate Troat^nt of Cesest 
5 calculated snsiysis Actual analysis 
COBS percent percent 
sicu/; « '« 11.09 iO»S7 
i lai 1,11 
•4 2.93 
M 22.07 21,76 
5, 20.67 20*06 
S0si-. «'• 28*56 2e^ 4i 
SaoO/ i 
0.06 1 
• 
12^ 14^77 
Total «• • lOO^CKJ lOO^CX) 
The T^ji^t of the filial residue umltiplied by tJue 
j»rcejatages of the various conatittzents contained therein is 
co^ajiared (Table- 4) with the saounts of like constituents con­
tained in the 10 gr^as of the -ontreated cement. 
irhen we conapare the valtjes {Table 4 obtained for each 
/ ; i • 
of the ecnstitTtentsjf It is obVions that the silica, ferric 
oxide and altsdina contents of the final residue are tSie saste as 
;' 'V 
tj&^ &t of the original. This indicates that these constiti®nt-s had 
' • 1 
nbt been reacted x;^on during the 10 weeks of treataent* Taftle 
; i 
4 sho-sfs tiiat so^e of the calciuat oxide of the cement had gone 
• i' 
into solution anid that a coit^aratively large gain in MgO and 
rs ^  
CD 
SO3 lias "beext ef fected.; :* aboT^ ^oald Indicate that 
the lime of the c«aent was the osiy ©Mistitasiit acted upcai to 
any appreciable e^^enlr ligr t^ nagne^ima salpSiate solution. 
2he resnlts given in' T^ie 2 and substantiated by 
analysis show that a large amount of SO3 has been precip^ted 
frcea. the treating solution into the residue (Fig» 1)» Several 
of the early investigators (6) were of the ojiinion that a com­
pound of aluminum, sulphur and calcium was formed^ nas^ly, 
calcium suljaio-aluminate to whi<di they assi^ed the formala, 
SCaG.Alg03*5GaSD4, and carrying as many as 69 molecules of 
®atsr of crystallization* !£he results of this eaperia^nt 
%ble 4» CoTTjparisoa of ftriginal C^aent -atith Pinal Residue 
of Magnesium Sulphate treatment or Cement 
• 
Constituents 
cPinal i*esidue 
grams 
ttotreated ceEienI; 
grams 
SiOs 1.9285 1.968 
FOgOg 0»1969 0.197 
AleOa G.5234 0.520 
CaO 3.8605 5-212 
MgO 3.5589 0.207 
SO3 5*0402 0.149 
show that the final r^esidac contained 4»8912 grams SO3. Si 
order to have the SO3 present in the residue in the form of 
calcium sulpho-aluminate, there would be necessary 2^013 grams 
of alumina (AlgOs) and 6.8511 grams of lime (GaO)* (to the 
contrary, there were only 0*^34 gram of AigO^ present and 
3*.8605 grams of GaD in the final residue* This would indicate 
that sulphur precipitated into the solid residue, could not be 
9.f: j-i/' 
•tiiolly in tly? form of esJLclxm sirJ pho-alTml T>a te» Plg» 2 shows 
tiie ^)5 GaO in combination as calcium snlplmte, CaSO^* 
2HeO* 
According to Vicat (11) the solpbate ot mgnesia 
combines with the free liine of the loortar aM is transformed 
into saljdiate of lime and the isagnesia is precipitated. If 
the movement of the sulphate bearing solution is rapid i^ e 
sulphate of lime is carried out and a new quantity of lime 
enters into solution and is transformed into sulphate and the 
mass decomposes continuously and finishes only by forming a 
sandy mass* ®hen the current is weaker the lime sulphate may 
crystallise and cause expansion of the mortar* 
Table 2 indicates that a comparatively large amoant 
of MgJ^ TOs precipitated from the tasting solution into the 
solid residue. !i3ie data so far presented shsiv thst relatively 
great quantities of bo«i SOs and were -srery quickly 
precipitated from the treating solution into the solid resi-
due^ ^ lat GaO of the cement was slowly being dissolved ajid 
that the other constitttOTtts were practically unaffected* All 
of this would point toward a reaction between the lime of the 
CCTtent and the magnesium sulphate solution* The following 
reaction say be asssswds 
(1) Ga(0H)j5 + MgSO^ + 2^0 = GaSO^-SHeO + Mgt0E/« 
If the above reaction took place the amount of 
®S(OH)g precipitated would be chCTiically equivalent to the 
amount of OaS04 formed. 2he SOg^ precipitated values given 
Z 1  
in Table Z we2?e calculated to CaS04 and then the CsO content 
of tlie latter was found to •ghlch "aas added tiie amonnts of C?aO 
foxaid in soluti<at.tt Sacb values represeai: tiie GaO content of 
the CaS04 formed* To baTze etpmtlm bold ferae the 
equiTralmt of the Mg(OE)^ precipitated sbould be cbemically 
equiiral^it to tbe CaO values obtained as ^ ust described,. A 
coiE^riscai of these Traluss is giv^i in 55sble 
!aie lasi; two coltamis cbeck eafii other clos ely 
and indicate that the amoant of precipitated tbrougho-ot 
the entire esperlmeEit "aas very nearly equivalent to the total 
amoont of eaS©4 f«riaedat that time-, the data demonstrating 
that Hie amunts of GaSO^ forxaed we2»e ch^iittBtLly eggtlvalent 
to the ma^esla precipi tated i?o«2ld apparently be proof that 
the reaction proceedei in accordance with. K5:ffi.tion (l) . If 
first, • „ 
sach was the ease/It would be necessary, that practically all 
of the liijse of the cement be set f5?ee to have tSac reaction 
follow with the precipitation of Mg{GE>a* Second^. . it iBorald 
be in strict accordance ivith the data givoi in lable 3 to have 
ttie reaction p3?oceed as follows^ 
(2} + IfeSSi • 2^ 0 = CaSD4^ 0 + U 
In case the magnesitm of the treating solution 
would directly replace the calcitaa of tiie alominates and 
^CaO fotmd in solution is due to the solubility of CaS04.2He0 
Table B. Comparison of Amotmts of O6SO4 formed and MgO 
Freolplijated During Magnesium Sulphat0 Treatment of Cement 
{All values expressed in gramfl) 
.— J  ^ J J 
SolutionI OaO in t SOe I MgO 
used t solution tprooipl-jpreolpl-
I t tated t tated 
103,70 
412«88 
732*38 
1045.60 
1097#6$ 
11130 #69 
1403.95 
15X6416 
1508*56 
1681.24 
1673.17 
i 
I 
t 
; 
} 
I 
# f 
i 
I 
\ 
0.108X 
0.3046 
0.4981 
0»6981 
0.7335 
0.7719 
0.9678 
0.9918 
1.0593 
1.0972 
1.8962 
i 
S.8G71 
6.6067 
6.3760 
6.0530 
6*0240 
5.9840 
5.6730 
5.3080 
5.3050 
$42400 
4.9180 
1.5033 
3.5288 
3.5619 
3.5230 
3.5340 
3.5290 
3^5000 
3s5350 
3«5350 
3.5220 
3^4630 
=0=. • i ' 
CaOrOa tofto total tOaO <!=• to 
SOo ppt.< 0aS04 >MgO ppt. 
I formed t 
• •" •" i • • : • • 
8.0738 i 2.0905 
4.9309 8 4.9071 
S 4.9532 
1.9657 
4.6264 
4.4649 
4.2387 
4.2184 
4.1904 
3,9726 
» 
t 
I 
» 
4.9630 
4.936$ 
i 4.9519 
I 4.9623 
4.9404 
3,7170 X 4.7088 \ 
3,7149 
3.6694 
3.4439 
4.774$ 
4.7366 
4.7401 
i 4.$990 
4.9144 
4,9074 
4.8671 
4.9157 
4.9158 
4.8977 
4.8156 CO 
o 
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and ttie extent to wlaich the lime of the cement was atta<dced. 
Stable 2 shows that the only action after the first week was 
-Sie slow sQlution of the CaSOi^^SHgO that had beai fonaed. 
!!2iis is very well shown by the steady increase of the amomit 
of CaO goihg into solution and the gradual decrease in ttie 
amount of SO® left in the solid residue* 
h. Actim of Pure {97 perc^t) Lime) * For corn-
par? tive purposes a qu^tityof lime which contained CaG equal 
to the lime content of 10 g3?ams of cement was treated with 
magnesium suljdiate* The re&otioii was rapid and is summarized 
in Table 6« 
As in the case of the cement treatment it was found 
that the amount of solu^on added the first day was insuf­
ficient to caapletely react with the CaO susceptible to re­
action at the time. At the end of the first veek^ analysis 
of the withdrawn solution showed that 7 •6874 grams of SOg had 
been precipitated wtich was in excess of the amount necesssry 
to completely sulj^te the remaining lime*^ 
In general the results show that the lime was very 
rapidly and completely sulpiiated and that the CaS04 formed 
went steadily back into solution* Generally speaking the re­
sults of this experiment were very similar to those obtained 
with Portland cement-
^Considering the rapidity in which the lime of the cement was 
sulphated it was assumed that all of the lime of the sa2iQ>le 
used for this eaperiment was sulphated at the end of the second 
treatment. Bearing this in mind a correction ms made at this 
point. All other values obtained by analysis of the ef­
fluents were used for further computations. 
3 2  
Table 6» Action of Magnesium Salpbate on Pure 
(97 j>ercent GaO) Lime 
(All values expressed in grams) 
solutiont ^a£> : MgO T SO® rcorrected SO^ 
used ;dissolvedtpreci|>itated;precipitatedtprec±pitated 
107.75 
440^  
767*50 
1103^ 35 
1475^ 40 
1838^ 5 
<>•2071 : 
0.r449& s 
0*6208 i 
0*9801 : 
i,1413 5 
1«4253 s 
1.5150 
4«0593 
4.0623 
3»8520 
3.7460 
3^8650 
2*8825 
7.6S74 
6^ 9910 
6 •4130 
6^1600 
6^ 1460 
2*8825 
6.7S29«-
6'.2030 
5*6610 
5.4270 
5.4530 
Analysis of final residue: 
CorLstituent Percent 
CaO 
SO^ 
SgO 
24.11 
38.80 
23.90 
17.19 
Total 100.00 
height of final 
residue = 15.7140 gr. 
One gram solution = 
0.01406 gr. MgO and 
0.027S9 gr. SOg 
-»A11 lime sulphsted 
Fig. 1 sliows that the extent and character of the 
reacticm in this experiment were almost identical with the 
one in 'Which cement was trec^ted ^ith magnesium sulphate. Pol-
lowing is a eomparison of the principal products of reaction 
in hoth experiments t 
: Amount precipitated - grams 
Constituents ;Oement ezperlment rLiirte e^^eriment 
CaO 
MgO 
so« 
3.8605 
3.5589 
5.0402 
3.7886 
3.7556 
5.4700 
23aese data demonstrate that the reactions are also 
fact 
similar in that the products are almost identical* fhis/be-
•fng true it vrould se^ that the reaction between o®nent and 
magnesiim sulphate solution proceeded as if all the lime of 
O ' O .J 
the ceaient tos available In the free state, 
c» ^ i^t and Volvxae of Sesldae* 35ie8e expei*ljaeiits 
she® that when ceaent is treated T?tth a solution of raagnest^ 
sulphate a cot^aratively large aaomt of xt&v ataterlal is 
deposited in the resldte and that only a very sraall eaomt of 
sttbstazsce is recio"tfed^ nastelyy. the CaSO^ whlcii had gone Into 
solution due to its solx^tllty, The fact that the res>£ltlng 
product had a maoh greater -irei^t than the original cen»nt 
suggested that a proportional increase in volnsae accoB5>anied 
the increase In -Belght^ £n atterapt was made to calculate the 
volame of the residue at the variots stages of treatraent from 
the wei^ts of its constituents at that tiae. As Tsre "crere 
nnable to accotsat for the stsail and insignific^t amounts of 
the alkali ec«stent^ and as we ^ re tenable to assign or calcu­
late a T?ater- content to the residue still in the solution, 
tsre laade all calculations on an alkali and isater-free "^sis^ 
Fross the val'jes given in Table 2^ tt was possible to sake 
such calculations, an exaaple of 'Bhich is given in Table 7. 
The irei^-ts of the various constituents of the rssidae 
were calculated as previously described and by dividing these 
values by their specific gravities their approxiiaate voliraes 
were 6btained« "ssi^ts anc vo1«sk5s 5f the cons'cituents 
"c^ere totaled and called the wel^t and volnae of the residue 
at that tisie. 
In this same manner the weight and volume of the 
untreated ceaent were obtained* The ratio of the wei^ats and 
Table 7. Weight and Voltme of Hdsldues of 
Magnesium Sulphate Treatment of Gement 
(Dry Basis) 
' ' ' t 1 gay trQatment''''' t ^ tp^atmont 
ConstItuenttW^gnt tfsm*') tV6!li!i»n6(o>o*) I'^eignt igm»| tv04.^mQ^(i»o^ 
SlOg 
Fe^Od 
AIoOQ 
OasOA 
MgO 
Total 
1»968 
0.197 
0.680 
3.034 
5.086 
1.710 
18>4g5 
0#7416 
0.038B 
0.1351 
O»9608 
l*e967 
0*6089 
4•0778 
1.968 
0«197 
0.680 
0;i76 
11•487 
3.736 
18•084 
» 
I 
i 
t 
% 
t  
t 
t 
0*7418 
0»03$5 
oassi 
0*0559 
3«8755 
1*0988 
5.9466 
35 
Fig. S. 
Residue From the i^a^gnesiun Sulphate 
Treatment Shovjing Presence of Large Araounts 
of Crystalline Calcium SpJ-phate. 
Table 8, Ratio of the VllelfsJits and Volumes of Treated 
to tmtreated Cements Magnesium Sulphate 
Tre atment 6 
oi'^VQlUitie ortwp> resifae ;Vo^» residue 
treatment J solutionJ residue I residue |V/t> original»Vol, original 
(dayft) t(grama) t (grams) < (q»o,) t (ratio) » (y&tlo) 
1 
8 
16 
SS 
B9 
36 
43 
80 
6V 
63 
70 
t  
t 103,70 
I 418•88 
I 732 •S58 
11045,60 
i1097*69 
11150*69 
T 
I 
I 
» 
t 
$1463»95 t 
a516,16 
11568f66 
11621*84 
11673,17 
15 •455 
18*084 
17,693 
17.131 
17*077 
16 *994 
16*458 
16^088 
16*034 
15•918 
15.338 
t 
% 
U 
I 
t 
s 
i 
t  
i 
t 
t 
I 
4.0778 
5*9456 
5*8187 
5*6858 
5*6061 
5*5784 
5*3984 
5*8663 
5*8505 
5,8117 
5,0181 
t } 
t  
X 
t 
t 
t  
I 
s 
I 
1,5091 
8*1918 
8 *1438 
8*0757 
8*0698 
8,0591 
1*9948 
1*9486 
1*9488 
1*9364 
i#8685 
t 
t  
I 
I 
i 
I } 
t 
} 
t 
t 
t 
1*5138 
8*8076 
8•1588 
8 *0888 
8,0815 
8,0718 
8*0044 
1*9553 
1,9495 
1,9351 
1*8638 
voltBoes of the t3?eated to those of the natreated ceasents 
ootalned as ^own in.^ahle 8 and P£g« 
!rbB yfolwo&s af the residttea obt&tned as described 
«ere not true -70luia&s, but as thsy were slII obtained in the 
sasse ?3ai3^r and on the saae Taasls the results represent in a 
fair aianner -Hie charges that took place in voltEae throijghout 
the experiiaent. 
The specific, gravity of the final r&sldoe -cas de-
tersdned by means of a pyknoaeter rising water-free kerosene* 
At 25^0, sn enrage valne of 2.19 i?as obtained. The iseight 
of the reaidae w&s 17»7411 grants and the voliaae obtained by 
diiriding this value by the specific gravity (2,19) found 
to be 3»101 c»c, as coaprj^ed with 7.57 c.c, obtained by 
calc*aLatio?i» On a water and alkali-free basis the values -arould 
be r&duced to 5.39 and 5.02, the calculated value given in 
T^ le 8® E^hese figures show teat the calculated volumes •se'^  
a trifle lo® ai^d that the expansion due to the treatment •ssas 
retaiy greater than Table 8 indicated. Due to the fact that 
calcium sulphate carries tso molecules of -water and that other 
water of hydration is also present, vol-amfes much greater than 
those in Tf?ble 8 would be obtained* 
The values in Table 8 indicate that the action of 
^agnesiua sulphate solution on Portland ceaent resulted in a 
material increase in both the weight and volnme. Concrete* 
therefore, exposed to the action of nagnesium sulphate solu­
tion ^ 11 be subject to a reaction resulting in a product 
5able 9. Original and Final Analysis ot Medusa 
Cement Ireated Tadtli Hagnesitm Sulpbate 
joriginal : Treateai 
Constitaentss (percent) ^(pereeai-Q; Senarlcs 
SiOa 
FegO^ 
AlsO® 
CaO 
20«155 10.35 tPinal residue = 17^9825 gm* 
2*40: 1.52 
4^ 52: 2.17 
54.811 21.47 
SO3 
Has) 
KsO) 
HgO 
MgO 4.12: 26*78 sCaO in solution = 1.5790 gm. 
1.582 27.03 : 
a.6ar ii.e5 
Total 
11.825 
lOO-OOi 100.00 
Mvlng a wei^t and volume greater than the original concrete, 
in occE5>ying tMs additional TOlaae tke concrete will swell 
crack or crm^le from the outside due to the ctiemical ac-
ticm, and solution of the calcium solpiiate- On account of its 
solubility the CaSO^ -Brill gradually go into solution^ thei»^>y 
opening up new space for fur-Kier percolation n/hich in time 
will completely destroy the entire piece of concrete- S1a?ik-
ing exas^les of these physical reactions liave been ^ own by 
Schlick (10) in his work which consisted of immersing pieces 
of conca^ete drain tile in solutions of the alkali salts. 
the method of treat mait was essentially the same as the one 
described. It differed In tbs.t the esact total amount of the 
treating solution was known and only Initial and final 
analyses were made. Approximately 50 grams of solutioi^ were 
drawn off each day and 50 grams of new were added. This was 
continued until 1500 c.c. of solution had been used- 15ie 
d. Treatment of Medusa Cement- With ffledusa eaaent 
39 
mlxtn2r& "was filtered throa^ a weired aJjCcndtQs crucible 
aaid the filtrate "was added to the cosibined effluent# made up 
tc 2000 c»c«; and analyzed^ Sa<& treatment ga'S'^ ^ ata. only on 
the original and final 3Baterial» The analysis of the ttn-
treated and treated cment is given in ^ ble 
In this ejqj^dment there were 4»70^ grams of SO^ 
and 3-^24S grams of MgO precipitated frcm. the treating solu­
tion» ^fee CaO equivalent of the total CaS04 P^wduced was 
4*8721 and the Os^ e<|£lvalent of the MgO precipitated was^ 
4.623S showing iSiat the same holds with this client as 
with the portaand cementShe results obtained in this ex" 
perimesnt are very aaei^ like those previously described whlt^ 
indicates that all standard Portland CCTient {exe^t slag 
cements) will react the same way when esposed to magnesiaitt 
sulphate solution* 
Yicat {13.) statesi. "That all mortara hydraulic 
or non-hydraulic, whatever be' th^ir age or hardnessy -or' the 
medium in which they have hardened, whsa exposed as an tm-
palpable powder, to a sufficiently prolonged action of dilute 
solution of magnesium sulphate,, give up all or nearly all of 
the lime in excess of the quantity capable of being neutral­
ized by the carbonic acid of the mortar.^ Miller{12) has 
recently shown that curing mediums are of vital importance. 
e. Action <ki Concrete Drain Tile» Samples of con­
crete drain tHe, duplicates of which were used by Schlick 
(loy were so ground that all passed an 89-me3h sieve* These 
Volume Treotec/ 
Volume On'glnal 
i l  
samples were treated with magnesium sulpliate solution in a 
maimer sisailar to tliat described for tiie Sedusa c&aenlb* 53ie 
analyses of the original aisi final, materials fere shoTOi in 
2able 10. 
She above data shoir that the final residue weired 
more than the original material; that considerable lime went 
into solirtioELj and that a sxibs1;^tlal gain was made in the 
SO5 and contents, 2he Talaes obtained by calcnlating 
the CaO equival^t of "Hie gain in the Hg& content of each-
saa^ile were foimd to 'fee a little lower than the CaO equi­
valent of the formed* Siis might be due to the tm-
equal solution of the insoluble material in the concrete which 
contained several forms of calciua in cosibinatioa-
Ihen Portland cement comes in close contact isrith 
magnesium sulphate solution practically all of the lime of 
the cement reacts -sFith the solution (Fig* 4) forming calcium 
sulphate, CaS04^»2H530 {Fig* 2) and an insoluble compotind of 
magnesium^ the HgO contentof vihiclx is chemically equivalent 
to the amcamt of CaS04»2He0 formed* It is probable that all 
the lime of the original cement which had not been carbonated 
vcas susceptible to the action of magnesium sulphate solution. 
3ie reaction tdok place very rapidly with a cann».r£tively 
large increase in the volume and wei^t of the cement. -As 
esposure continue;d» the volume and wei t^ of the resiilting 
material continually decreased due to the solubility of the 
calcium sulphate. !2he silica, ferric oxide and alumina of 
Table 10. Magnesium Sulphate Treatment of Oonoreto 
Praln Til© 
(Values expressed. In percent of total) 
^ 5—nie'iro; e' t Tiie Wd, u i 'au NO» ai" 
Oonetltuentg;Ori^lnftliTyeated>Oyl^lnal<treated»originaltTyefited 
Insoluble » B1*5S 
SlOe ; 6*53 
FeaO|k*l*Al|gO0 t ^#11 OaS I 81.67 
MgO t 
SOo 8 0*71 
Ignition » 
lops % 
undetermined lg<37 
{ t T i 
49#$9 t 06*85 } as*00 t e7«61 I 65«49 
4^91 t 4,33 } 3^64 ) 4.0a I 
4.76 \ 6*90 t e«46 I 6*08 i 4*80 
16*36 I 16,34 t lOae i 19,28 ( 18»93 
7*00 I l*e0 I 6*10 J S*06 I 7*08 
6*38 » 0*60 I 6-SS I 0*07 I 4*40 
t I t 
$ I » 
BJiSLJUJigl-
wtax ' 'iiyjdaixoo*^^ jigovod 1106*^6 ' '^:j;oo*og 
I 
i 
ast t i^*gg i ii»e0 
wr m il0*fe4i»9> 
" i>ata oa loulateia from a'bovo anaiygen • Vafu^g in fgyumi? 
Calculation ITlle NO*, 0 <yil9 MO* 10tyile N0» 81 
CaO loss t 
MgO gain I 
sOg gain » 
CaO equivalent to OaS04 made 
OaO equivalent to MgO ppt» t 
0 *448 
0*616 
0*491 
0.798 
0*710 
0»468 
0*684 
0*661 
0*838 
0,789 
0*387 
0,448 
0*389 
0,669 
0*614 
Table 11. AotAon of Mixture of Sulphates of Magnesium 
and Sodium oh Cement 
(All values expressed in grams) 
solur ^ soiu" < "^oniant' ot nvithoraty i' i i • i"' '' 'i uao i i $0'o" 
tlon I tion j" * J I MgO i MgO i SOe t SO® ) dls« ipiwlpi^preolpl*' 
In > out t OaO > MaO > SOm ) In > out > in i out isolvedt tatedl tated 
.1 t t I t t I •• i'. T I 
lQ5.3St 55*58)0«039a} Kone I 0«7e06} 0.973&S None « 343464$ I«4mi0.0749t0*973j^ll*9s00 
364«lSt 291*4010.1925} 0*43401 &.0634) d.3646i 0•5429111*5560t i*3205|O«24O^|0»8216t6*22d6 
679*811 61S*S7tO*38S5l 2*493$113*76671 0^691 2*7006i21*66^a6*278O»O*4188t3*6d94l6*203O 
943*491 870*1510*60661 6#7028121*88861 8*71791 6*164O<29#942OI23*738OIO*6492i3*8639J0*81OO 
996*29} 925*00}0*6416} 5*2412123^6337t 942068t &*e461)31*018Ot24*450OiO*6032}3*60O7}0*l62O 
1048.69} 981*69jO*5736}5*7305 185*4187} 9*6900i e*l300}33«28l0}27.153O|O*0187}3*56OO|6*127O 
1363 * 5811294 *8910 *75lO t 8 * 6806135 * 3383 >12 # 6000 i9 *0358 143 *8740}37 * 8130}0 *790013 * 6042}0 #0010 
1416 *19}1347 *65»0 #7810}9 *0626 137 *0364}13#0800} 9 *5230144 #9430138 #917010 *880713*6030f0 *0800 
1468*72U397.60t0#8135} 9,5058138*0610113*5710} 9*9894}40#0O9O}4O.021OlO>8646}3*58l6t5*988O 
1621*47a4B|*70lO*8476}lO*0271}40*6067«U«0590»10*4870»48#2850l42*3660$0*8864}3*5780l6#9l90 
1594 * 87}1574 * 87}1*0418}11*0063 i44 * 3439}14 * 6520}11*0603149>9790144•343911*0418}3 *4867}6 *0361 
• — (o;oow'g^a^'s'w " ' 
One gram solution ® ( 
(0*03174 grams SO^, 
the eemeait are not reacted xtpcm to any appreciable ertOTit. 
&* Action of a glstare of the Sulphates ot gag-> 
nesiim and Tea. grams of BorQOTestem States portland . 
cement were treated with a 5 percent solution made up of 
eqaal parts of the sulphates of oagnesitaa and sodinm#. 5he 
XE^tttod of treatment was exactly Hie san» as the one described 
for the raagnesinm sulphate trea-teieait of the Northwestern 
States portlazbd cements ^able 11 shows the data connected 
with this t^^tment* 
fSable 11 show9 tJist large sEoonts of BO^ CFig. 1) 
and ®gO were precipitated from the treating soloSion into 
the resldne and that the lime was slowly bat steadily going 
into solution* As was true in the case of the loagnesiniB 
sa3.phate treatment, t^ e mixed sozlphates of loagaesixDQ azid 
soditm reacted with the lime of the cement to form calclam 
most 
solphate, CaS04«2^0>T!!iLichlr.e.tained/ of this con^jaratively 
Insoluble material and precipitated an insolxible compotmd 
of magresltini. Here again the formation of a new material, 
calcium sulpiiate, within tiie residua^ and the addition of an 
Insoluble compound of magnesium materislly increased both the 
wei^ t and volume of the coaent,. 
In this experiment^ dei^ite the fact that sodium 
sulphate was present In the treating solution, results were 
obtained almost identical to those where magnesium sulphate 
alone was tised* ^ble 12 demonstrates that the reaction went 
on in such a manner that the sodium sulphate present apparent-
Table 12 f Oaloitim Sulphate Formed and Magnesliilinl 
Precipitated by AotlOA of sulphates of Mag-
nealum and sodium on Oewent (All valutas expaceaded in 
solution 
used 
10e*3S 
364 
679*81 
943*49 
996 *£^9 
104a*69 
1363*68 
1416 <>3.9 
X468*7S 
16^1*47 
miM 
* ^ OaO in iSOo pre* iHgO pre- lOaO ti>t total iOaO t 
aolutionioipitatedioipltatediSOe prt>«!' i OaSO^ V MgO pr©** 
. 1 .  n  ,„.„j I lolpltefceaj jOtpftateA 
I 
I O
rmr~m 
l O o 
o
0*0749? 
0*24Q6< 
0.41881 
0*B498» 
0*58381 
0*61B7t 
0.7909t 
0*80071 
0*86461 
0*8864t 
1*04181 
1*9800 
6*2286 
6*2830 
6#$100 
i.l680 
6*1270 t 
6.0610 
6*0260 
6*9880 
&«9l90 
6*6381 
0*0732 
2*8216 
3«60H 
3#6839 
^*5007 
3*5600 
3*6642 
3*6630 
3*6816 
3*6720 
3*4867 
i 
I 
t 
t 
I 
s 
t 
I 
t 
1 
t 
± 
1*3446 
3*6613 
4*4123 
4*3486 
4^3160 
4*2906 
4*2443 
4«219$ 
4*1932 
4a448 
3»1460 
1*4194 
3*901$ 
4*8311 
4*89*78 
4^8982 
4#9032 
6*0362 
6*0406 
6*0477 
6*0313 
4*9876 
i»3633 
3*9^36 
4*880^ 
4*9421 
4*9606 
4*9664 
4*9647 
4*9800 
4,907S 
4*8472 
Ol 

Table 13. RattO-of the Weights and Vol^e of the Treated 
and untreated Cement* Hagnesivun and podlm Sulphate 
TJPeatwent 
I t I i i^iktloi t Ratiot I ' t ' 
Time oflTreatlngiV/elght ftfi Volume i Wt« t Vol# s t 
treat-1 solutions residue jof real-i reisiduetre^ldue iAnaly$l$ ofReeidue 
ment i used t (grams) jdue 5 vol# ibohittitj* « 
(days) I (Rrame)i ) (o«o*) ioriginal»originalr uent iPeyoent 
,  ^  - I  •  I  ;  ,  -  •  i  •  •  t  ' t ' "  Z '  
1 » 105.38t ll«0709i 3«68Q8l l*3414l lt344d«Sl08 i 10*3^ 
$ I 364as» 10»0624x lf046J3i l,9580iFee0a i 1#13 
16 I 670,811 17,47741 6,74858 8,1177t B,13S1iA1bOo » i3*78 
88 I 943.401 17«4683l 5#736U Bai66> e,l898»0a0 I 8S*0S 
89 t 996,S98 17.3027J 5*71081 8*1074j saSOSlMgO I IQ^SG 
36 » 1048,69t 17.12381 6.6880* e.0746i 8.1180»S0b i 30.85 
43 I 1363,681 17.09691 6.61381 S.07161 S,084llNae0 I 
60 I 1416.191 17,06l4t 6.60061 8.0673i 8.0794tK«0 I 0*06 
67 I 1468.781 16,9678j 6.66901 S,08601 8.0677tH«0(dlf,)* 1S.88 
63 t 1681.47} 16«8575i 6.6319t 8#04801 8«063$t I 
70 > 1674.871 16>331^< 6.36741 1.9789> 1..9698< Total t 100.00 
Table 3L3. Ratl.0: of the Weights <m4 VolUftio of the Treated 
and Untreated Cement# Wagnesluid and podium Sulphate 
TPeatwent 
Time of 
treat** 
ment 
Jte£2,L 
X 
8 
16 
^2 
20 
36 
43 
60 
57 
63 
70 
t I • •• I 
Treating J V/eight Volume i 
aolutionr peeldue iof real**j 
used t (grama)Jdue ( 
(graing)i i (0t0») torlginalioriKlnalt uent 
TWHHT 
wt. J Vol( 
reaidue t residue 
'n, ' T "v'6i* 
I Anal, 
tOwftinE*-
ofReeidue 
T 
106.321 
364*181 
679,^11 
943*401 
Q96*Sdt 
1048*69t 
1363*58I 
1416.191 
1468.7S» 
1501.47$ 
1674*871 
I 
11*07091 
16^0624: 
17.47741 
17*46831 
17.36S7I 
17.123J3I 
17*0969 J 
17.0614* 
16*96781 
16*86751 
16*3316< 
t 
3*62081 
6*27361 
6*74268 
6*7361I 
6*71021 
6*68821 
6.6132t 
6*60061 
6*6690» 
6*6319t 
6 •8.674 V 
I 
1*3414I 
1*9462J 
2,11771 
2ai66> 
2>1074i 
e*oy48» 
2*07161 
2*06731 
2*08601 
2#0426I 
1*9789> 
T 
l*3442tSlOe 
i*9680tFe,30a 
2*1321|Alg0o 
2.l298|0a0 
2*1202}Mg0 
8*11201800 
2*084llWa60 
2*0794»K«0 
2*0677JHfl0(dlf, 
2*05391 
1*98921 Total 
I 
ipepoent 
i 
I 
< 
t 
I 
I 
)t 
i 
t 
10 *36 
1*13 
2*73 
22*08 
19*80 
30*86 
0*06 
12*88 *<5 
100*00 
- , • 48 
ly took very little or no part» Without qTiestion the mag­
nesium sulphate Tsas tiie predmninating compom^ in tbe treat­
ing solution • Practically all the lime of ttie cement (Pig* 4) 
reacted with the treating solution -to. form CaS04 ^ 
egaival^ t amotmt of an insoluble magnesium cos^ oazHi. 
•^ s has been explained, it was possible to calculate 
the wei^ts and voltoaes of the residues in the tabes and 
these values are shomt in Table 13• 
^e specific gravity at 2S degrees C» was 2.154 
«3iich gave the residue, weij^ing 18-5405 grams^ a volume of 
8*6G7 c-c» 2!he valtie obtained bjT calcizlation from the above 
analysis was 7#683 c.c» Subtracting for water content the 
determined value became &*22 as coisgjared with 5*36 for the 
calculated value t®able 13») Here again the values show the 
calculated volumes to be smaller than those obtained by 
detersdna tion . 
As in the case of the magnesium sulphate treatment 
the experiment proce^ed with a material increase in the 
wei^t and volume of the residue, ^e results obtained in 
this experiment .wers so r^arly like those ctotained with mag­
nesium sulphate alone it seems logical to expect tiie same 
speedy deccsax^c^sitionvf concrete when attacked by a mirfcure of 
the sulphates of magnesium and sodium. Sie reactions would 
probably proceed as if the sodium sulphate was not present 
until the magnesium sulphate had been exhausted. 
dQ 
7 > Jb-gpeslm C^orMe Soiutlops A 10 graat sample 
of Hortiiwestem States portlaad cement was treated with a 
5 perc«it isolation of magnesium cliloride in the mannep 
described • As was true ojf tbe magaesiEffli salviate solution 
it was foiind -aiat the chloride reacted very rapidly upon 
the cement and in a vespj short time all the lime of the lat­
ter had been removed {Pig* 4) and at the same time a com­
paratively large amount of magnesia had been left in the 
residue. 2he data obtained in this e35)eriment are summarized 
in Sable 14» 
IQiese results demonstrate that practically aTi the 
lime of the cement went into solution in one we^* On the 
other hand a ccanparatively large amount of magnesium: hydrate 
•was precipitated from iiie solution and retained in the resi­
due* Practically the -fcotsl SOg content of the cement went 
into solution in two weeks. 
If the lime of the cemeaat was available as Ca(GH)g^ 
magnesium chloride wcaild react as follows: 
Ca{OH)s + MgGle = CaGle + MsCOH)^ 
If this reaction "took place one would ejcpect to 
find enoii^ lime in soluticai as soluble calci^mI chloride, 
CaCljsy to be chemically equivalent to the amount of insoluble 
magnesium hydrate, lSg<(®>e, in the solid residue. A com­
parison of these values is given in Table 15. 
By reviewing Table 15 it is evident that the amount 
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5aT>le 15» IJLsae Dissolved and Magnesium Precipitated by Mag-
nesittm Glil03?ide Solutiaii 
f All values e::cpressed in girains) 
i:>Qlutian 
used TM?eclpitatedsprecipitated dissolved 
101.19 1.6975 
« 
I 2.36C» 2.2550 
367^  5^ 2390 t 4^ 5042 4.3570 
679*31 3.4490 s 4.7692 4.6794 
988.2Q 3.4550 : 4.8045 4.7342 
1039.69 3.5120 s 4.8949 4.739G 
1092.17 3.5230 t 4.8991 4.7685 
1404.68 3..5080 t 4.8762 4.8086 
1456.95 3.5210 : 4.8963 4.8359 
1509*51 3.5S30 r 4.9130 4.8653 
1562-^  3.5430 r 4.9269 4.8981 
1614.92 5*4310 z 4.7711 4.C8823 
of calciam in solution was equivalent to ttie magnesiiEi pre­
cipitated into tb.e cement, ^jiis iiolds true tbroughout tlae 
experiiaent'and it is safe to say that the reaction proceeds 
in the same manner as if the lime of the CQnoat had "beeh in the 
form of ealelm hydrate^  Another possibility for 
the reaction is rejaws^ted by the following equation TsSiicii 
is discussed on page 107-
, • {silicate ) , iSfffL-. — silicate ) , CaCT 
^ (alurrinate) ^  ~ ^  (aluminate) + 
5he cosgmted analyses of the final residues checked 
the actual analyses very closely. Consequently the computed 
weights of the constituents of the residues at the tiise of 
each we^cly analysis must have:"been''-correct. 
The data in Table 16 also indicate that the silica, 
ferric oxide and alumina were not reacted upon by the mag-, 
nesium chloride solution. 
Table 16* Compapiscn of Calculated and Ac-feaal A^iaiysls 
of Final Hesidae of MagaeslTiBt Chloride treatment 
of Cement 
ciomputed Actual 
Constituent perc^t percent 
SiOs 21.17 21.58 
Fe^ Oa? 2.20 2.16 
AlaOa 5.47 5.70 
CaO 5.70 3.62 
MgO 39,21 39.89 
SO® 5 0.26 
HSgO, —— . 
HoO{dif.) 27-91 27»05 
Total slGO.00 100.00 
fhe welgtrbs of tlae constituents were coBiputed at 
tiie time of eacQi weekly analysis of tlie aecnwnlated effluents, 
and frcm the values obtained tb.e relative volumes (Table 17) 
of tlie residues were calculated. 
During the action of magnesium ciilorlde on cement, 
the lime of the latter went into soluticm and an eq^^valent 
amount of magnesium precipitated from l^ie solution into the 
residue* One material was taken away and replaced by another 
having a lower molecular volume. The ratio of the molecular 
wolumes of CaO and Mg© Is about 1.5 to 1» This being true 
it would be expected that the volume and the weigiit of the 
residue woxild deci^ase vshen such s reacticn w^t pn.» Ttiis 
was found true as is brou^rt- out by the values in Table 17-
The specific gravity of the final residue -si^s found 
to be 1*83 at 25®C* From the wei^t of the residue its 
volume was calculated to be 4.983 c»c. as compared with. 
Fig. 5 
_:esidu.e froa the r-asnesiuis Chloride 
Treatment Shoviin^ tlie Complete Atsen* 
of Crystals. 
TftbXe 17# Wol^t and Volume Ratios of Treated to Vntreated Oement» 
Magnesium Ohloride Treatment 
Ht'iine 
treat-* 
ment 
TreRtinjsiOaiouiatediOalouiaiedi 
aolutloniwei^t Of jvolume of 
used t residues i residues 
( p t r a m s ) i  ( g r a m s )  t  ( c « o « )  
«atioj I Jtiatioj 
jWt# residueiVol* residue 
T 
t ( 
I 
9 
I 
t 
t 
t 
i 
t 
t 
I 
W tori^inayivol•original 
1 
7 
14 
2% 
@3 
39 
413 
4® 
66 
65 
70 
t 
101,19I 
367tea» 
679*311 
988*SOJ 
1039#691 
I 
1098,171 
1404.601 
1466«98l 
1B09#61* 
166S.06J 
1614•98t 
7.6868 
7.0108 
6•8740 
6^0360 
6»8770 
6#8580 
6*8030 
6.7890 
6,7780 
6.7490 
6.6530 
8*4483 
8•8086 
8.1597 
8.1446 
8.1592 
S»1530 
8.1360 
8#1309 
2.1864 
8.1183 
1.9969 
0*9S41 
0.8496 
0.8389 
0.8870 
6#8333 
0.8310 
0.8843 
0^8886 
0.8806 
0.8178 
0.7866 
} 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
t 
i 
I 
t 
I 
0*9068 
0»8800 
0.8019 
0.7968 
0.8017 
0.7996 
0.7931 
0*7918 
0.7891 
0.7865 
0.7411 
4^611 , the voltane calculated from the analysis. Cor­
rected for "wster content the deterrained voltisies bjecaiae 2,'438 
and 2,000 c«e« the final wlisme obtained in Table 17» 
Schlick, (10) by.immersing pieces of concrete 
drain tile in a solution of magnesitns chloride found th-1 
little or no physical react-*on took place, at least at the 
end of two years failnres cotild not be reported. On the other 
hand, pieces of tiie sasie concrete were very rapidly destroyed 
in a solution of isagnesima sulphate having the same concen­
tration. The Yoltuass of the final residue obtained by 
treating cenent t/ith solutions of Hiagnesiusi sulnhate in one 
case and chloride in another showed a inaterial increase with 
tbe fortaer and a slight decresse -1th the latter. This fact 
together with the results obtained by physical treatrtient de­
scribed by. Schlick would tend to substantitate the fact that 
railure was due in part to the production of new materials 
wMch occupied a ttaich greater volume then did the original 
untreated cements 
llhis experiment shoi!?ed that ^rhen cernent conies into 
intirnate contact irith isagnesium chloride solution, the 
tias practically all dissolved and in its place a chetaically 
equivalent amount of iiisgnesiui2 vpsss precipitated* The voluine 
changes resulting from t is reaction were only slight, the 
final volume being snialler than the original. The silica, 
ferric oxide and alumina were unattacked and nearly all the 
SOg ^as quickly dissolved from the sample. Pig. 5 sho?;s the 
final residue free from crystalline material. 
Table 18. Action of Sofil\am Sulphate Solution on Portland Oement. 
(All values In grams) 
solution}Solution 
In I out 
I 
i^ontont of' Vi'it^diPaw t 
.. > 
103.54< 
430.60t 
743.ess 
1053,50/ 
1367.30> 
t 
1410*38) 
1471.461 
1523.56) 
1576*31) 
16S8.56) 
1681.S6) 
64*15 
401.13 
703*38 
1010*76 
1315*40 
1359*78 
1413*03 
1464,93 
1515,98 
1564*03 
1681 •IU6 
r - - t 
OaO ) SO0 itltratf t 
total I total ) Ing t 
0*07651 
0,3S65) 
0*5396) 
0.74901 
0*9560) 
t 
0,9843) 
1*0S03) 
1*0556) 
1.0884) 
l,il9S) 
1*8748) 
T 
1*9896) 
9*6878) 
17,4918) 
86,6868) 
33*8640) 
) 
35*0655) 
36*4822) 
37,8703) 
39.2389 
40*6269) 
43.7648) 
SOjj 
In 
sOb 
out 
286 t 
338 I 
457 I 
523 I 
579 ) 
I 
589 I 
600 t 
610 I 
619 ) 
627 ) 
660 ) 
T 
2*7715) 
11,5320) 
19*9030) 
28,2540) 
36*6000) 
S7.996ol 
) 
< 
t 
) 
) 
T 
2,4338) 
10,2850) 
goWl ) I'ot^i ...uika^ 
OaO t SOo )ilnlty 
dls-H tprecipe t as 
eolved ) Itated > MaOH 
39*389 
40*782 
42,19$ 
43,595 
45,005 
18*493 
26*823 
35*200 
36*603 
37*992 
39,387 
40,800 
42*201 
43*766 I 
t 
0*09411 
0,3602) 
0*5703) 
0*7821) 
0*9935) 
) 
1,0274) 
1*0625) 
1*09791 
1*1317) 
1*1644) 
1*274$) 
I. 
0*3380) 
1,2470) 
1*4110) 
1*4310) 
i*40001 
I 
1*3020) 
1,3970) 
1*39501 
1*3900) 
1*3940) 
1,24064 
0,4656 
1,5972 
2.1257 
2*3871 
2*6481 
2*7052 
2*7492 
2*7914 
2,8320 
2*8726 
2*9040 
One gram solution « 0.02677 grams SO0 
2able 19. CS^igiiial aiad Final Analysis o:? Cement 
^ea%©d witb. Sodiem Sul^^te 
Solxxtidai 
< 
•1 I Original Final 
Constituent (grams} tarams Fercent^ 
siOg 1^ 968 l,9StO : 20.43 
Fe^gOs a.l97 a^32 2.15 
AljgOs 0,520 0,5104 5*40 
CaO 5*S22 3.7639 39.8a 
HgO 0.207 0.2240 2.37 
SO3 &.149 1.1721 12*40 
and S^O 0.087 0*0559 0.38 
HgG {dif,> I«860 S 1.^ 155 17.07 
Total IC^ Or S 9.4520 100.00 
S* Soditaa Sslpli&t^ Sorlatixait a» Action on Port­
land Geiaent* With sodiioa salpljate tise stetliod of treatment "sras 
exactly the same as eg3ipl<^ed ®itii tJie mgnesixaa ciiloride and 
solpicate treatment* ^e results are glv&s. In Table 18» 
In this treatment considerable SO3 was precipi­
tated into the residue, but to a siaalfer extent than when 
magnesium sulphate was employed (Pig» 1)- i)ae to the sol­
ubility of 0aS04«2Se0 considerable of the llae w®ttt into sol­
ution. ^e constituents of the original and final naterials 
ai»€ shosm in Table 19 • 
The weekly acguaulations of the efflu^ts -sirere 
titrated •arith approximately tenth normal hydrochloric acid 
using lEethyl orange for an indicator^ It was found that 
these solutions were quite alfcallne, as is indicated by the 
values given in ^ ble 18. 
^en sodium sulphate reacts with hydra ted lime the 
following reaction takes-place ^ 
ig.b. 
Hesid-ue from the Sodiura iulpiiate 
Treatment Siiovviiig Crystals of 
Galcium Sulpiiate* 
Ca{0H)2 + + 2Sa€E 
Galdam salpbate {Fig» 6) and a dieadcally eijoi-
valent amoxtat of soditaa liydroxide "werfe fonaed* If such a re­
action vtook place wlien cemsnt was treated witb. soditim stilpbate 
one would e33)ect tbe formation of calciiaa sulphates, CaS04« 
SHgO and a eh^nicaHy univalent amoant of sodixaa hydroxide^ 
Hie total calciraa sulpbate formed at each period Of ana lysis 
was calculated by the seiaiod already describedy and the 
sodium hydroxide eqizlvalent to the alkalinity of tbe witfe-, 
drawn solutions was calculated. Ihese Talties are gi^ren in 
Table 20. 
The data in ^ ble 20 indicate that the alkallaiity 
of tbs soluticeis in terms of sodim liydroxide was vCTy near 
•aSmt the anKomt calcalated, eqtdLvalent to the 6aSO4^Hg0 
formed psroved to be» It is probable that all the SO^ pre­
cipitated went to form calcium sulphate, CaS04*2Hg0, and all 
the lime in solution "was dissolved CaSQ^v^SEsO^*-
Table 19 shows that tbe alumina; content of the 
sample had not been dinilBishedw Table 20 ii^icates the 
presence of considerable Ha€H in i^ icii alumina is soli^ le 
with, the formation of soluble sodium aluminate. In tliis ex­
periment it Tsais piwbable that tJae greater part of the alka­
linity j&rasd -was due to the hydrolysis of tlie silicates of 
the cemnt» The supernatant liquids containing the I&OH 
had been dram off prior to the attack of the aluminates. 
RanTrla (10} estimated c^nent to eozrtain approximately 35 per-
' cent tricalciim silicate, 36i»5 percent dl-calciam silicate 
these 
and lS-5 percent tpi<!!alciiJ!E alEsinate* Wh:K!i':v.-e -as^TPalEces, 
calculations show that the amoont or eement used in this 
experiment (8.1^3400 grants^ dry) contaizied 2-1487 grams CaO 
as 30^.3102; 1.9796 graisES OsQ as 2Ca0.Si02 and Q»9597 
grams GaO as SCaO^Ai^Os totaling 5*0^0 grams as cos^jared 
with 5*212 grams by analysis. As previoiisly stated, trical-
cium silicate^ according to Klein (3) hydrolyses as follows^ 
3Ca©.Si0s + ^ *5E^0 = eaO.SlOs»2.SBfi0 + 2Ga(0H>e 
XT such were the case, 1 *4325 grams CaO would have 
"been set free for reaction* Stable 20 sfaias that 5.2034 grams 
CaSO^ were formed idiich is the equivalent of 2*1541 grams 
Cs^y £sidclfedfe-a.tasg the hydrolysis of other silicates than tri-
calcitna silica;te« In Tiew of the fact that none of the 
alumina was dissolved by the 35aGH formed it is assumed "feiat 
•fee aluminate present in the cement was not attacked "bj -ttre 
sodium hydroxide solution during the experiment* 
b* Action on Pure (97 percent) Lime, ^ough lime 
(97 percent GaO} to have a CaO content equal to th?t of 10 
grams of c^nent was treated v?ith sodium sulphate in the same 
manner as in the experiment ^ust described. Bie resulting 
data are given in ^able 21* 
By ccaaparison of tables IS and 21 it seems that the 
reaction taking place between cement and sodium sulphate 
solution was of the same general nature as that between pure 
^ble 20* Eelaiiioa A2ka2JLid.t;y oT Soiutions 
to Saieiam. Sulpthate Formed- Sodlom 
Saijaiate B?eatmerit of Ceosextt 
sioiution 
n7?rftTiTi1ty 
as Sa€@ 
(grams) 
a^S04 
formed 
(gramai 
SaM 
eqxiivalent 
to OaSQ^ 
formed (gm.) 
0»46S6 0.8032 0-.4721 
1.5972 2.9704 i*74SS 
2^ 1257 5.7838 2.2258 
2*3871 4-3320 2.6461 
.^6481 4.7926 2.8168 
2J70S2 4»8615 2^ 8571 
2^ 7m2 4-3615 2^ 8571 
2.7492 4»9551 2.9122 
5.0^ 6 2,9607 
2*S520 5.126&, 5.0130 
2*S726 5»1^ 4 5h,0546 
2^ 90^  5.2034 5.0582 
iitae and sodium salpliate solution.- In 'both eases (51g» l) 
SO3; was 2»?^ipitated witli tke faraation of^ ealcltm sulphate 
CaSO^y soioe of vrbidb. vent back into solution slo-srly* The 
alkalinity of tiie efflaents in both cases in teres of HaOE 
was sligitly lower tiian the calculated amoants- Sable 22 
gives the cfetta obtained with, the lime treatment • 
®hen calcium sulphate is farmed in cement by the 
action of a soluble sulphate, this new cojapotmd <CaS04) 
a greater volume than the lime from which it was made due to 
the ^ recipitatic® of the sulphate radical. Because of this 
and the fact that the lime of the cement was the only in­
gredient reacted upon and finally that nearly all the' lime 
remained in the residue after being sulphated, it follows 
that an increase in the volume of the cement would be expected 
$aJ)le 21* -^ction of Soditcs Saljfeate 
on IdiEte 
i>olQtionr GaO SO3 •aifis-linil^ 
used dissolved preeipltaced es Final Hesidue 
{gramsy (gpams) tgrams) mm 
105»04 0.0992 0.S302 0.^ 4965 Wai^t = 7.9195 gra-
432.2a 0,4O72 1.6150 2^ 1472 GaO = 3.035^ 
755.84 0.66^  S.8790 3»5106 CaSG4 = 89^74jg 
1072.64 &m9266 4^1040 4.9085 SgO = 7^ 23^  
1375.99 1.1^  4^9640 6*9037 
1699^  1.2831 5.0280 6.2553 
2020.19 1.5619 4.8040 6.3176 
2351.69 1.8727 S4.1799 IiOSt 
•s-Pirom artaiyais of resi<iue* One graaa solation = CX»027123 grams 
SOs. 
Table 22. Kelation of Alkalinity of Solution to 
Galcitca Sal^iate Formed* Sodium Salphate 
Treatment of I»ime 
CaS64 
formed Xgraia&> 
HaOH eQaiTalent to 
'OaSO^ filmed (grasis) as HaOH ^ grains) 
0.4963 0.8022 0^ 715 
2.1472 3.7345 2.1949 
3.5106 e.5051 Oj.€232 
4.9085 9.2276 5.4233 
6.0937 11.1943 6.5795 
6.2553 11.6641 6.8553 
6.3176 11.9601 7.0293 
Lost 11.6537 6.8492 
In. this ease a large voltoae-increase would not be expected 
because only one new laaterial was foiroed witMn the residue 
aiBi that was ccntinually heing dissolved- Toward the end of 
botSi experiments wilii sodium sulphate solution it was found 
that the volume of the residue began to decrease due to the 
fact that calcium sulphate apjarently went into solution 
more rapidly than it was formed* 23iis being true it would 
cnly be a matter of tis^ until all the lime of the cement 
would be converted into sulphate which would go into solution 
and be carried away, ther^y destroying the concrete, 
The changes in voltzaie due to sodium sulphate treat­
ment were calculated as indicated in ^IJahle 23 • 
She determined specific gravity of i:he final resi­
due was found to be 2«14 asd the volume obtain^ from this 
value and the weight of the residue, was 4*417 c*c* as com­
pared with 4*06 y the value obtained from the analyses by 
calculation. Ihen the deterjpined volume was corrected to a 
water-free basis a value of 2«86 e*c. was obtained isfeich cor­
responds quite well with 2.71, the volume (water-free) ob­
tained by calculation from the solution analysis. 
e. Action of Sodium Sulphate on Medusa Cement. 
/ 
experiment similar to those already described was run on 
a 10-gram sample of the Hedusa cement previously referred 
to- Fifteen hondred cubic centimeters of solution were used 
and the whole was accunailated for analysis. The analysis of 
the residue is shown, in Table 24. 
Table S3. Ratio of Volumes of Treated and Untreated Oement* 
Sulphate Ti'oatment of Oeinent 
Sodliun 
Trettt'lhg sblu* 
tlon used 
(grams) 
f'-
of residueIVolume of 
Vf^rams) 1 |resAdue (o »o • 
1—Ha'uoi 'I—'mm.... 
(Wt> re$idu^)Vol» residue 
) iWfe>originaii vQi ^o.r.ii;in^ l 
Tline of treat-
ment (duya) 
:l 
0 
xe 
8a 
£)9 
m 
4a 
50 
57 
63 
ia. 
103«54 
430*80 
743*68 
1055.50 
1367.30 
1419*30 
1471#46 
1583*56 
1576*31 
1683«56 
1681>86 
8«4g71 
9*X496 
9*0944 
8,9086 
8•8308 
8*6188 
8*5867 
8,6509 
8#6S0i 
8*4886 
a*8l77 
I 
t 
t 
t 
i 
t 
t 
I 
I 
t 
i 
J 
8*7787 
3*0101 
8*9988 
8*9379 
8«8595 
8•8463 
8#8565 
8,8874 
8*8154 
8*8086 
Mm. 
1*0896 
1*1086 
1*1019 
1*0787 
1*0710 
1*0443 
1*0404 
1*0370 
1*0384 
1*0878 
0*9957 
1^0895 
1*1177 
1*1130 
1*0908 
1*0616 
1^0569 
1*0538 
1*0498 
1*0453 
1*0409 
1,0077 
a:) 
ht--'' 
65 
TsLble 24* Action or Sodima Stilphate on Bedosa Cement 
tPercent int Percent in 
Constituent : original ; final residue Hes^rks 
SiOs 
m. 
: 20^ 15 : 20-96 Weight of final resi­
* « due = 9.5725 grams 
t 2.40 : 2.46 
Al»o« s 4.52 X 4.71 CaO in treating solu­
• « tion = 1.4546 grams 
CaO t 54.81 : 42.96 
MgO : 4»12 s 4»17 
SOa i 1.58 t 11^ 37 
t 0.6Q t 0.40 
HbO t .11.8S : 12.97 
2?otal I 100^  I lt)0.OO -
5Qie resolts obtained by tliis experiment are general­
ly the same as those obtained by treatmait of the Hortaiwestem 
States ceaasnfe -arith sodixisi sulpfcate. She sulphate solution re­
acted to about the same extent in both cases* 
d» Action on Concrete Iferain 5ile. Iilfce experiments 
conducted on sables of" ground concrete drain tile QSLve re-
salts very similar to those already ea^lained. 
e« Sammary of Action of Sodium Sulphate» In all 
the experhaenta conducte<| the results sh0"sf that sodium sul­
phate soluticaa when in close contact with cement reacted to 
precipitate SO^ into i^ie cement forming calcium sulpbate, 
CaS04 "Rriiai a sli^t increase in volume* Itoe to the solubility 
of calcium sulphate this compound went into solution result­
ing in a decrease in the TOlume of ta» Teslda^m. The -silica, 
ferric oxide> alumina and magnesia of the conent were prac­
tically unattacked. The reaction was much slower and not 
carried to the extent it was 's^en magnesium sulphate was em­
ployed (Pigs. 1 and 4)* 
9» Action of Sodiuia Claloride Solution: a» Action, 
on Portland Cement* The data obtained hj tireating 10 grams 
of 5ta?iiOTestern States c®a:ient with a 5 percent soditsst 
chloride solution ai»e given in Table 25* 
3^ e data ot this experiment indicatei that the silica, 
ferric oxide» giiirwina and magnesia were not reacted upon to 
any perceptible extent. ?&xe lime went into solution gradual­
ly in prc^ortion to the amoxmt of treating reagent employed 
(Fig* 4). 5early all the So® content of the cement went into 
solution. residue contained no crystals {Slg» 7)» 
TT> view of the fact that some of the constituents 
of the cement were gr^ually and continually i».ssing into 
solution, and that no other materials were added, the volume 
of the residue inust have gradually decareased. Evidence of 
this decrease in volume is given in Table 26» 
fhe specific gravity of the residue Tsas determined 
to be 2.171 at 25®G. Calculating the volume by using the 
specific gravity and the wel^t of the residue, 5.601 was 
obtained as compared with 3.5777, the value calculated from. 
the analysis. 55ie volumes determined on a water-free basis 
w re 2.086 and 2.092 c.c. respectively as calculated frcm 
values in Table 25* 
b. Action of fiedusa C^^t. ^ similar exposure of 
Kedusa cement to 5 percent sodium chloride solution gave re­
sults similar to those just discussed. A comparison of the 
Table 25• Action of Sodlm Ghlorld© Solution 
on Oemont 
(All values exproseod in grams) 
boiution: solution w.^ihdt•aw: OftO 
In 
349•86 
659»56 
966*65 
1020#16 
1072,06 
1381,85 
1432.68 
1484•88 
1536.43 
1591f68 
out t -rm- w 
317,71 
688.98 
927.78 
977.36 
a025.71 
a334.98 
11386.57 
11434.68 
11486.33 
11591.58 
0.4760 
0.8780 
1.1845 
1.2369 
1.2813 
1.4906 
1.5334 
1.5714 
1.0010 
1.7889 
0.0590 
0.0779 
0»0877 
O#O940 
0.0946 
0.1106 
i sbo y —Hnal'; 
jdisoolvodidiesolvedjresldue* 
I 
0.5833 
0»9028 
1.8368 
X*Q9%% 
1.339^  
1«6484 
1*6844 
li6S66 
!•< 
t : 
I 0.0649 ISiOo 84.56 
J 0.0086 iPeeOo 8.58 
J 0.0916 lAleOa 0.47 
I 0.0988 tOaO 43.36 
t 0.0988 m^ O 8*66 
t 0.1145 ISOo 0.80 
{ iKfl^eO and 
J 0.87 
( lHaO(dif.) X9*38 
* > I '•gotal 100 *00 
^c-Wt. » 7.8188 grams 
o:> 
:ig.7 
esiaue itoe the cdiiixn. C'-iiorlcle 
reatnent ::hov.in,; the /Sconce of 
Cr^riitais* 
•fable 86• Ratio of Volume of TJPoated and Un­
treated Cement Sodi\im Chloride Treat­
ment 
WernngTOtP 
tions used 
(g^raffla) 
mi'm ofiVottime of»'  n a t i c ) " i  " t  
rijsiduoi residue t Wt» reaiduei 
• ili[a''l;'io I 
Vol •  res idue 
(gyamg) t  (o»o«)  iWt# 'originaliv6Y< orip^iMl 
Time of treat-
ment (days) 
T 
i 
I 
t 
t 
t 
I 
* 
I 
I 
t 
I 
t 
14 
21 
28 
58 
40 
40 
56 
63 
70 
349*26 
669*56 
968,65 
1020 a6 
1072.06 
im#26 
1432.68 
1484•88 
1836,43 
;:i69X,52 
7»6648 
7•2680 
6*9240 
6•8630 
6*8160 
6#6960 
6*6660 
6.6120 
6,48^0 
6*4160 
2*4994 
2*3678 
2*2582 
2*2387 
2*2234 
2*1533 
2*1403 
2*1267 
2*1172 
2*0962 
t 
t 
t 
I  
t 
t 
( 
$ 
s 
t 
I 
0*9287 
0*8806 
0*8390 
0*8316 
0*8285 
0*7992 
0*7943 
0*7890 
0.7854 
0*7774 
0*9280 
0*8791 
0*8386 
0*8312 
0*8266 
0*7096 
0*7947 
0*7897 
0*7861 
0*7783 
70. 
opigliMtl and t3?eated cement Is given in Table 27» . 
Saiese data show that seme of the lime, SG5, and 
alkali of the cemdnt went into solution •without the addition 
or anything from the solution. ®ie weight of the dry final 
residue was lower than the original sahs-fcance, indicating 
•iihat a decrease in volume had been effected. 
10. Action of Sodiim Bicarbcmate Solution m 
Oemeatt a. Action on Portland Ceaent. 53ie analysis of the 
residue shows the presence of 30*20 percent COs, i-ndi eating 
that 68.69 percent of the final residue was in the form of a 
"^calcium carbonate, leaving 3«24t percent of •oncarbonated lime. 
Cxmslderable of the silica of the cement went into solution 
as well as all of the SO3 content. 
b. Action on Medusa Cement. ?he residue of the 
Medusa cement treated wl-fch sodium bicarbonate solution 
analyzed as shown below. ?he weight of the residue was 12.6055 
grams. 
Constitu^ts Percent 
SiOs 14.62 
FesOs 1.99 
AlsOa S.45 
CaO 41.30 
MgO 2.50 
SOs 0.17 
CO2 _ 29.46 
Sia^O and £^0 2.oy 
HgO 5.10 
fotal 100.00 
5he above results show that nearly all the lime of 
the cement had been carbonated, there being less than 4 percent 
VI 
Table Action of Sodium Chloride cai ffiedosa Cem^t 
Constituent 
i'^ rcent in 
original 
Jfercsnt in 
treEEted Kemarlcs 
SiOs 20.15 24.10 ®eight of the final resi-
doe = 8*0820 grazBS 
PegOs S*40 2*85 
AlsO» 5*29 
CaO 54^ 81 46*81 
KgO 4^22 4^ .95 
HajgO^ o»m 0*18 
S0» 1.58 1^ 07 
H«0(dir») ll^ SS 14*77 
CaO uneoo^ined with COe^ in both ezperimezrta. With both ce*' 
Bi^ts there seems to hasre been a slight incirease in the alkali 
CCTitent of the residue•- Siis mast have been doe to failure to 
remove me<aianically retained alkali by Insufficient washing* 
The silica contests in both cases were decreased and nearly 
tbe satire S0» coaatent was <1. ssolved out— 
Due to the fact tljat carbonation tobk^ place it 
feeems that concrete would not be materially attacked by a sol­
ution of sodiom bicarbonate due to the protective coating of 
calcium carbcaaate found on the outside or the eaposed materi­
al* This is brought wit by the results obtained by Schlicdc 
(lO) in his immersion tests* 
11* Volume Changes? 5|he curves obtained by Schlick 
(10) (?ig* 8) indicate the rate at T^Mch the specimsaae of 
concrete were attacked when inmersed in. the various 
solutions* Comparing the relative changes in volume dae to 
alkali treatment (^ig* 31 with this/Eork it is rsadily seen 
that the carves are generally the samej namely, those wliicli::s:how 
r>i 
o /o ko 
iO%/igSQ, 
/5yoAJa^S0.~ I 
H—/-h:^ 
yO%/Va^SO^ 
IO%MgCU 
/O °ANaa 
40 50 GO 70 80 30 /Op I/O /ZO /30 I40 /50 /60 
Pen'od of l/vtv^ rs/on-Weeks 
"t''ig.8. Hate of Attack Due to Various Conoentrations of Different Solutions. 
the greatest increase in valame correspond to the greatest 
rate of failtire of actual concrete samples* ^Ixitions caus­
ing a relative decrease in volant caused practically no 
failure on the inmersed drain tile* 
Sable 29 shows the ext^t to which the treating 
solutions reacted isith the portland cement sBH5>les, 
Table 28* Aotlon of Sodium Bloartoonat© Solution on Cement 
(All values expreased In grams) 
'i ' • • • • : r .U3,s-'•#' biS"»''VHa-*' lAnalysis'o?.,:.. 
SolutIon13olutlon»Content of Withdraw > solved\solvedisolved* final residue* 
In . t out _ % 810ft t cad t Slpn t Oao t 80e i 
341.61 
661*51 
911*76 
963.76 
1016.40 
1386*90 
1379.90 
1438*38 
1485*81 
1530*66 
I 
t 313*64 
i 684«68 
I 884.07 
I 938*57 
} 969*66 
11301.97 
11334*87 
;1407.15 
11459*81 
)1630*56 
t 
i s 
10.090010 
I0*18B0J0 
;0*148010 
s0*1496;0 |0*1565»0 
I ) 
to*186810 
J0.1936$6 
JO*8086»0 
}Q*8181t0 
l0*S32li0 
1 I 
} I 
*013610 4S61*0 
.0193i0a468t0 
.0871$ 
*08711 
*08711 
X 
*0369t 
*0408$ 
*0436$ 
.0435$ 
.0436$ 
» 
$0 
to 
$0 
i $0 
$0 
$0 
$0 
to 
f 
$ $ $ 
.098010 40147$0 >1478 $S10o 14^5 
*1873 $0 *0801 $0 #1630 iFe^jOd 1*6$ 
* 1466$0^0880 to 4630 $Al9O0 4«83 
*1636$0*0880$0*l530$cft0 41»73 
• 10O6tO*O88O$OA53O$MgO 1*46 
i $ $ 
*l$94l0^Q366t0*1530tS0o 0#00 
.1978$0*0409l0a530t008 30.80 
*8068t0*0443to*1630tHaoO^KBO 1*67 
*8167 $0*O443tO 4530$ 
.238110.0443 $0 4530tHoO(dlf *) 4*81 
t < lyptal 100*00 
«Wt. » 18.3810 grams 
Table 29• Poroentag© of Lime of Portland Cement Re-
aotod upon by the Various 'j?J:*eRting Solutions 
(All values expreseod in grams) 
T^aye" i Mg^ 
< treatment vtr0atment exposure 
X 
V 
14 
SI 
26 
38 
48 
49 
56 
63 
70 
treatment < 
r 
treatmen 
40.60 
96*65 
9V.18 
96*66 
96*96 
97*16 
96*73 
93*18 
93.48 
93.38 
92*80 
i^93*64 
87*80 
76.41 
97*86 
95*90 
95*91 
96*00 
96 *3$ 
97*91 
98*84 
98*61 
97*61 
'?fr9$*3$ 
43*81 
83*61 
89*66 
90*64 
90*74 
91*33 
98*11 
98«64 
93 >81 
93*86 
93*64 
i 
t 
I 
t 
t 
I 
i 
t 
I 
s 
t 
t 
t 
6*48 
83*96 
30.50 
34*93 
38*66 
39*3.9 
39*98 
40.47 
41*35 
41.91 
41*97 
t ^»93*68 < J»44«44 
.—S59T~ 
trea tment 
9v36 
16*68 
88*96 
83*98 
84*86 
88*64 
89*44 
30*89 
30*48 
38*16 
•<»34*5l 
•j^These figures were obtained fi*om calculations made using tbi0 
values obtained by analysis of the finftl residue* 
on 
0* Carbcaa ©ioxide Speatment as Preventative 
Against ^LL^iate Disintegration 
12* Aeti<m of ^arlxm Bicgide on C^aent Poring 
gxTP^-ng Periods Vicat (H) stat^  tiiat any mortar viJaea. ez-
pojsed to prolonged action of magnesium sulphate solution 
would give all of its lime to reaction except that portion 
neutralized by carbon cBbxide.. Miller (12) conclodedv that ±a 
the curing of concrete, resistance to ttie attack by sulphate 
bearing waters is developed dtiring the hardening period in air 
rather than during the period it is kept sioist* 
Bae to the fact that ccaisiderable lijae is set free 
daring the setting process and that the atmosphere contsiins 
appreciable asoant of carbon dioxide, it is quite logical to as-
soae a reaction betwe^ these two with the forEaation of calcium 
carbonate. As the latter sobstance is xmaffected by the sul­
phate solutions ^ escperiments «ere plamed to astermine the ef­
fect carbon dioxide •Erov;ld have toward making ceaneot aiore re­
sistant to saljdiate attack • 
13*^ Preparation of Standard Saioples; Briquets were 
made up in the proportion of 5:1 by weight using Hawkeye port-
land cenent, standard Ottawa sand and distilled water. Siiese 
samples we3?e cured 2S days tnader water. A second lot "was 
made up in the same way using COs-charged distilled water. 
Part of tiiie seccaid lot was stored in a damp dessicator through 
which enougih COg -was passed to maintain a GOz atmosjdbsre. 2he 
remainder of the second lot was stored under the water in the 
•J is 
desslcator» The strength of the saniples at the end of 28 
days is shomi. in 5te.hle 50-
Saarples 2 am 5 w^e dried out and the cement sep­
arated from the sand by Barkers {15) method, ^e c^ent so 
r^oved was groimd to pass a KXJ-iaesh sieve and analysis 
o^wed it to contain GOs as giiren in ^ ?able 30. 
^e data show that in sn atmosphere of COg, 12*63 
percent ofthe lime of saa^jle 2 had been cajriaonated- i:s this-
true, it wofEtld seem that at least that amoTint of liiae had: 
been set free during li^draticEi-^ 
Effect of Sagnesitag Salt^iate Solotlcai on Car­
bonated Ces^ nts T^en-gjjam samples of oarbonat;ed cement from. 
the bri<|CEets were treated with a solution of magnesittm. sul­
phate in the manner de^ribed, excepting that 250 c*c» 
stoppered bottles "srei^e used. 2his experiiaCTtt proceeded in 
exactly -Sie same manner as the one in which iincarbonated jtort-
land cement was used* The results are summarised in Table 31-
In this experiment the reaction went rapidly and 
to considerable an extant* &ble 31 shox?s that a total of 
76 percent of the lime was finally reacted upon, in the case 
of nncarbcnated cement practically all the lis® was i»eected 
upon when the same amonnt of "fapeating solation had been used, 
e^n the tmcarbonated cement was treated, the end of the first 
week saw the lime coE5>letely reacted upon (Pig. 9)* The 
carbonated cement Soared that 65 percent of the lime had tinder-
100 
90 
c: 
Q 80 
^ 70 
•k. 30 
20 
10 
0 
0 
r 
Table 30. Strength and Analysis of Carbon J^loxld© 2?reated Briquets 
t i Sftiiipl^ .. 3 « 
} 1 Siample 2 - cured cured 88 daya 
JSample 1 « cured S8 tSS days in moist under water In 
} days tmdpy water t gOe atmosphere OOq atmosphere 
Teneiie strongth lb» per sq« In 
t 
* )  330 340 S50 1 4S& ; 410 376 
t 370 320 340 t 380 330 S80 
t 370 310 1 376 345 390 
1 316 330 1 370 430 
t 360 340 t 375 436 
t 340 335 1 379 
Average 
' i 
s 339 378 389 
Analysis of separated cement? 
i 
t 
Infiolublo (sand) i t 9* 16 11,30 
00b % t 1 8. 94 6»93 
GaOOo% 1 i «>« »-i i S0» 33 16,76 
Sand free baoisi 
11 
t 
oo^i 1 ) 94 98 7.81 
OaOOo in t iaa* 
. .  
1 17.77 
Tablo 51, Effect of Magneslvutt Sulphato Solution on Carbonated Cement 
(All values expressed in grams 
exoept as noted) 
T 
Solu- ) 
tlon } 
used t 
t 
103.56)0 
414.01)0 
705.3310 
1035*88I0 
1346,39)0 
1657»08)1 
*)1 
-TSa'd" )0aSft4 ) 
in ) OaO) 
solut^} solu-"-: 
t3.on. ) tion ) 
iuasOA 
) soj 
Coji$t i-1 Original )ke0iqiu01 
tuent t perpent)percent) 
) ) 
,0000)0*1964) 
,2938)0,71331 
,4313)1,0471) 
•6470)1,5708* 
,3356)8,0287: 
,1884)8,7396) 
,1840)8.8746) 
^ ) ) . )iiag ) . CaO 
SOo SOq i I'otal) JigO )0aO )o| MgO )reaoted 
preolpi«^)preoipi-') CaS04)preoipl'»') of ipreoipi-) on 
tated ) tated jformed) tated )Oa304 ) tated ) 
) 
1,7038) 
4,1580) 
4,1144) 
4,0866) 
3,9084) 
3,7476) 
3,6315) 
t 
) ) 
8*8961)3,0935) 
7,0701)7•7634) 
6*9960)8^0431) 
6,8467)8,4175) 
6,6467)8,6744) 
6.37a3)9,1119) 
6,174^)0,0405) 
) ) 
Remark# 
) T 
0*9061)1,8737) 
8,8517)3,8058) 
8,3010)3*3188) 
8.8911)3,4670) 
8,8603)5,5788) 
8*3109)3,7530) 
e,64S0)3«7869) 
) 
1*8600) 
3,8058) 
3,1998) 
3<1860) 
3,1438) 
3,8135) 
3,5391) 
85,83 
65,00 
67,17 
70,89 
98*44 
76,09 
75,57 
) ) ) 
SiO 
FegOo 
AluOo 
CaO 
MgO 
SOs. 
00«^ 
HeOiflifj 
HsO +008 
(dif,) 
84,63 
2,61 
3*93 
49*38 
3*31 
1*46 
6,93 
7*81 
) 
15,06)Final residue e 15,5860 grams 
1,70) 
2,89) 
g'"" aol^ tlon = lolgiloll grams So© gramg 
^ I 
) 
15,15) 
) 
Comparison ot final residue) 
•M-from analysis of residue 
iWelgiit Of residue (grams; 
)SOo precipitated (grams) 
)MgO preoipltatod 
)OaO reacted on (t) 
') Cartoon! 
)nated ex-
)ment ex~ 
iperiment 
jordiii^ry 
• ) cement ex-
)p0riMent 
1 ) 18*6866 i 17,7iir 
I 3,6316 
) 8*5450 
) 75,57 
) 4,8918 
) 3,3514 
) 93*64 
o 
gcme reaction, the first week. 53iereafter the reactitai pro­
ceeded very slowly until <»ily 76 percent liste had l?een re­
acted upon at the end of the exi>erimQit« Hie values in 
fehle 31 indicate that the ordinary ("ancarlsonatedi canent was 
nach EKjre h^vily attacked. 
TbB arialysis of the untreated saii^ le indicates that 
only S»85 percent of the total lime had been ca^haaated^ 
Aiffilysis of the final residxte shows that 24:»43 percent of the 
TtmA reaiained tinattack«i. 3?he tmattacked Hess contained 8.:83 
percent in th^ form <yf CaCOa Tsfeich leaves 1&«60 percent lime 
not ca3:^>onated and still not attacked, ^e nncarbonated ce­
ment showed 6«46 percent lime tmattacked, isost of which was 
present as GaCOe - . 
As ctMisiderable tmcariK>nated lime was left tmat­
tacked it would seera that a protective coating of CaGCXs had 
been formed on the ceiaent psorticles which prevented to some 
extent access of the solpihate solution. It seems probable 
that pieces of weli-made eoncrete would be very resistant to 
the attack of magnesium sulphate if cikred in an atciosphere of 
carbon dioxide. As this Inexpensive gas is a waste product 
of many industries and one of the chief constituents of flue 
it should be possible to cure concrete in its presence-: at 
a low cost. 
15. Action of Sodium Sulphate; In experiment asing 
sodium sulphate solution was carried on in a manner similar to 
82 
tl» one iast deacrifced- !Sie results of tpeatment are given 
In Table 32 . 
5feble 32 shows the reaction went as would be ex­
pected in & aianner as when uncarbonated ceoient was used.* 
CaSO^ was formed and an equivalent amount of KaOH was pro­
duced. A cOTiparison of the final products of reaction witii 
tiiose flrom nncarbonated cement shows that also in this case 
the action was less severe than on the micarbonated cement* 
In all of these experiments the cement treated was 
in the form of fine powder^ ccmseqnently surface was 
eaposed to the treating solution- lin concrete, however, the 
only cfflnent exposed to reaction is on the surface* except 
that which may be reacted npon due to the .porosity of the 
concrete* 
It >iflg been shown that COs treatm^at diminishe.d the 
action of alkali sulphate to a considerable extent» it must 
be kept in that the cement -ased for this work was ob~ 
tained by separation frran corserete and did not consist of sur­
face cement which had the greatest access to the COg during 
the 28 days ctiring. It seems logical to assmae that if good 
concrete was allowed to set in the presence of CO^ or properly 
exposed thereafter that the surface would become very re­
sistant to sulphate attack. 
It has already been shown that treatment with 
FaB0Oa carbonates the lime of portlajid cement* This being 
tru^ it is ETiggested that concrete, which is to be placed 
Table Z2, Effect of Sodium Suiphcite on Carbonated Gement 
i ioftsbi I I J CaO t r 
I Total t total t Alka*» i 4 Solu-iOaO IntOaO Ini SOo |0aS04 
tlon i BOlu»«t »olu-tpreclp-» SOo pre-»» v>aagA»ua»W4 ;xinxvy luau 
used t tion i tlon titated |Olpitatedtforineai ras MftOHtNaOH 
—-X ~r 
103»67i0.0891$0 
414,54a0.3S80J0 
7S5*40:0*e561ll 
10313 *34 JO *769311 
1347,09I0.9771Jg 
165S.16Jl»ei4lJS 
4^J1,S70SJ3 
) 1 
*88091 0*38701 
,813110•8198 t 
.3785j0*9614 I 
.9070»1#0196 i 
,4081iO#9698 ) 
•009610.8408 \ 
a486»0,77$B I 
t origina £ j k6 siaue t 
Constituent! percent!percenti 
^ J. 
0,6591l0*8800t0,35s6!0,4863 t0#8987 
1# 3989»8•806010•OOSe!1.8470 10•8730 
1#6177 J3,0668»1,85881X,6187 !1*1348 
1•7337I3•e407»l.4996t1,8697 i1,3101 
1,6480 JO.070111,6764!8•0731 11#4686 
1,489714,439311,8885!8,1805 !1,5381 
X!4,478311,8480<8.1865 ! 1,5381 
Remarks 
SIOq 
FObOo 
A1|^ 0Q 
CaO 
MgO 
SO9 
00s 
HsO 
HftO 
) (dlf 
•t* COQ 
(dif») 
t 
184,63 
i 8,61 
! 3,93 
!49,38 
} 
t 
t 
t 
t 
t 
I 
t 
3.31 
1,46 
6,93 
7.81 
! 
t 
85,01 iPinal residue = 9,8670 graraij 
8»^1 !One gram sQlution g 0,0874 ^amp SQo 
3,47 vomparis^ tinajL residue! * 
38,48i' ' toarbo- Iordinary 
3«8S! jnated ce-i cement 
7»75t iment ex'- t experl*" 
i I iperlment i ment 
jWeigjit of residue/ t 9,8670 t 9.4580 
l9,S6tS0e precipitated " » 0,7788 » 1,8400 
iHaOH gormed (gra,) ! 8,1865 t 8,9040 
tOaO reacted on (%) i 37#3600 t 44,4400 
00 
*Prom analysis of final residue 
84 
«3iere it will come In contac-fe ^ tli s^pihate bearing waters 
would be rendered considerably more resistant to alkali 
attack if iinmersed in such a solution until the surface ce-
laent of the concrete has been carbonated* 
\ 
\ 
.V 1-, 
w D 
D* Tests wltli High. Al-mnlTTa Cexaent 
16» Cement I?sedg ®ork similar ta the experiments 
performed cm portland cement .was carried <mt using a hi^ 
almtdna c^aent, called "Lamnite," ftEmished by the -^tlas 
ISamnite Client Co», of GhicagOr 33ie cem«it was isade up into 
neat brlqaets T^cii were crcKsd mider mter for tlaree weeks. 
-^ftCT- drying they were groizr^ so that all passed a lOG-mesh 
sieve» The sample thus prepared for treatment analyzed as 
shown in Table 33« 
17> %dration of -^lisainates of Calcitca; -^cording 
to Klein and Phillips (14) tricaleiim alttminate (SCaO-AljaOa) 
completely hydrates with water forming hexagonal plates and 
needles of S^aO^^l^Chs. Five to three calcium aliarinate 
(SCaO.SAljjOs) hydrates with the formation of tricalcitoa al-
ttminate and axoorphbas hydra ted altusina* Sonocalcitsm altmin-
ate (CaO^MsOo) hydrates forming tricalcixon aluminate and 
amorphous hydrated alumina. 
Bates (4) claims that when lime and alnmina are 
mixed in the molecular proportion of SCaO.Al^Os and burned 
mnch above ISSO^C. that tricalcirmi aluminate is ordinarily not 
obtained but a mixture of sGaO^SAlgOg and free lime. He sub­
stantiates the statement of Klein and Phillips as to the hydra­
tion of 5i5 calcium aluminate-
T-n their work on the hydration of aluminates, Elein 
and Phillips (l4) did not obtain tests for free lime oh the 
86 
^able 35* -kaalysis of Almnlns Ceiseixt 
and Portland Ceisent 
::£2i3mJbte i^emeat^tFoirtlaisl c^seot; 
C<»istltBL€gitst {perceat) ; 
SiOz : 3.90 £ 20ml5 
FejsOs t 10»92 : 
.&le0» • t. 4«:52 
1 31»75 I 54.81 
s 0^87 ? 4,12 
SQa ; 0«4S « 1*58 
5a^0, EjjO s a»Sl t 0*6& 
S:^  idlf*} S 1»*12 £ li«82 
Total r 10a.OO s 100*00 
iiydrated material* - EfLhl and ^lEirfetng |5): stete tbat wiien 
aluminates ai^e digested isrltli isater 24 to 1  ^Ikwets, veak and 
concentrated solutions of C£(GS)g follow. solutions be-
COB® tarbid after a few hoars dae to colioiiiai formation^ 
2!he three alomlnates sttaiied sre soluble in ^ ter "s?ith de­
creasing solnbility in increasing concentration of lime solu-
tions» 5aie above led to the determinatioa of the effect of 
TOit^ on hi^ alxoaina conent. 
18> ^feet of Water <m Hlg^ Alnml-nH Cement: Tea 
grams of high altaaina cement in s. ^0 e*c* stoppered bottle 
were given successir e treatments of 100 c*c» of distilled 
water every second day. -^t all times during this ejcperiment 
the snpepnatant liquid was tarbid and it_ was impossible to ob­
tain a clear effluent (Sfable 34). 
Table 34 shows that after the first treatment of 
the amount of alumina and lime going into solution was almost 
constant each week (Pig. 10). ?he experiment demonstrateid 
0^ Precipitated from MgSOA 
1, .. 
50^Precipitated from Na^SO. 
jA 4 O3 D/'sso/ved bu Nop 
MqO Precipitated from Mg50^ 
<0: .8 
CqO Dl35di\/ect bg H^Q 
Jved 
From Residue Ana/us/s. \ i I ( 1 \ ^ \ . 
/o a \iZ /3 14- i5 i6 i? i8 i9 ZO Zi zz 
100 Grams Treating Solution 
Table 34, Effect of Distilled ©ater on Hi^ Altmina Cement 
i water 
Days : iLsed 
treated:(grams) 
AlsOs 
»dissolv^ 
(grams) 
6a6 
^dissorlved 
(grams) 
"dissalvedi 
{percent)! 
Ca6 
dissolves 
(percent) 
1 
• 
I 99* 5& 0.0607 0^ 0479 1.87 ; 1.51 
8 t 405.sa 0.1936 0.1930 5.96 i 6.10 
15 t 699.X$^  0.2826 0.2935 9.03 I 9.24 
22 si005^ 32 0.3663 0.3773 11.61 : 13..88 
29 11312^ 27 0.438S 0»4498 13.84 t 14.17 
56 :1€14.55 ©<•50^ 0.5293 16.28 5 16.67 
42 il917.75 0.5760 0.6363 19.57 t 20^ 04 
t ^ 0.6720 0.7200 22.15^ 1 22.68 
«Ciieck from reaidoe analysis 
iProbably a large aaoont AlsOa was removed as suspended 
solid mtter. 
•Haat hydrolysis took place on the alnsinates with the libera­
tion of lime and that it proceeded slowly and constantly^ 2he 
action was still going on x&uea the experimeat "siias stopped at 
ifee end of six weeks. In view of the fact that the alumin-
ates of this cement -arere attacked by water it follows that 
the sulphates •s'ould also react with them-
19» -^etion of Magnesltaa Sul^^te on High Alamina 
Cement; grams of the ground I<(amnite cement were tareated 
in the manner as described. !Ehe sample was contained in a 
250 c.c. stoppered bottle rather than a tr.be. The concentra­
tion of l^e solution v&s almost identical to that used on 
Portland cement and the total amount used fas about the same. 
As far as possible the solution was added in 100 gram inci*©-
B^ts every second day. !I!he experiment proceeded according 
to Table 35. 
Sable 35 slioira tb&t daring the coiipse of this ex^ 
periaient considerable SgO and SOa were retaoved from the 
treating solutlOTi and precipitated into the insoltible residue. 
Dae to the presence of lime in taie cement it would be natural 
to e35>ect that So» was precipitated with the formation of 
gypspast {CaS04.2H20). A aicroscoplc exarainatlon of the final 
residue showed -Uhp^ the pres©ace of a large amount of gypsum 
crystals (Pig. 11) • Shelton (15) obtained gypsam crystals 
when he treated the alominates with the hi^er concaitrations 
of magnesium suljfaate. Dae to the solubility of gypsum this 
material characterize(3|Ltself by slowly going back , into solu­
tion. Table 35 shows tiiat the silica^ ferric ozide and 
alumina were not reacted while 1.2804 grams of lime went -
into solution and 1.5748 grams M03 and 1.3662 grams SO3 were 
precipitated into the insolubis residue. 
3Jhe comparison (^able 35) with the result obtained 
with Portland cement indicates that the action on portland 
cement was more severe and rapid. 
In the case of portland cement it has been demonstrated 
and analytically pa?OTed {Sable 3 ) that the amounts of CaSO^ 
produced and the quantity of MgO precipitated, were chemical­
ly equivalent and that either was a measure of the extent of 
the reaction. 3?able 36 shows the relation of the above named 
constituents produced in the treatasent of Lumnite cement with 
I 
magnesium sulphate. ! 
90 
ris. n. 
Calciim-i Sulphate Crystals. T'ormed 
the Action of I'lagnesiusi Sulphate 
on ili§;h Alumina Cement. 
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Table 36 abxsvs -fcisat the aaaomit of CaS04 formed was 
e<jaiTraleat to the qxiaktity of MgO precipitated. Sie final 
resldae ishtxved that eqsi'V'aiei^ t& 2m2371 grams CaO was 
formed, which is almost identical, with 2•1901, the CaO equi­
valent of the amount of MgO precipitated-
Ihen finely ^ ouad poirfclsaad caaent is treated with 
%se4 solution the i>eacti<>n is very rapid^ quantitative, and 
c<M^letes itself in a eo25)aratively ^prt tiiae if aifficient 
treating solution is present • Table 35 indicates that such ' 
is not true Is iihB case of Xraaaite cesient. The first treatment 
of 100 c^c^ of 5 percent HgS04 solution formed 2,27^^ grams 
GaS04 precipitated 0^6547 garams 2his treatment 
brought about the greatest reactiozi,' and thereafter the re­
action went on more slowly bat steeply farming moare CaSO^ 
and precipitating MgO up to the time the e:q)eriment was 
stopped, -^t this time the reaction was zrat complete but 
subsided to such an ectent that much tis^ would have been re­
quired to i»each the end. 2kis is quite contrary to the port— 
land cement treatment in which the reaction had gone the limit 
in a very short tiiae (Pig. 4 and 12) . 
In view of the above jit would seem logical to as­
sume that the silicates present in Portland cement a3?e very 
readily and con5>letely decomposed by ^ SO^ solution* Probab­
ly the small amount of calcium aluminate present was also 
in such a condition^ due to setting that it also readily re-
From Residue nnalysfs 
CoObyMgSQji^ 
nizO^ byNa.5Q^ 
 ^30 
CaO by Na^SO^ CaO by HpO 
b^  ^HzO follows same curve 
// fZ 13 /4Z 15 Kb 
tion 
17 /a I9 \ 20 Z! 
/OO Orams Jhef^tmg oo/u 
Table 36* Relation of Oaloiura Sulphate Formed and Magnesium Pj:»eolpltated 
'-vsxyT' UftS04 * r~tCT5ri im ^ i— 
In I from j SOa Ifrom SOol t t MgO i MgO tpercent 
80lU"i GaO in ipreoipl-ipreolpl-i (Petal tOfiO^O ipreolpi^^tpr^olpl-i CaO 
tlon <solution< tated \ tated iQftSQji^ | O^spAt tat^d, | tated treapte^ 
O,O770t 0a891 i X,SS88 X 8,0894 |S3«S786j0»9386t 0.6647 t 0«9l04 t B9*f6 
0.254Ct 0*6181 } 1»9998 t 3.4004 t4«O185tl«6^01) $ 144639 t 5S3.13 
0*444»J l»079g t 2.0328 t 3.4B56 <4.5347a.8678| ia817 t 1.6016 t 68i83 
0.64181 1.5568 J 1.9749 t 3.3580 14,9148J8.08431 1.8089 t 1.6810 t 63.76 
0.8047J 1.9537 t 1.8549 J 3.1540 I5.1077i84038r 1.8668 t 1.7477 r 66.86 
0.9873J 8,3971 I 1.7301 I 8.9418 i5#338diS.10OOr 1.3181 t 1.8846 I 69.86 
1,2409< 3.0188 t 1,8486 t 3.1389 l6.1457113.53131 1.6105 t 8.1001 i 79.78 
^l,8804t 3.1087 > 1.3668 t 3.3830 15.503118.8371; 1.5748 ; 8.1901 | 70.46 
•J^Frora analysis of residue• 
S5 
acted witb tlie ta^ea-fcing soltttioii. With Timnnl te^ wliere sili-
cates were "very low, the greatest part of the totai action 
came about in the first 'sseek, no donbt drte to the available 
products caused by hydrolysis* Aft^ this the deco2i^ )ositioii of 
the remaining Al^iminate proceeded loore slo-sly but^ gradtially, 
Cadging from the data <^tained,it ss^us logical to -assrase that 
treafajient been contlnaed long enou^ practically the entire 
lime content 'woa.ld have been reacted upon. 
%ble 37 indicate that due to the formation of 
CaS04 snd the precipitation of HgO the -rolaHEe of tbe residue 
was materially iner«ised over that of the Tmtreated material 
(Jig.. 13) - fhe relatiipe increase in volome in this case, how­
ever,- ras: 320t nearly as great as "afas obtsinsd in the Portland 
cement experiment, A comparison of Fig* 3 and 13 indicate this-
Hhen Xaamnite cement was treated wiiai solution, 
GaSO^ ws foiled and a ch®nically equivalent amount of S£gO was 
precipitated into the insoluble residue* In this action a new 
material, 1^0, entei^ the cement and another, CaS04, was formed 
which >>ad a greater volume than the CaO from which it was pro­
duced- ©n the other hand, only a small amount of material 
(the CaS04 gradually going into solution) was taken out of the 
casent* Such a ^pece^ting was bound to result in a sufficient 
increase in volume to effect a disintegrating action on concrete 
made from the c^aent. Due to the time necessary for this re­
action to take place ^ t is safe to assume that concrete made . 
t—t 
t t 
ypy Treatment 
 ^1.3 
/By No^oO. Treatment 
From Residue Analy51.5 
6 9 10 ! // /^  /3 \ f4 /5 /0 17 /a 20 
/OO Grams Treating Solution 
Fia.13, 
Uelativo Gho.n^-es in Volume oi" Hi,^'h Alumina 
Cuinent Due to Sulphate '/reatment. • 
r 1 1 
Table 37. Relation of Weights and Voltunes of ^i^oatod and 
Unti»oated liunmite Cement. Magnesium Sulphate 
Treatment 
•rrea'tlristWdl^'t "Sr 
soliitioni residue 
(Ki?ama)i (gpaMa) 
103*64 t 
414,oe \ 
784,61 t 
1035#04 i 
1346^ea » 
1666,36 I 
19»6710J 
^ I 
9#8007 
10*7930 
10,7345 
10•6377 
10*30S31 
10*0600 
10.107S 
9,6988 
volume on %t3.oV 
residue tWt* residue 
(0«0t) iTC 
;* a a
ori^inST 
8*8377 
3*1691 
3*1469 
3*0040 
3*0041 
8*9187 
8*9360 
8#7666 
1*819 
1*343 
1*334 
1*311 
1*884 
l*fi66 
1*868 
1*183. 
iiatioj / 
Vol* reeldue 
V61* oriff,ingi 
1*869 
1.407 
1*397 
1*369 
i*333 
1*8901 
1*303 
1*883 
iJ-From analysis of residue( 
CO 
98 
from srach c«aent woulct be mgch more resistant to the attack 
of alkali than that made from portland censent» 
2Q« Action of Soglta* Sglphete on 51^ Almrtina: Oe~ 
ment: t«Q-gram sample of laamite caaent was treated witli an 
approxinra-tely 5.-percent solution of Ba2S04 ftn a manner 
similar to the experiment* ^i?!ie data during the 
experiment are given in Ta^)ie 38. 
B2llke tlie ^gSO^ treatment, the cement wlien treated 
with 2iEaj5S04 solution swelled to several times its original , 
Toloaae and it was possible to withdraw but 22 grams of super­
natant liquid after 24 bours contact. Baring the course of 
the experiment this continued until the 250 bottle was 
nearly full of the solid residi^* 
Tab]fe58 indicates that the greater part of the ac­
tion took place during th.e first week of iSae treatment. 2here-
after> as in tbe case of tbe ^ gSO^ treatment, the action pro­
ceeded slowly and uniformly- ^is would indicate that scoie 
of the constituents present in the hydrated sample were in 
such form thst they readily reacted v/ith the treating solution 
and after they had become exhausted, hydrolysis or decon^josi-
tion of the residue went on very slowly» 
The data (Table 38> i^ow that a relatively large 
amount of AlaOs was dissolved; that a considerable quantity 
of SOa was precipitated into the residue; that a small amount 
of CaO went into solution; and that compar tively large 
amoniits of KJl were required to neutralize the alkalinity 
produced. 
QQ ?-/ V 
Sable 38 Indicates tlaat little or no reaction took 
place on the silica and iron content > while 1*448(> gmmft 
and 0.1647 grams CaO went into solution, and I-5910 grams SOo 
were precipitated* 
In -ttiis .eacperiment everything seemed to have pro­
ceeded as wiiii the portland cement e^qjeriment, except the dis­
solving of the AlaOa, the ajparent excess of BEJl required for 
nesxtralizing the allcalinity and the slower dissoltition of the 
lime. 
%en the alxtminates hydrate, hydrated tricalcitaa 
alominate is formed- Shelton (is) fotaid that when this materi­
al was treated with "SsijiSO^ that sttlpho-altnalnate was readily 
formed. Due to the feet that it was impossible to find 
CaS04.2H^0 crystals in the residue,. th.e SOs precipitated mst 
have combined with the lime of the altminate to form sulpho-
aluminate (^ig» 14). ^t seems that an alkaline solution is 
advantageous to the formation of sul^io-aluminate. At the same 
time an apparent abnormal alkalinity was produced and a large 
amount of AlgOs went into solution. ISIhen the withdrawn solu­
tions were titrated with HJl it was noted that alumina was 
thrown down and finally dissolved as more acid was added. 
%«n HaaS04 reacts with the lime cos^xjunds as present 
to form sulpho-aluminate, sodium hydroxide will be liberated 
as follows: 
(1) Ca(OH)e ira2S04 = CaS04 + 2NaGH 
?he amount of HCl to neutralize the alkalinity seemsd 
F 13.14:. 
Salolio-Aluminate Crystals Fcrmed 
"by the ikction of Sodium Sulphate 
on High Alumina Cement. 
Table 58. Action of Sodium Sulphate Solution on Ltunnlte Cement 
"Content ot^ SolU" s Solu- t 
tion t tlon : "1 i »Alkdlini* 
In I out t AlpOg; CaO : SOg : ty as 
: ! ) : ) NaOH 
tAlgOg I } I " 
tin so-: OaO »pr60ipl-:Allj:allnl-
jlutlonjdlaBOlyedttatod jty as 
: : : i WaOH 
SO3 
In 
SO3 
out 
! 
103.76: 
376.60: 
640•09{ 
910.89: 
1146.78: 
1351.36; 
1575.50; 
: 
22.22i0 
21s.54:0 
476.95:1 
755.92:1 
963.55:1 
1183.44:1 
1575.50:1 
t 
.1190: . 
.6985: • 
.0930:0 
.2575:0 
.3160:0 
.3585:0 
.4205:0 
: : 
: 0.5037: 
{ 5.0848: 
.0225:11.8268: 
.0505:19.2233: 
.0710:24.8245: 
.0975:30.7927: 
.1650:41.4051: 
0.3624 
2.1952 
3.5922 
4.1711 
4.4332 
4.6869 
4.8501 
! Analysis t 
Analysia of i^ eaidue ;of' original: 
Conatituenta P^ercent: Oram's (f^ rama) : 
2.8894: 2.3513:0.5557: -
10.3188: 9.0120:1.1841s 
17.5385:15.9613:1.3386: 0.0363 
24.9584:23.1783si.3455! 0.0656 
31.4201:29.7391:1.3730: 0.0910 
37.0273:35.3235:1.3907: 0.1176 
:43.1687:41*4051:1.4205: 0.1650 
0.5381: 
1.3066) 
1.5772: 
1.7801: 
1.6810: 
1.7038: 
1.7636: 
1.6923 
3.7664 
4.4489 
4.4803 
4.6491 
4.8228 
4.8501 
Remarks 
SiOg 
A1®0® 
MgO 
SO5 
Total 
3i92 : 0.3797: 
: 1.0673: 
: 1.8025: 
: 31.08 : 3.0103: 
: 1.08 
16.86 
«» •* M «W 2 
1.6330: 
0.3900 
1.0920 
3.2510 
3.1750 
0.0870 
0.0420 
J On© gram solution s 0.02740 grams 
{100.00 : 9.6855: 10.0000 s 
Table 59. Relation of Alkalinity Oaueocl by Sodium Sulphate Treatment of Lum-
nito Cement 
(All values expressed in grams) 
r i i i i n 1 iwm" " c waOH' I':..:,:.. ; 
Cab ini0as04 ; SOo jCaS04 i I WaOH lOaO i AlgOotof AleOo»formedtOaO 
30lu-j from jpreolp«» from jTotal igm. of; to t dis'» tin $olurJl/4 oftNaOH 
tlon i CaO titated t SOa i OaSPAl HOl t OaSOA>solvedt tion t HOI tformed 
^ ^ ^ ^ I t • 
. t •*— J 0.538lj0.1949t0*1949tl»69S3t0.3768t0.6B57t 0*4360 t0.48Slt0»3054 
i 1.3068je.ess0t2.822013.7664l0.9l56tl.l84lt 0*0260 lO•9410*0*6607 
0.0363t0*0881J l*6772t8.6817t2.7608t4.4489tl.l4O7tl*3386t 1*0478 tl*1182t0*7366 
0.0656i0*15908 1.7aOlj3.O267j3.1857t4*40O8ll*3l81tl*3455t 1^0588 tl*120810.7394 
0.09lOt0.2S09t 1.681018.8588J3*079114.085611.8688tl*37301 1.0748 11*156410.7545 
0.117010*28581 1.7038t3.8970j3.088et4.8828tl*2696ll*3907» 1*0886 t1*8067tO*7643 
0.165010.40001 1#6368t8*7831I3.1837j4.8501tl*3118<1*4806t 1.1119 »1*8185tO.7800 
0.1647to*39991 l*59lOl8f7053t3.1068t4»e60ltl.8789tl*44eQr 1*1335 tl»8185t 
• .• ioa 
too great Tor the extent of the reaction. Shis ^ bs dxsB to the 
fact that the HslGS. set free, attadi-ed the hydra ted almdna of 
the saarple forming sroaxOile soditsa altiminate» ^!hen HCl isas 
added to the solution containing this ccrapoTmd, insoltible 
A1{0H>5 TOS i«pecipitated *hloli on contiasiBd addition of the 
acid ^?eat into aolntlon as The reactions that took 
place are pxwhahly as follotKS 
(2) AlgOg • 2 KaOH « 2 HaAlOg • HgO 
{5} 2 SaAlOg ^  2 E^O • 2 EGl = 2 A1(0H)5 * 2 SaCl 
(4) 2 AKOH)^ • 6 HCl s 2 AICI3 • 6 HgO 
In the above reactions, it is seen that ei^t 
equivalents of HCl were reqMred to finsllj neutralise the ap­
parent alSalinltJ dt® to tiso ©qtiivalents of SaOS. 
If the NaOE reacted as indicated hy these equationsj, 
it would "be logical to eo^ct that the esoant of SaOH pro-
daced wyald be equivalent to one-fotirtai the HCl used in the 
tltrati<xis and at the saae tira© be equivalent to the AlgO^ 
found in solution. 
Table 39 detnonstrates feat the HaGE equivalent of 
the BCl tised in the titrations Tsas equivalent to the AI2O3 found 
in solution throughout the entire experiaaent. It should be 
true TOat the FaOE calculated accordir^ to the above shotsld be 
equivalercfc to the CaSO^ of the sulpho-almlna te« !Ehis did not 
se^ to l3e the case as there was a little too mich GaSO^ foraed 
to be equlvsaent to the SaQE obtained^ Thorbergur, Thorvaldson, 
Harris, and ^olochow C16) in their -work on portlaiad ceaent at-
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triirated. the deficiency in alkalinity in sai^i a case as due 
to the soditimfereplacing some of the calclxm in the alxaainates 
end silicates, if such had happened, soluble compounds of 
sodium would have been formed that would have required an ex­
cessive amount of acid for their titration, is clearly 
brought out by the aetion of aeid or soluble sodium aliaminate. 
^t should be motioned here that the 3JaOH eqtii— 
Talents of the HCl used in titrating the effluents were low in 
all of the e3i5)eri3aents including the work with portland ce­
ment grtr? the lib.eSG4 treatment of pore lime (^bles 20 and 21). 
In connOTtion with this work there was some difficulty due to 
carbonation by atmospheric agencies. Xn most cases consider­
able residue in the form of iiLSolXLble carbonate was left ad­
hering to the containers. Such an occurrence would tend to 
make the 5aOH values low. 
2iie weights and volumes of the constituents were 
calculated to be as shown in Table 40. 
^2he changes taking place, precipitation and solution, 
seemed to comateract one another as far as affecting a materi­
al relative change in the volume (Pig. 13). fhis being true 
it would seem logical to expect that concrete made from high 
alumina cement would stand up reasonably well under the at­
tack of sodiinn sulphate solutions. Dae to the absence of sur­
face disrupting action as would be indicated by the sli^t 
volume changes the surface material would be taken away but 
Table 40. Ratio Of Weights and Volumes Treated and Uh'^ 
treated with Lmnnite Oement Treated with 
Sodlvun Sulphate solution* 
W^Rti'ng 
aolution 
IfEsiasL 
Wsl^t of 
residue 
(grams) 
VOliUhe oTt Hat'ioi 
reaidu© jWt 
i «ati6i' ' 
residue iVol* roaidue. 
original'iVoif originfll 
103,76 
376.60 
640.09 
910.89 
1146.7S 
1351.36 
11)76.60 
Roeiduo 
7.9774 
8*1177 
8.1973 
8.3641 
8*2180 
8.1906 
8.0304 
2.2830 
2*3899 
8.4332 
2 #4934 
2,4433 
2 ft4383 
2*3896 
7,9666 2*3684 
0*9930 
1*0100 
1.0200 
l«041d 
1*0220 
1*0190 
1.0000 
0*9910 
1.013 
1*061 
1.080 
1.107 
1*084 
1*082 
1.060 
1*061 
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very slowly. %is would not allow the opening np of new materi­
al for attack wbicii in time wo^ild oontinae : to: su^ an ex~ 
tent ttiat failiire would result-
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E» Claaracter of Eeactiojis 
Data liave "been presented to prove tlmt the re­
actions betwe^ Portland c^ent and the alkali salt solu­
tions pcaaeedefl according to either one or both of the follow­
ing eqaations: 
1. ca{®)^ * • 2H^0 = + mimu 
_ {Silicate) ^ = /Jo ^ 
^^(Altoainate) * ^ ^(S04)*2S^ 
«-(Silicate ) 
(-^Imilnate) 
In the first case, Ca^OH)^ is liberated by hydroly­
sis of the cement constitaents and in the second, the calcinm 
of the silicates mid aluiainates is directly replaced by the 
base of the treating salt* 
It has been demonstrated by many^ that prolonged 
water treatment ^ »ill remove practically all of the liiae ftxaa 
"Uie cemoat withoat material solution of the silica and alomina. 
Such an occurrence would indicate that the total lime content 
of Portland cement was ultiaiately available as Ca(OH)s* 
It has been demonstrated herein that more than 40 
percCTit of the lime of portland cement was reacted upon by a 
sodium salivate solution with the production of equivalent 
asKsunts of calcium sulphate and hydroxide alkalinity* Had 
there been replacement of lime £701 tbesilicates or aluminates 
by sodium, corresponding soluble comxjounds of sodium would 
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liave been formed, else coa^lex soluble silicates and aluminates 
of sodium would iiave been formed tiiat would have resulted in 
a precipitation of sodiimi with the residue. Dae to the fact 
•Qiat the total silica and alumina remained undissol-red and that 
sodium was not precipitated into the residue it would seem 
that such a replaceasn't had cot occulted. It is therefore 
evident that all the lime reacted upon as far as the experi~ 
m^t went, reacted as GalCEjg-
the case of the sodium chloride treatm©3.-t more 
than 30 percent of the lime was reacted upon without any ap-
par^t effect on the silica and alumina content.- !Ehis would 
also bear out the point that in this experiment the lime re­
acted as €a{OH)^. 
sample of cement was treated with 50 c.<i« of a 
solution of Als (304)3 and it was found that practically all of 
the lime was sulphated and an equivalent amount of gltntilTta had 
been precipitated. In this case all the lime reacted and in­
soluble alumina was left behl-nd which must have been in form 
of the hydrate. It seems logical to assume that the 
was liberated as CaCoH)^ and reacted as such. 
With 13ie magnesium salts it ^ appeared thst hydroly­
sis was very jssslc&l hastened and to an extent totaling all the j 
lime except that in the form of carbonate as was true with the I 
5 3 
AlsC504)3 experiment. I 
With hi^ alumina cement it has been demonstrated | k 
1 
that wate will remove considerable of the lime content, in- ! 
i 
i f 
I 
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dicating the presence of Ca(GH)g^ Ihea t3?eated with SajgSOs^, 
soditoa hydrate would result from all the ea(OH)a preset bet 
due to the fact that hydrated alumina i.s present it would re-
act "Hlth the latter forming soluble sodium aluminate^ a 
product the same as ipould by all probability be produced by a 
direct base exchange* Cnder these conditions and regardless 
of the process of reaction it is evident that the ttltiatate 
product of reaction would be the same, namely: soltible sodium 
altaainate that ,"Bhen titrated with an acid would show abnormal­
ly hi^ alkallni^ due first, to the precipitation of altm-
iBEom l^ydroxide and then the solution of the latter ;as HCl^, 
•^s water liberates Ga(0H)2 expected that the reaction 
proceeds with the ft>rmati<m of before the solution of the 
alumina. 
The magnesiua"^sal t reacted much slower with 
alumina cem^t than with portland cement and as in the case 
of the latter faster than any of the other reagents • It would 
therefore appear that the aluainate broke dom much more slow­
ly than the silicate and that QatOH)^ from such a source was 
slow in its formation* 
Ejcperiments with pure proceeded much the same 
as with Portland cement. The MgSG^ rapidly attacked the lime, 
forming CaS04 and Sg(£H>g; the lia2S04 much more slowly., form­
ing CaS04 NaOH aa was characteristic of the cement. It 
is therefore believed that the compounds break down with the 
xiltimate formation of CaCOH)^ which reacts with the treating 
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salt solation to f02?m corresponding 3ayd3?oxides. 
Dae to the fact that it is passible to i»eplace the 
calclim of c«^nt with an eqrii'Talent amount of magnesixDn it 
has been suggested by some that the reaction might be of a 
zeolitic nature • It has been shoim herein that approximately 
95 perc^t of the calcitjm of Portland cement has. been re­
placed by eqaiiralent q-aantities of inagnesitoi when treated with 
either the chloride or sulpteate of magnesium- If the re­
action had been zeolitic a 100 percent magaesixoa zeolite wonld 
have been produced» Eamonn and (17) found it impossible 
to replace more than 50 percent of an element in a zeolite 
with magaeslom* 
In this laboratory it was foirod that when the product 
of the SgSJls treatment of portland cement was treated with, 
solutions of CaGl« and SaCl that it was iamossible to remove 
the magaesiTim.Bearing these things in mind it would seem that 
Portland cem^t does not possess zeolitic properties* 
Ill 
F. Smmaary and Conclusions 
!• Solutions of tiie magrtesinm salts i^eact quic]^y 
aiHi qtiite completely with, nesirly all the lime content of 
l^drated portland cement. 
2. Ifegnesitaa sulphate solution irescts with hydra ted 
portlai^ casent to form chemically equivalent amounts of cal­
cium sulphate and an insoluble comp2Rind of magaesiim. Both 
of these compounds are insoluble and tihej form a part of the 
cement thereby greatly increasing its volime and wei^t. This 
would explain the more rapid action of magnesinm sulphate solu­
tion in other field and lal^oratory investigations* 
3- With solutions of sodixim salts the reactions pro­
ceed slowly as compared icith similar salts of magnesium* 
4* j^actions of the alkali salts^ TTith lime are 
very similar to those with cement, 
5« ©le solutions that react on cement to increase 
its weight and volume^ destroy concrete samples rapidly, those 
"bringing about the greatest changes in this respect causing 
failure quickest. 
6. Solutions that decrease the relative weight and 
volume of cement show little or no t^tdency to destroy con­
crete samples• 
7. Magnesium sulphate solution has the gi»eatest i 
i 
destructive action on concrete and next to that, sodium \ 
\ 
\ 
sulphate. 
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8» Altiioti^ practically all the 3Liiae of c^ent re-
of 
acts with magnesitna chloride, solutions/the latter destroy 
concrete Tery slowly-
9 • All reactions take place as IT the lime reacted 
Tipon was in the ifonn of calcioa hydrate^ 
10* Several "braiids of hydrated portland coaent were 
worked upon with the same restilta, iind inasmctch as nearly 
all otheir brands of portland cements (except slag ceasents) 
are practically of the same chemical coi^>osition it follows 
that the same should hold trae of them. 
11«. ^ ftie carbonatifHi of the lime liberated by hydra­
tion rendesps concrete aoare resistant to the attack of alkali 
SctlphateSo 
12. ?ha gh cements 'sehen treated with mag-
mesimn sulphate form calcixtm sulphate and precipitate an 
eqxdvalent amount of magnesia within the residue. 
13. Sodium sulphate soluti<ai reacts withH.^ alumina 
cement to form sulpho-aluminate and soluble sodiiim aluminate 
equivalent to the amount of sodium hydroxide formed. 
14. liagnesium sulphate solution reacts on hi^ 
alTimina cement to a much greater extent than does sodium 
sulphate and it is predicted that it ^rf.11 disintegrate hi^ 
oi-wTti-T-nfl cement concrete faster than sodium sulphate. 
15. 2he hi^ alumina cements are attacked much more 
slowly and to a lesser extent by the alkali sulphate than . 
Portland cements. 
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16. Calcium silicates are macli more readily attacked 
and to a greater ext^t per unit of time than tke aluminates» 
17• The cause of disintegration of concrete where 
attacked hj the alkali salts is due first, to chemical acti<Mi, 
and secondly, to i^iysical changes brou^t about as a result 
of such reactions^ 
1 1 J 
P ASS? II 
BaESHODS FOR HEHISSilSRS C0S0R2TS 
SORE. RSSISTAST TO SULPHATE 
SOLUTIONS 
IV - ISTRODBG^IOS 
Fortlsnd cesienv Is a proefeiefc tJiat is maiiuf actrar'e^.di with, 
great xmifopalty an analytical stan^ointr^ Despite the-
unifcmn coeapositlc®^ as is cHPdiaiai^ily deteratined by the 
analyst, it has Ijeen desonstrated tSiat ehemleal tKwrposition 
has little to do with tai© ability of various ceaisnts to wltii-
stand sulphate attack* Fr<x3 sosae thirty dlfrerent brands 
Miller (IS) showed that there -sas hot anything vindicated by 
their cheraical analyses that wo^ild ac.co«nt for the different 
rates at which con<M?ete made fros thss,failed in sulj^ te 
soluti<ms» Up to the present tirae there has not been any 
satisfactory method of deteisalnlng the snli^te resistivity 
of cea©nt only at the expense of considerable tiiae. The 
best test so far devised^,consists of mafcing up specimens 
from the different cesents nuder consideration in the form 
of concrete cylinders» These are iasnersed in the sulphate 
solutions for a jesr, after -B^ich tinjs they are tested for 
cospressiv© strength* Those ceinsnts that made concrete 
having the hi^est percenta^ of their nonaal strength were 
considered the most resistant^ . It is apparent that such. 
a TTOthod, thou^ reliable, is long and tedious^ and that 
cement of the brand showing best in the test might have 
X-! " ID
changed its characteristics considerably dm»ing the elapse 
of the year reqtiirecL to condiKst the test. 
In cons Ifieratton of the aboirej^ it is apparent that 
a shorter test Tsethod would be very desirable and it is 
tiierefore one of the objects of this ??ork to devise a test or 
tests that could quicisiy be made and oiae i^jist wotaid give 
reliable results^ 
There has been imich discussion relative to the 
physt cal end che^slcal action thst ta^es place upon and 
wItbiB c<»3crete when it Is exposed to alkali* Thau both 
takes place is evident and anxch. has been isritten relative 
to each« itoother object of this ^^ork ms to raeasure both 
^ysical cheatical reactions as they too^ place^ •sratch 
their larogress and denionstrste the relation between tx2e3U> 
bother object of this »ork t?as to sndsavor to 
lengthen the life of concrete in sulphate solutions, first, 
by 3seans of regulating •ttie aiaount of •sjater used In sixing; 
and, second, by the addition of different inorganic reagents 
in the form of adsiactarss that will react in various mys 
-slth the ingredients of the cement and tiae suljfeate solutions. 
The final oblect was to determine 12ie relative destructive 
action of sodim snd sagiiesiBaa s\ilpiiate solutions on eoncrsts* 
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Y - PREVIOUS WOKS 
researeli iabo^pafcory of tibe Foi^land Geaent 
Associaticm (13) started a series of field tests to bring 
out the effect of various metisods of making aad caring con­
crete ©a sulphate resistance* Thsflr speeisieiis isere in tbe 
fora of cylinders 5" x 10®» 23ie specioens -aere Iscnersed 
in alkali lals»s and alkali bearing soli of tbe western 
states^ 'IJfeey «ere periodically e^saitied ar^d rated by 
pbjslcal appearance. These field tests IncltJded a st\idy 
of the effect of size, of aggregater grading of aggregate, 
type of aggregate, quantity of ceaient^j. stirface coatxt^gs, 
age curing, strength, and tlie use of certain alkali 
proofing co2ipoT2nds» Tliis ^ork is still in progress, 
Mller (18> iias pointed out tliat the resistance 
of concrete is largely infiusnced by the cement used in its 
Tpjtirft up. He has den^strated that socie brands resist 
sulphate solutions oany tlass longer than others. 3e (12) 
has also shown that the sjethod of curing has isach to do with 
the life of concrete in alkali* He found that air curing 
Tsfas superior to prolonged curing under water and that curing 
in an autoclave at 212® B'. ^as particularly beneficial^ 
Aduiixtuj?ss have- beeix sujiijesoed for prOitecvAwii 
against sulphate attack# One investigator (20) claiiaed t^iat 
BaCO^ tap to lo% rendered concrete free fi^ attack by MgSO^ 
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solution at tb© end of 58 isioaths* Trass (21), a volcanic 
asli, l2as been afbaixed and s?Hscessfnl results ixa^ tjeen 
reported^ Steilc (22) suggested tiiat in place of water, 
'Boak solutions {np to 5%l of HgSO^, oxalic acid^ Ha23P04, 
or 0»5 MgPg be -ased for mixing the c<S3ior0te« He also claliaed 
that -Bater-proofing of concrete -siith. oil Is beneficial* 
and that stirfa<» coatini^^s of waterproofing materials are 
•worthy of xise» 
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in - EXPBSIH8STSL 
G. Relati^ of {Jbealc&l Test Methods, and 
SuljSiate Heslstance of r^f^s^enl; Brands 
cf PoT'tl^d C^BSnt 
As it is tarae thet tli© b3?«aid of Portland coaent 
to 156 used lias smdi to do the sttli^te resisting 
capacity of tii& eexierete it raakes,- it is only logical for a 
contractor or anybody "s^lio is Interested in tlie fsse of coiierete 
in alkali water to vssnt to know v&tlch te?snd of c«iient will 
mke the laost resistant concrete* Miller*s (IS) ^ rk inclnd--
ed tests on tiiirty 'orands of ceaent that were ^ dely collected* 
He fomd tiiat the different brands varied gr-^atly in their 
resistance to suLpliate waters* 
In ordsr to ascertain the relative resistivity 
of the thirty different brands of ceaent^ Siller atade tbem 
-up iTito Tsortar cylinders 2" x 4® using a 1 to 3 mix and aept 
the •sfater-ceioent ratio at about 0»6. After the cylinders 
had been cored they isere IncHersed in one pev cent solutions 
of SagSO^. The sdutions vei^e rene^d monthly^ After 
storage for a jrear the cylinders x^ere tested for coamressiv© 
strer^ths ifoich i^ere coutpared with, those of siaiilar speciTaens, 
made of the saaie cetaent^ that had been stored in water tes 
sajse length of ti^« In this leanner the percentage noroal 
strength war foiand* The degree of resistivity of the various 
cements *as ascertained by conparing the values obtained* 
He foxa^ that conc las Ions readied in tM:S ntanner rere in 
no xiSkj. Indicated by the Initial physical chaz^cteristics 
the ceaents, their tests^ or <Saea2ii5el anslyses* 
Thic test^ as demised by Miller^ I3 no dou^t a 
very reliable one, "but d-ae to the aajsorat of tise r^acessary 
for its caapletioTij^, it is q-oite impracticalile-. This being 
trtie, a test that "WDnld gi-^e rellalsle results, and tiiHt 
could be cocipleted within the raaxlmmB Itailt of a month would be 
asost acceptable. 
Of the sasKjles of ceaient used by Miller (25), tt 
"satar possible to obtain fifteen that "saere characterized 
by having various degrees of sulphate resistance, Helative 
to -feese ssrsples all of Siller*^s data isas available^ 
ifclch created an ideal situation for w>vk relative to new 
test laethods^ 
In aany cases vhsn engineers have esrperienced 
difficulty -aith concrete they cell troon the cfce'sist to sake 
an analysis of the coiaent that "«fas used, hoping that sonie-
thing •??ill be found that will satisfactorily explain the 
difficulty^ It is jarobably always true that nothing is 
found that "55111 throsyany li^t on the urystery, Gsnerally 
speaking, Portland ce-sent can be loolced upon as a relatively 
tmlfora material as far as the various aaounts of its c.onsti-
fcocnts, as the chstsist ordinarily deteraadnes and reports 
then, are concerned. Again, It is very seldorts that sasiples are 
19 0  ^iC- L; 
found tSiat do not conforBi to tlie A»S-»T«M* specifications as to 
their ; constit^nts fpoa the ^esalcal staiaSpoiat* ?his l?eing 
trtie, it Is evident tbst the otiesilcal «cialysis as it is 
made and Intearpreted does not explain "Sftiy different results 
arc obtained asing varioos brands of cement^ 
in isaking a c^nent analysis the cheiaist xisnally 
detei^aines sillca,^ iron <M5ide» alaana, liiae, magnesia, 
and salpimric anhydride (SO^). Miller has pointed out that 
the information famished l>y such analyses does not fomiali 
sufficient evidence to e^laln the difference in sulphate 
resistance of the concrete asade frosa the various saaiples. 
The analyses ?iFere carried a trifle further In this Tsorfc in; 
order to Is am, if possl^sle, sosje of the corapotEnds that were 
present In the c^aant prior to tise» It is well known that 
calcim sulidiate (CaSO^) is present snd 5O5 is a ^ asare of 
that raaterial. It has been sxiggested that free T-tma mi^t 
"be present. In case free lia© -was present at iihe time the 
taEnofacturing process ?!ras cosiplete, it m>uld no doobt slowly 
carbonate contact with t^e COg contaiE©d in air and 
ultimately change to calclna carbonate (CaCOg). Any free 
liiae not carbonated iffould exist as such. 
Miller* s analyses of the 15 different saamles 
isere-srith considered have an average ^ignition loss" value 
of 1»66 percent• In this laboratory, soiaetime later, the 
same saa^^les gave an average ignition loss of 6.11 percent, 
! 
I 
i 
5*12 percent> a ©?eater tlian Miller*3 ignition loss» be-
i 
tng carbon dioxide, ; ©lis -eery clearly proves that new c^aent 
coimtalns eoaaidersble uncombined lime that rapidly combines 
with the earbcm dioxide of ttiei air to form calcitna carbonate* 
«8r hjs^ three: ctKapounds of lime present? 
naasly^ CsSO^, GaCpg^ Hsie*, CaO or Ca{0H)2* These are 
not cement coaipoTtnds.,j and do inot enter into the csaentiu® 
I  i' •: 
process* To knoiRr the; a^aiomt jaf lime In coabihation witti 
; \ ^ 
SlOg#, AigOg, and Fe2^^3* ^  It Is therefore 
necessary to subtract the liau^ neoessary to form these non-
o^i©nt coai3?o^<5s from the tot;^ llffle contents 
In c^rdeir to ;jorrelste^ if possible, data obtained 
by che?aical «32|a;lys|.s vitii th^ results obtained by Miller, 
the sacsples s^jpe iirrestigated for CaSO^, CaC3^, and a?ee 
CsO or Ga(OH)L ^tii the idea, that tbs ssss. of these aJaterlals 
p / 
Tsight represent stich a qxiantlty that after their lisae eqalTOl-
ent had been dedyi«ied fricxa' the total lime, the remainder 
«oiild ja^odnce sigiaifleant '^figures* These val^ios are given 
In Table 41 ^ nd do not mBsp anything as aany of thea are 
similar fo?''sas^les that beha*^ quite differently# 
'Carions invest;igatcirs have de irxanstrated that 
Portland ceizteat will giW the lime in the form of calcius 
hydrate after prolonged trestss^nt iTith water* Bates, Phillips 
and (6) dissolved abc^ SO percent of the llute frors 
cement by distilled water tr-Tatraeht* Thorwaldson^ Harris, 
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i.fi 
C.4 
Lime D/ssofved From Cizment So/np/es 
S3''No. of 3arnp/e 
-•063 • 
/& 2S JG 40 4^ 5c 56 60 €3 7d 7G <30 64 8Q 9Z 36 
Quantify of Water ~ /00s df C C 
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and llolachoB (16) dissolved 72 percent of liiae treat e^ssnt 
tj prolonged water treatsent* It lias also been pointed 
out that the lime thus liberated is -rcry susceptible to 
reaction irf.th the f sulphates (7)» In consideration 
of these two facts it seems tiiat tbe rate to which various 
cssent sssr^les give ta) their liiae al^t be an indicaticm 
of the Insistence that liieir concrete trould offeap to 
sulphate attacks Figux^e 15 represents the relation of 
several different brands of Portlsuad Cement in tMs respect, ' 
Table 42. "Sater Solubility of Cesaents and 
Strength of Concrete After Orse 
and Tvo Yea3?s in Sulpdbate Solutions 
i^rcent linie Percent noraal strength 
Ceaent ^ issoi"5^d by Geffient efter one &a6. t»o years Life in 
KO* distilled Ko. in 1^ SapS04 soluti<ai •seeks « 
water Oae year fi Two years« 
SS 75^0 40 82 89 210 
41 69.0 41 100 73 165 
42 68.0 42 79 66 165 
55 65^0 34 88 71 165 
S4 65.0 55 81 62 150 
40 63.0 37 80 39 115 
65 61.0 39 79 31 88 
100 60,0 55 62 25 73 
105 60.0 103 62 21 72 
59 59.0 63 32 0 49 
55 • 59.0 60 30 0 42 
57 49.0 35 29 0 36 
62 28 0 32 
n rvvi 
-tx-rs 39 y\ W 30 
100 54 0 27 
After iSiller ^ 
Kiese data <5aaonstrate tliat tii«re is not any 
direct relationship laetween sulphate resistance and the 
extent to which water will dissolve line from the cessents. 
In a very general way it appears that those giving up the 
greatest animnt of their litoe are the siost resistant to 
sulphates» It will be noted that sacsples S5 and 57 are just 
the reverse of this general stateiaent* It ttierefore a^^ears 
that such a test aiethod cannot he toed with accuracy as a 
means of selecting the nore resistant cesaents. 
It has heen pointed ont "by several investigators 
that definite cbejsicai reactions talce place "between the 
cement of concretc^and sulphate solutions^ and further that 
physical failure follows resulting f3?os such chemical 
action. This being true, it would be logical to assutsse 
that those cements that deraonstrate tb© greatest activity^ 
chetaically, in sulphate waters ?sould be those that offer 
the least resistance to suljitate attack. To test this 
theory the 15 different brands of ceaent were tested for 
their relative cheaical activity to one percent sodium 
sulphate solution by two iaet3iods;r first,, by direct exposvire 
of the dry unset ceaeni? and, second, by exposure of neat 
cement blocks one inch square and one-half innh in thickness 
that had been cured in a moist closet one week. In the 
first case two grams of the dry cement were agitated in ' 
bottles cfith 100 c.c, of one percent sodixim sulphate» The 
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fl>rn>^-n£ cotttinustd voatil the setting pi»operties of tlie cedent 
h&d be&i ruiisBd* After 24 hours ttie solution was ^ itii;araiai 
and new a^ded* 23ais process was 2?epeated for a -peek* The 
solutions Tsere analyzed after each ladthdrawal^ In the 
second aethod the neat c&izent blocks were suspended in a 
wide laouthed bottle by sieana of a «lre attached to the 
stopper. One handred cv&lc centiiBete3?s of carefully 
standardized sodiinu s^ilj^te soliation vas introduced into 
each bottle and allowed to stand 24 hoars^ at the end of 
saich tlEie it "sfas ^jitdadrassn and rej^aeed by new solution* 
After three days of such treatment, the acciacaulated solu­
tions Lv'ere analyzed* Eae r^alnder of the experloient 'was 
carried on by chBrngtng the solutions each vteek and mfffrTng 
the analyses at the end of the third TOek. 
^hen cessent is exposed to sodiua sulphate the 
lime of the ceraent reacts with the latter to fora calcius 
sulphate and caustic soda» Calciunt sulphate is slightly 
soluble; therefore, most of it remains on the ceaent and 
in its po2?es^and crystallizes there in the form of needles 
(CaSO^ <, 2 EgO),. Sane of it dissolves and jjasses into 
o 4  
im 
Table 2 lists calclm sulphate precipitated, 
meaning that -sshich reaained in contact with the cement as 
crystalline raaterial, Calciim siilphate raade is the sum of 
that precipitated and that "Bfaich has gone into solution. 
Table 43, Relative Obemlcal Activity of the Various 
Cement Samplea 
rwm. "{"'"Q'aXa'iM S^ uXpKate' tcason' '6^ ' <!Ch'd' W— 
ement, G^BO. i TToBt •" i"'a'6ai~"' 
No, imado % jS-..Day Period iSwWoek PerlodjS^week Period jOaSOA pp1>«» CaS04 
>raw cement I ppt « t made < ppt, < made i ppt, t made ion bXpoke t mad0 
, g I I ^ J 9- ' • • ' t J ' • 
83 t 0,6882 j0,X608 |0,3078|0,X92X |0*3247|0,X74X| 0,35Xaj 0*5270 t 0,0837 
34 i 0,6548 j0,2659 J0,4912!0,1476 tO,2740tO,XX29i 0,S309i 0,3064 j 0,9967 
35 I 0,6882 |0,2S79 i0,4786t0,X440 t0»2X7Xj0,X421t 0,2329i 0,3440 i 0,9286 
37 1 0,638X »0,X396 t0,2659t0,14Sl {0»W9t0,08D7» 0,1809? 0,4674 ; 0,6457 
39 I 0»6602 *0,2190 i0,3778»0*m8 j0,1600«0,1370 j 0,S888j 0,4808 i 0,7666 
40 > 0,6401 J041991 |0,3661{0,13X3 »0,X828|0,1277i 0,X860j 0,5132 t 0,7349 
4X J 0,6381 »0,1979 t0,57S7t0,X26S }0#2058»0*0949t0,x&95 8 0,4X90 » 0,7390 
42 t 0*5797 JO,3X90 IO,5603:0,1484 »0,2295l0,X08!2l 0,1795i 0,5720 T 0,9693 
55 8 0,6099 |0,2533 :0,4337l0.l437 «0*1923j0,mi< 0,173Br 0,6893 i 0,7995 
60 t 0,6797 }0,2X70 t0.3612s0,USl t0,18s3i0,0707t 0,1627t 0,6X74 t 0,7092 
62 i 0,7X46 i0,X9X5 jO,35X5}0,2253 i0,30XXs0,X937j 0,2724: 0,7X79 t 0,9250 
63 I 0,6602 t0a775 j0,3464l0.L804 i0*2572iQ,X309j0,2334 I 0,4888 t 0,8978 
XOO t 0,6300 tO,X586 (0,29X4t0,X440 j0,2620t0,132ai 0,2377i 0,4354 r 0,7811 
103 I 0,6220 |0,2760 »0,4907i0,1542 t0t2584«0*X573» 0,2704i 0,5881 I 1*0196 
104 t 0,6461 }0«2113 80,407280,2314 t0:;3841|0,X362r 0,2853> 0,5789 t 1,0266 
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The results In T&bl^ 3 ai^e of such a nature that 
it is Szapossici© to co3?3?elate thens ^ th tliose of Killer in 
^able 2* Again, t'n& resiilts obtaii^d on the neat blocdcs are 
not in the sas3& order of magnitude as those obtained vi:^ the 
raw ceawnt, nor do they agree ^flth tiie i^ter solubility shown 
in Table It is, however, true that, disregarding the 
3-day period, those eeaents that -Brere found to ie iiie "best 
by Siller showed the least chemical reaction, with c«ily a 
few exceptions. 
Daring the treafei»nt of the neat cetsent blocfes 
s^ples 35, 62, 104, 100, and 60 very quiclcly ^owed signs of 
disintegration in the forta of cracks at the comers and edges 
in the order nasied, Lat^r S7, 39, and 41 showed craclcs. 
If the extent of chaalcal reaction tois ??holly responsible for 
physical disintegration it -soTiLd seea that the saagnitude of 
attack wordd be in tite or<fer of the developaient of physical 
defects as indicated above» This is not the ease, •«hl^ 
would indicate that physical disintegration is not Tsholly 
dependent on the extent of daeaalcal attack# 
Lerch and Bogiie < 25) determined the relative rates 
of h^^drolysls on the various constitaents of Portland ceaent 
and found that ail of thea gave tip about 35 percent of thalr 
li2!e« They found that the 5 . CaO . Si02 and 3 CaO , AlgOg 
gave up Tsore liase as hydroxide than the other cosipotincs and 
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gave up 
ot these t"Ro -Bse former greater aEKHJnt,. Hext in order 
Beta 2 GaO » SiOg, 5 C&O * S ^ 2^3* Gasaaa 2 GaO • SiQ2 
and lastly 2 CaO • PegO^ . 
From PigtEpe 15 it -wjuld appear that sanples 55 and 
41, t230se that gave tip the greatest asioiJats of lime isfeen 
treated with water tmder like conditions^ were coJistituted 
about the sase cheisically, or that they contained relatively 
greater amotcits of 3 CaO » SiOg and 3 CaO . AlgOg, th§n those 
craipounds tiiat gave up their lisie the fastest* Prm the staad-> 
point of stdphate resistance, it has been shcssn tha:t sasroles 
33 and 41 isere the extr®aes of all those euqployed, 53 being 
the least resistant while 41 iras Wob aost resistant* Figure 
15 shows that saaiple 57 gave •op the least araoant of li3» by 
hydrolysis. It ifoold appear. Judging froa the above, that 
not as joaeh. 5 CaO , SiGg and 3 5aO AlgO^ were present In 
this sfflsgple, therefore the slower liberation of llme<^ Osi 
the other hand, hSwever, sa35)le 37 - ISiat which liberated 
the smallest amotmt of lisne had a sulphate resistance 
equal to 41, the sa!!Q)le that liberated the greatest araoant 
of lime. 
By contact with the atmosphere free llE3e becoraes 
carbonated Tsith the formation of calciusi carbonate* ttoe 
to this fact the sa25>les under condideration cmtained CaCO^, 
a material that dissolves very slowly in distilled water 
free fi»oci carbon diozdLde* Such a process votuLd tend to hold 
loU 
sose of the lime as CeCO_ and prevent lijdrolysls, at least 
in the amocext of liaas equivalent to the CaCO^ iH?esent» 
Calcitaa sialpliate was also present ii^ich. no doabt coB^letely 
went into solution by the water treatsient, Another product 
in cetnent, naeaely, 2 CaO , hydrolyzes slowly, ^is 
can be represented by the ?®2% content of the ssiapies tander 
consideration. 
33 37 41 
Carbon dioxide GOg 5»25^ 4,22^ 2.69^ 
SalplOTP Irlxlde SO3 2.01 1^94 1,78 
Ir<Hi Oxide ^©2^3 2,48 2.89 2»73 
ISiese data d^aonstrate that the COgjf SO^y aaad FegO, 
j values for the tiiree samples are enoug]i alike, -that . . 
diffiarences foimd in the extent of liae solubility as 
illustrated by Figure IS carsnot b$ eaplained as due to the 
solubility of the relative quantities of CaCO^, CaSO^, and 
2 CaO • that they rep3?esent« 
If it is true, that sarsples of ceaent that liberate 
the greatest aaount of li^ne in the shortest titae are those 
that contain the greatest amounts of tri calci-um coaipoands,^ 
it is probable that the relatij?e aaraunts of these constitu­
ents present in cesicnt saaplss do not accordingly effect 
the sulphate resistance of their concrete. 
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21» Conel-aslons Relative to Test Methods; 
a» Chesalcal analyses of any ciiapaeter do not f^tpnisli 
information about the suiplaate resistance of Portland cesient^ 
b. Sie rate and extent to wiiictb. Portland ceisent 
gives up its Haie to distilled "sater^ does not specifically 
indicate its resistance to sulpiiate waters• 
-c* Tbe relative rate and extent of chemical reaction 
on Portlaz^ cesaent sari^les does not truly indicate their 
relative sulpliate resisting properties. 
d» Observatioias made during this -jork indicate: 
that the geological differences of the raw materials laight 
have stssse significance in connectiosn with their sulphate 
resisting qualities, 
e* It is prohafcie that a general idea of the 
sulphate resistance of various brands of Portland cement can 
be ascertsLined by sutanitting neat cement briquets, all made 
a 
in exactly the same manner, to/solution of soditmi sulphate 
of a high concentratl<Hi {10-15 percent )• This method tro-jld 
proli^bly start disinteigration of the specimens within a month* 
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H* The Relation Between Water-Ceraent 
iRatio'«Ed Sulphate Resistance 
Sfiiiy eiigineers have showi that the physical stresgth 
of concrete is/irelated to ithe amount of sater that waa tised 
f. 
to rn^TT it* SciMi engineer investigators hatre STjggested that 
the stilphateyiresistance of iconerete varies as the richness 
of mix arid 4s therefore dependent upon strengths Sov, as 
the stren^jfch is greatlj^" affjeeted by the emotmt of water us^ 
in mixiT0ji it follon^rs ,/fehat; ^Iiere should be a relai;lonship 
be tween stilphate rssiiStance (and atixing water* 
' 
/ , ^ taie perfopssnce of t^s iporl: it was i^ised 
advisfia>le ^ xtse as aany s^e^iods as possible to ascertain 
th^' reslst^iboe of .the spejfeioens cont^alng 12^6 yarious aasosnts 
<' • ' ^ ' 
mixing water/» It has /beien st^gested by laany -Hiat physical 
, /Reaction in t5^ f brai of 0i<fe^tion was a measare of chanical 
jreactionv ^3ller (24) i^edlvtMs method, naaely, measuring 
; elongation determine extent of vol^cae change» He estimated 
! . :  I  j  
t^t n^en «,• 2" X 4® cylinder had elongated Q^Ol inches 
it had lo4t 50 percent of nonaal strength and had conse-
qtssntly :^jysically failed* • In view of the succoss of his 
wo^fifc/tiiis respect,and his yearly iasaersion test for 
in noraal strength, it was decided to ascertain 
;/ /! ; i; " : 
3»^la,tive resistance of the different speciiaeBS by first; ] •• \ 
ph.3^fc«^ reaction in the fomi of elongation which could be 
aCcnr^ely ajeasured, second;' ^  the relation of the noriaal 
r^'^pcesj^stslre strength of the^i^ speciaaens and,lastlyj 
/ ' ' ' 
by thel^ physical appear&nfi^«i 
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22w Hatsa^lsX Iffseds a* Sandt In t£b.© sialSB of all 
tile specla»ns the saeEse sand was rnsed.^ fhis ^ as a washed 
rdver saisd the sieve analysis of vhi<di is as follows: 
Pereent Percent 
Passing !fo» 4 100 Goorsev than Ho» 4 Q 
8 89 8 11 
16 71 16 18 
30 46 50 25 
5Q 17 50 55 
100 2 100 11 
b» events In Tiew the fact that the various 
brands of Portland CenKJiit behave differently toward sxtlphate 
resistance, three different brands were mixed in e^eial pro­
portions to escape the possibility of selecting a ca^and that 
would be non-resistant to the suli^te solutions* 
alzizsg, distilled water was used 
in all cases» 
23> Preparing the Specisssms^i Snou^ sand and 
cetaent wese weighed, out, to one graia accuracy, to sake fifteen 
cylinders 2 5/16^ x 4 5/3" having the proportion of three parts 
part 
sand to one/cement by weight, Ihe material was sixed dry 
and then the proper amount of water was added and the i^le 
was thorou^ily taixed by hand^ ffiie cylinders were awulded in 
brass moulds of the expanding type. Fifteen speeJmens were 
raade at once^ six having blaisk snds^ three of which were used 
fcxr the absorption test end the other three for the 28 day 
compressive strength, Ihe reaaainiiag nine were provided with 
brass studs in the center of each end so that eliHigation 
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changes cotild be measisred* TJie stads -sere maae by saglng tiie 
heads off brasa sc3?ews, So%, 12} and setting them in i^at 
cement tc insure rigidity In ti»^ specimens^ ?lhs sfcads pjro^ 
jected about an eighth of an inch beyond the ends of tiie 
cylinders .and to insure against irregolarities the ends 
^ the faces 
•*5ere laachine finished making them entirely fiat aad^ pei^ndi-
C52lar to the axes of cylinders^ Ijairee of each bat^ of 
the specliaens bearing st^ids "ffere ixsed for SagSO^ treatnsent;^ 
three for SgSO^ treataient and the reaiaining three for storage -
is 'Bffiter^ Ihe following table shows the cc^titueats tised 
in the different batches of the apeeisjens* 
^able 44. Materials Uaed in Each Batch 
of "Baree of 2 5/16" x 4 S/S*" 
Cylinders 
Cesient used 
Grams 
Sand used 
TKater 
C •C» 
Water-Geaent 
Batio 
Abso3^tlon 
28 days. 
Percent •at. 
600 1800 120 0.3 5.0 
600 ISOG 160 0.4 6.7 
600 1800 200 0*5 8.S 
600 1800 239 ©•6 10.0 
600 1800 279 0.7 ' 11.6 
600 1800 319 0.8 15.5 
600 1800 359 0.9 15.0 
600 1800 439 1.1 18.3 
24, Bethod of Treataient; After the specimen had 
reaiained in the moitlds over ni^t they were raaoved and 
stored under water until they were 28 days old» At this' 
tin® tixjse containing stiads -^ere stored in the siiljAiate 
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solati.0ns, ti2ree In three in MgSO^ ,. and ot32srs in 
Wter* ^Ebe coc^ressiTO strengtii was deteisalned on tbree of 
the blank speeiaens end tJie absorption "was detenained csa the 
three reaainlisg. 
Sulphate Solaticais Used; In all tsases the 
solutions of sodium aoad magnesia sxdphate was of one percent 
concentration made up frora C*P, dry chemicals and distilled 
water. Tne solutions were contaiaed in 4 gallon st<»ie jars 
that were provided with glass plates for lid^ to. prevent 
e-sttporation. About 20 specixnens vere stored in ea<Si jar» 
About 7 liters of solution was necessary to coaipletely coTer 
the specisi^s* The solutions • ere rexioved every two weelcs» 
Before the treatment was started ea<^ specinien was 
weighed, and seasured for length, between the ends of the brass 
studs 
b# Meastireiaent of Cylinders; To laeasure the varia­
tion in the length of the cylinders which resiflM frcKa sulphate 
attack, an &aes dial was counted on a rack inade of nic^l 
steel, A trou^ of ai:gle iron was attached to the rack, 
^en the cylinder was put in the trough^ the plug in the bottOTi 
rested a.jt^inst one end of the rack and the other plug against 
the shaft of the iaes dial, With such, a device it was, possible 
to consistently measure the changes in the length of the 
cylinders to an accuracy of less than one half-thousandth' of 
an inch. Fig, 16 shows the measuring apparatus complete. 
1526 plat© glass vq^m vhlch it rests aad tbe lengtii standa3?d 
to as<^rtaiB any changes that ml^st take place as to tiie 
position of the indicator hsndi Unless otherwise specified* 
all meastu^esaents are referred, to in ten '^ousandtlns of an 
in^^ 
c. BeterainatiCTi of Absorption? Tb& absorption 
was deterstined by tliree snethods^ lEbe aa^t satisfactory 
method consisted of drying tbe specitaen to constant wei^t 
o • ' 
at 110 C after they iiad been wel^ bed/as soooa as ttiey liad 
been taken the 28 day curlz^ treatsent, Tiie 'sr^tter 
elinainated by such treatment "was considered as the total 
water aecbanically lield within tl:^ specisen* A secca^i 
method cot? sis ted of allowing t5je dry speci2»n^ obtained 
from the above test» to absorb its msasSmss. aiaoant of -seater 
^it 
by alloiaiBg/to stand in distilled «ater nntil satT2»ated, 
Tlie third laet&od consisted of boiling tbe dry spsclsen for 
five hours* The results obtained are as follows: 
Table 45« ilbsorption as Obtained by 
5!hree Methods 
viater-CJement 
Satio 
Average Absorption* 
A 5 B C 
/\ ^ TO rra 
• 
: 14.01 10«62 
0.4 11^ 45 ; 15.44 9.47 
0^5 9^ 19 ; 10.70 7.77 
0.6 S.OS 7,63 7.49 
0.7 8.SS 5 8.57 8.42 
0,8 10.S2 ; 9.86 9.71 
0^ 9 11.72 : 11.41 10.94 
1.0 12.92 : 11.23 10.92 
1.1 14.03 - 14.04 12.92 
B, Boiling 
C« laniersion of dry concrete 
.•iS^vrr:^5t.-..'" ja 
!l«5Eew:?!««?=S  ^
Apparatus for ileasur^s the 
'•7l023ga'ti02i o£ Cyliu-^S^'S* 
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The valxies obtained "by drying the cylin<3ers to 
specimens of 
constant "weight were sE'eaiarkahly close toi/ lifee water—ceaient 
I i»atio^and oae- -to its acc;ti3?:acy and siaplicity# "^^is sethod 
was eaiployed for all such determinations in iiils jsrqrk.^ 
I d,. Coaqpressive Strength.; IJhese values sfer© 
j obtained by the use of a Tinius Olsen inacaiine of 60,000 
\ 
pomds capacity itsing a t<^ sj&e3?ical. bearing blo^« Before 
breaking^ the ends of the blank cylinders were restirfaced 
^th Plaster of Paris and those bearing stttds «6re restjrfaced . 
i to abo\-e the stads -with neat caaent* AH cyllnd&rs ^ re 
tested Ts&t* 
25» 7isqal Progress of Attacks Physic^ aj^arances 
would indicate that none of the speclaaens had been attacked 
to any extent by the solutions for a long time^ At tiae end 
of 36 very fine hair cracks appeared in the ends of 
j those specimens having Mgh tratter-cesient ratios^ 
i 
I At the end of two years* treataientj^physical appear-
j 
I ances -g^ould indicate that only those specisssens having : 
I "srater-ceBient ratios greater than 0,9 had been inarkedly attack­
ed. Sven those specimens showing indications of attack «ei»e 
in good shape at the end of t-sfo years. Pig* 17 sh6t?s •Kae 
I condition of sotse of the cylinders after 105 'iS&sSss in one 
I 
percent solution. UuEsiber 5 (tqoper left) does not 
show any trace of attack. Nutabers 49 and 51^ of 1.1 \?ater-
ceaent ratio show cracks on the surfaces and ends, yet the 
X ^  -or 
Fig.17. 
Fjctent of Visual Attack 
After 105 \;ee£s in One 
Percent Sodium Sulplaate. 
1 O 
edges ar-d g^eral eostour, of tHe cylinders are ^ rfect. 
Th&t scsae of specimens bad mdwgone attack, and to qtxite 
an extent, irf.ll be lndi<»ted % otber testB* woiHd tlJSii 
A^ipear tbat ^stjsI vss^ao&s. ctre sot to te relied -Qpon to jodg© 
the extent of sulphate attacfe on concrete. 
26^ mpagatlon ss an. Indication of 
tanee? ^ already stated, test ^cisjens TO^ i^oreS ia 
Ha^SG^ az^ SigSO^ solations and similar oafrs tia' ^ t»r ss 
equal length of At the end of iG5 weeks ]E^e ^ cimsaas 
in ^ ter had no% increased in lengt^lmt^q^te fe¥' ^e , 
"becorae shorter in e'very (»se- to the ext^^:v^^;;^ a^ppr'&xiiaat©» 
ly one thousandth of an inch*. On the other hanfj^  l^ ose^  
cylinders exposed, to the solphffte sdntioiis ha^ \coBt^mjally 
elongate, scEie at a snidb. greater rate than otUejjss;, •& 
some cases the elongati^ tos alaost iH5)erc©ptittle* is 
therefore apparent that the suLphate liras the cats^ of 
A •• v' 
elongation ^ d that in soase cases it was true^ t^t \ y, 
Vi' \ \ 
specimens •??ere in a susceptible conditio to elwrii^ate 3^p^dly« 
^is condition was £5>parently brought abottt due t^ the 
Pf: , • 
of increased counts of mixing water for those spdij^iinens that \ 
appeared to be the most reactive were made up wit^ the • 
greatest aesiounts of aiixing water. Figures 18 and il9 rejM?esenfc 
that . I 
the arelative elongations /tolok place in Sa So^ arid %S04 
f 
solutions as affected by the difference In water-^s^ent' 
ratio, h 

1 O 
Miller (12) states tiiat the daange-of-'ipi&ixiiae^ 
as indieated by the lengtij. change pirob^lj acttially Indieatss 
the true conditiiHi of tlie cylinders ijlth greater accuracy 
for 
than . cos^ressive -tests /&s madiL diffictilty is encountered 
wltli t^ie latter in capping tlie ends that bave "become softened 
ijy solphate attacks Further, he coins tlae term, ''Life in 
s?eeks®, by «5iida. it Is taeant tbe time required for a groaoo 
of cylinders of like size to siiow an increase to length of 
0»01 incb.» ^»hen sucii an elongati<Ki has occtirred he claims 
that t-e loss of a little aore than .50 percent in normal 
strength has been affected. 
Using values obtained from specixs^zis treated in 
both sodiuai and magneslma snljaiate solutions the relation 
between elongation and percent nonsal strengfe was obtained 
as indicated by Fig, 20« This rork indicates, that for 
speciaens of the size nsed, . a length increase of 0.01 
inch decreased the no3?3ial strength beti?een 50 and 60 percent 
•afoich is in accordance with Miller*s findings. 
a. In SodixEi Sulphate Solution; Figure 18 indicates 
that those specimens having TOter-cerrent featios 13$ to and 
including 0.6 showed a negligible exgs.nsi.03i in 105 'eeeks. 
^ater ratios of 0»7 ard 0.8 showed gradual length increases 
from the start, but even after two yeai»s 0.01 of an inci^ changes 
had not been reached. Applying the findings Indicated by 
Fig. 18 to the curve on Fig, 20, it ^ 11 be fourd 
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the end of 105 expostire to sulphate attack tiiat th.ose 
spedaeas having water-client ratios of &»6 or less still 
had 80 percent or laore of their normal strengtii^ and f^ae 
specimens of 0»S about 60 percent, Irut those of 0»9 or greater 
had fIdled at the ez^ of aboOfe the sixty-fifth, week^ 
Pig. 18 iiadicates tSaat there e3cists & relatlonsMp 
between elongation sid tdae •aater—cement ratio of the specie 
siens ^fiien exposed to solutions.. In oth,er wjrds 
rate or srsatmt of elongation se^as to be greater tSae higher 
the ^ ter-cen»nt ratio, 2?his o^Od farther Illustrate the 
fact that the ceaent had been so conditioned by additional 
mixlGg TOite^ that it was more available to reaction 
feat reaction bad progressed to a. greater extent as the 
«ater ratio imreased, or that increased amoants of nrfTrfng 
wtfcey had so changed the physical nature of the eraacr&fee 
that tbe ceaaent was more available to the attack of the 
' 
stilphat® solutions* 
b. In Majgaegiaia Snlplmte Solgtion; Fig* 19 indicates 
that laagMsina sulphate soliiti<ai affects results siiatilar to 
those brougjit about by sodium sulphate but not to such, an 
extent* Eoirever, the ssae fact^ nassely,^ that as tbe iratter— 
cement ratio increases so does the rate of length increase 
of the concrete^ thsis indicating that the same relationship 
between siixing •water and length, increase exists for concrete 
in xaagnesitEn sulphate solutions*. 
/^ongaf/dn ifs.' Wdter-Cemenf /?ot/p 
" \ r-r /n S^ulphf^  te :-  ^t 
M • -• •i -
- --t ^ • ••->.: 
' I  ~  W a f e r  -  C e m e n  '  
^^ 6.9 ' • r' ^ 
C0^ :S: • 
0^.3^ -
O. G^ . y 
Wizek^  of Tr(zdtment 
/ 
i/i i" 
It lias been decKbstpated by nany Investigators 
I 
that new compoands -ai^ prodaced within ceaient when it is 
attacked by the alkali soiiihates,; and that such new eoapoands 
I 
materially Increase its volxnae Tdiich causes disrig>tion and 
conseqoent dislntograticHr of the concrete.. In other 'fjords, 
a'pSaysical chsx^e is brotJ^t about res-olting directly f^roa a 
reaction* Becattse this is end the length; 
ir? crease of concrete cylinders la a ror^h aieasui^ of voltsiie 
increase* it seeas logical to asstane that s-.^<fe. length changes 
can be considered as an indirect rseststir© of ajaoant of 
e3$eslcal reactitMi that has taken place in and upon '^ je 
concrete speeiasenej and frarthor^ those that showed the greatest 
lq7]g»>v Increases say be ass^sed to have been attacICBd to. the 
greatest extent. Because of these changes, so far as we ikjw 
see, the length increase of concrete in alkali sulphate 
id a Pleasure of the ejctent of chemical attack and sulphate 
resistance* Fiarther on in this paper an attest will 
be made to correlate elongation and actual cheinical reaction, 
27, formal Strength and Sulphate Hesistancer After 
the concrete cylinders had been e xposed to the sodltiffi and 
aagnesiusa stilphate solutions for 1^^ wee^cs they irere tested 
for eoa^resslTe strength, together "with those that had 
been stored a similar length of tiae in water. The i^esTilts 
of these findings are given in Table 46. 
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It Is apparent fjfosa Fig» 21 that tb.^ starengtih of 
•concrete inei?easecL ,frOj3i t33ys xstixss ^^3&tq 132© •'B&te'i*— 
ratio was low (O.S) up to a ?nByl:nnEi ajafi t^sen as tlie amomst 
of ailxing water was increased tbe s-fapeiigtSa/besaii to fall off# 
It will be observed !2iat this nfts tro© aa indicated by the 
cos^rsssive s^trengthsat th.e end of "botSi 2& days and 2 ye.ars<» 
Farther., It sb-ould be noted that at the end <3£ two years 
there was a marked increase of strength over the 2S day 
period, that the strengtli increased in all cases regard--
less of taae i!?a1rer-ce5©nt ratio» 
Dt^ilicates of the speciasens v^pao. i^icb. the val-ctes 
were obtained, represented by the earves discussed, were 
treated in solutions of sodim and aiagnesitEa sulphate- It 
will be observed frcsa Fig. 21 that they did not ^ow marked 
increases in strength as did those that were stored in water, 
but, quite to tlse contrary they showed actual decreases in 
strength in several cases. It anist be reraerabered that 
the strength of the speclsens at the iihaB the treafenent was 
started is indicated by the 28 day strength in the water 
carve# It therefore appears that failure of the speciiaens 
to increase their strength, -jp to that attained by those 
that were stored in water was due to the presence of the 
allcaii» Fig. 21 very clearly shows that reactions were set 
up on and within many of the specimens in alkali that prevent­
ed them from hardening to any great extent after treatsient 
us 
Belativ© to nsfeer-oesient ratio, taoe isaOTjer in t^ <Sx 
eis speclaens reacted is sodixen svtl^Q.te Bhat^d !» obsenred. 
Fig. 21 shm® tiiat for tb© Im ratio (6.S) tiiat tbe eos^^ress-
i^e streiigtai -was the seme at the end of 2. years as it was 
the treatiaest started. As the aaaemts of mixing 
«ater werelncressed to a mter—ceaient ratio of 0»6, it 
is apparent that the hardening process had contiiK^ and the 
specimens had increased their coaoEpressive strengths eonsider-
ebly over their initial Traitje* Beyond ^  -ff^alaes of the 
coapressive str^igtaisfell off rapidly and showed valnes 
below the Initial from 0^7 up,^ Ohe strength very low 
at 1*1. This woiild indicate that there tos a isari^d effect 
on the sulphate resistance of concrete brought about by the 
ehange in the ascsint of water that uras used to lalz it. It 
clearly points out that there is an optlaaaa amount of water 
that can be used that will render concrete stronger and sore 
resistant to sulphate solutions* It ftarther points out l^iat 
•Bhen the ri^t smomt of water is used , ^ncrete actually 
gets stronger, rather than weaker, even in the presence of 
sulphate solutions* Lastly, it will be well to suggest that 
the concrete laost resistant to sulphate ^ lutions csn be 
produced by the use of such araoimts of mixing water that wiH 
gi^e the greatest cocipressive strength* 
In TEagnesiusa sulphate the saa^ was generally tr\». 
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Table 40, Compressive Strength and Other Oharaotorlatlcs 
of Uyliiadere Attev Two Years Treatment 
(Jbmp. etr# 
In water 
TCbmp# T 
jend S yra, t 
t t 
Yo liforraal T 
str, end t 
'5^ ' ol- S J Gain iii 
str, to 88 I 
Inofease in 
length 10/1000 
inch 
38 Q6L ft 
t 
ryrsTl vao'SOT WSO4TT 
t 
rngSO^l 
i 
iagsi: V" 1 
rmi if 
^Tl 
f 
rgso^  TWa^ O^lMgSOj^ 
! 
t • « »'• t } } I 
0,3> 2670 } 32601 2690 30001 83 1 92 t 105 t 117 } 3 27 1 10 ^9 1 14 } 20 
0,4} 3160 t 49$0j 4290 3570? 86 I 72 t 136 I 113 s 1 8 1 8 *.8 \ 33 t 48 
0,S* 3220 1 67601 3630 2930» 54 } 43 1 113 t 91 t 1 t 13 t 11 0 1 36 1 59 
O461 3950 1 03401 5020 55701 79 J 88 t 128 1 141 i 1 7 I 8 »6 i 87 t 34 
0,7t 3770 t 53501 3410 4020 J 64 \ 7S t 96 t 107 1 2 8 i 8 ^8 t 72 * 42 
o,at 3250 t 52801 2870 30301 55 J 69 t 88 1 lis < 1 11 i 13 ^8 t 87 { 66 
0,9t 3050 t 62601 1820 29601 35 1 56 { 60 t 97 i 2 16 t 11 t217 tl03 
l.lj 2070 t 37901 1280 2450: 34 } 64 i 62 t 118 t 1 20 1 14 #14 J 262 ao8 
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1. 
lio«evep. It appears that the attack "was not as pronotmced 
as ?fas true in the ease of sodltni suliftiate* Fig» 21 shows 
that TOT all W rallies the eosjj^ressi-Te strengths \fer© greater 
TT 
V 
than Tsfiien the treatssent was started* For all practical 
ptarposes It will, be well to say that the hardening pTO<»ss 
i^d contLiusd on speciaiens ijp to W values of 0»6 and from 
\r 
there on the coaroressi^ strengtJis for all ¥ values had resaained 
xmdiaiiged froia the tiae treatment had started^ 
At this tisie it aight "be «ell to suggest that sifter 
the sulphate treatasent had started the coaapressive strengfes 
of the specimens might have increased at the same rate 
as thDse in virater until such chemical reactions had started, 
or progifessed to sxich a point that strength increases "were 
counteracted^ ~ibeii some values given "by Miller (IS) ^ re 
revie^d, it was observed that of specimens 3sade up from 30 
different brands of Portland ceaent 25 per cent sho^d greater 
compressive stirengths at the end of a year than initial 
values* At the end of two years, only 10 per cent had greater 
co25>ressive strengths than the originals. This would indicate 
that in soass cases the hardening process probably did con­
tinue in sulphate solutions for a short tiae (less than a 
year) after which tiae sulphate attack move than counteracted 
it, affecting st3?ength decreases. 
28. Absorption and Sulphate Resistance; Fig^ 21 
shows tbat the values for absorption, as affected by changing 
1 5 2  
the aao^Eifc of mixing water are the adverse of the strertgl^i 
val-oes, or in other vord^s, th© greatest strength was obtain­
ed where the abs<a»ptlon was the least and ^^Xc& versa* ISils 
indicates that concrete having the least sBaount of space 
wil^fciln its structure, or that "being the most dense has the 
greatest st3?engfch* it h^s |ust been pointed oat that the 
concrete having the greatest strength had the greatest 
sulphate resistance which malces it jjossible to conclude that 
the concrete having the miniimiia absorption •will be laost 
resistant to sulphate solutions. 
Figures 18 and 19 showed that as laae W values 
increased the change tn volume increased, as indicated by 
increased leng-Ki, 'afelch meant a decrease in sulphate resis­
tance, Observing the values for absorption, it will be seen 
that as the W. values increase up to 0»6 the absorption irailues 
decrease. This is in accordance with everything that has gone 
before but as th© W values increase above 0»6 th© absoiroticai 
Z 
values also increase* ISiis is in accordance with sti*ength 
decrease but contrary to length increase• !I!he fact has Just 
been brought out that as the absorption decreases the length 
changes increase as the ¥ values increase• How we have the 
^ values increasing, the absorption increasing and the 
strength decreasing* It points out that there is a relaticai-
ship between absorption and strength changes, but that no 
continued relationship seeias to exist between length increases 
152 
and increased values for For exaraple, -Bre can say that 
L. 
similar valties for absorptiosn. give like strengths* On the 28 th 
day strength cxirve for a'osorption values of about 10^5 perc&it 
•pa have strengtai values of about 3500 potaads yet the TS values 
giving these are 0*4S in; one case and 0«S in the other* 
Lookliig at Figsres IS and 19 it will bo observed that ths; 
lengQi changes for th© values jtast eited are not the same,. 
TT 
Effect of Inorganic Adalztares 
It hfts been .siiown-laerein and references liajTe 'been 
made to irarious laetbods of treating and making concrete svxiSi 
that Its resistance to sulpihate soltttions lias "been increased* 
Little iias been done relative to tbe addition of inorganic 
cbeailcal aKiterlals* It Is the object therefore, of this part 
of the work to demonstrate the effect of the addition of such 
materials, in various quantities^ on the strength of tbe 
resulting concrete, its sulphate resistance in relation to -
control speciaiens, and to detB2?s2i23e if iihe rat© and eztenfc 
of ehesiical action on concrete, as affected by sulphate 
solutions, has been deterred in any way by snch additions* 
29• Methods of Mding Ad^^ytare; The materials 
used in this work •sere all pxtlrerized, and weighed amounts 
•were thoroughly mtxed with weighed Quantities of ceaaent* 
The 3Qercentage admixture used was referred to t3ie SEHo^int of 
cement used In all cases» After laixing, the -sfeole, cement 
and adairture, "srere sifted throu^ a 60 mesh sieve to insure 
the absence of lojgjs and improperly mized material. Such a 
px»ocedare so arranged t5ie admixed mateMal that it was in 
intimate and uniform contact with the cement, and any reactiois 
set up resulting from its presence ^ re uniform throu^out the 
entire coricrete mass« The cement-admixture was then mixed 
with the required amount of sand and the specimens were com­
pleted and cured as previously described. 
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5!able 47, Safeerlais ¥sed in Eake up 
Speclaens, Initial Cranppessive 
Strength and iibsorption 
Adisiztctre 
% 1^2^ 
Adia*,fe«c^ 
' • 
» . 
Avg* 2S cb:AlDsoi'p-
Ccssm* Sta». t tion 
lb/^» in»:^ ^ t. 
Geaent 
^iBed 
Aggre^ 
gate 
% 
HgO 
BaCOg 
» 
5 : 240 S790 
»• 
; 7^ 19 600 1800 10.00 
BaCOg 10 : 240 4190 : 6^ 95 10.00 
BaGOs 20 : 250 - 4800 : 7^40 10.42 
BaClA« 2 HoO 2 : 240 4775 : 7,49 600 1800 10.00 
BaClg, 2 %0 5 : 240 4615 -: 7^ 49 10.00 
BaCl2» 2 ^ 0 10 t 240 4290 : 7,95 10.00 
Gr« Sazid 10 .t 240 6280 : 7JL9 600 1900 10.00 
GrP. Sand SG t 265 6005 t 7,56 .. U.0& 
Or* Sand 50 z 290 5955 ; 8.75 12.10 
Bentonite 2 - 2 4 0  5025 i e»75 600 1800 10,00 
Bantt^te 5 : 250 4230 7*25 ia»42 
Bent<3nite 10 t 260 3760 7.75 10.84 
Qzalic Acid 2 r 240 4045 6.95 600 1800 10.00 
Oxalic Acid 5 : 260 3940 6.96 10.^ 84 
Oxalic Acid 10 ; 300 
— 
12.50 
BaSO^ 5 : 240 4550 6.40 600 1800 10.00 
BaSO* 10 ; 240 4220 5.50 10,00 
BaSOj 20 ; 250 4080 5.75 10.42 
BaO 2 ; 240 3930 5.84 600 1800 10.00 
Bb.0 5 : 255 3210 6,31 10.63 
BaO 10 s 280 — •m 11.67 
GaCOs 5 ; 250 4925 7.36 600 1800 10.42 
CaCOs 10 : 260 5520 8.22 10.84 
CaCO^ 20 : 300 4950 8.77 12.50 
3a2^ 0^  • HgO 2 : 240 3570 600 1800 10.00 
Sa2^ 02 « 0^ 5 : 220 3630 
7.17 
9.17 
Ibia^SgOg • iigO 10 : 200 3380 8.84 
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47. (Con^d) 
Adsiixtupe 
% 
Ada« V CwC, 
Asrg,* ki. da 
COtp» Stp« 
Aijsorp-
-fclon 
i Wt. 
Cement 
used 
Aggre­
gate 
% 
H 0 2 
IJfioSPC » 2 
5 
240 
240 
4^ 5 
15320 
7,23 
7^ 3 
600 1800 10.00 
10,00 
Bentozil-te 
BaClg * 2 HgO 
5 
5 
255 4240 7.36 SOO 1800 10,63 
Bentonlte 
BaCOg 
5 
5-
260 5S75 7.83 600 1800 10,84 
|®3^i®4^2 
10 
245 
260 
4860 
4570 
6,94 
7;^ 33 
600 1800 10,21 
10.84 
5 
10 
230 
2S0 
3280 
SI50 
6,48 
7v44 
600 180G 9,58 
9,58 
BaS 
BaS 
5 
10 
240 
270 
2150 
1S80 
7,72 
7,66 
600 1800 iG,(K) 
11,25 
6r» Sand 
BaCos 
10 
5 
250 4160 7,53 600 1800 10*42 
Gp. Sand 
BaClg . 2 HgO 
10 
5 
240 4270 7,66 600 1800 10.00 
Ltanraite 200 8300 - 7,66 600 1800 8,84 
BaCgO^ 
BaCiol 
5 
10 
240 
290 
3970 
2750 
6,47 
8,92 
600 1800 io,oo 
12,09 
C6Xit'& 
Celite 
5 
2| 290 260 3890 3845 8,82 7^ ,84 600 1800 12,09 10,42 
Contral 
Conti^l 
s A 
240 
240 
240 
4690 
4460 
6,81 
6,68 
6 •64 
600 1800 
« 
10.00 
10,00 
n /-»rv 
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Materials used for aSuixtures can "be alvideeE into 
four classes as follows: 
1, 15iose teist reaot sith the tre&tlns solutions 
to form insoluble chesiical coa^iands. 
Those that react sriLth the cem^t constituents 
to form insoluble conipotQQds» 
3» Inert aaterials that react with neither the 
treating solutions or the c^iient constituents* 
4« Goaibinations of the above. 
Strictly speaktns^ tnaaj of the substances used 
could be listed under aore than one of the afco-ro heads doe 
to secondary reactions,, but thsy laill be treated in classes 
«2aere the major part of the reaction occtirred, The iaateri€ils 
used, and some of the characteristics of the specisiens 
obtained are given in table 47, 
30^ Effect of Adrnlrtures on Shetaical Reaction; It 
has been pointed out that something happens to concrete cylind­
ers, isrhen they are exposed to sulphate solutions, that aakes 
them change in Trolmo* This change was indirectly laeasured 
by observing the changes in lengiai of the speclraens» It has 
been stated, and it is probably true, that the volume change 
mast be due to cherrical reaction and that the magnitude of 
the voluae or length change /sas a rough measure of the 
cheaical reactions affecting such a change* It was the object 
of this part of tase «ork to measure both the nature and 
e3±eiit of the cbsaical reactioais taking place on s^cisiens 
containiiig types of tlis adsiixtopes used scad at tba saae time 
to raeasiai^e tbe physical changes taking place and to correlate 
the two if possil>le» Th& extent of cb®aical inaction taMng 
place on speciaeris containing different tvpes of adaixtares 
^'ill also demonstrate tlie effest of the additions of sucli 
Tsaterials in their capaeity of dianging the extent or chemical 
reaction, either more or le&s, than specimens xsithout adaix-
trire or not at all* 
To aake this st-ady, speciaens isere used containijsg 
adsiixtures representing the different types of materials 
employed in the -©hole work* As a control^ and for means of 
comparison,, the first specimens -srere i^ithotst atJmixtare^ the 
second contained BaCO^ as an exsraple of an insoluble compotmd 
that Hoald react slowly with tSis treating solutions.^. Bad » 
2 HgO -was used as an exansple of a soluble salt that Tffould 
?*eact quici^Ly -Bdth the sulphate soltttior^, oxalic acid as 
one that trould react with the cesjent constittients, ground 
sand as an inert material reacting with neither, arui Bentoaiite 
as an inert material intended to fill in pore spaces« The 
extent of reactions both physical and <diearlcai, t?as sieasTared 
in both KagSO^ and MgSO^ solutions • . 
51«. Heasta»ing Cheisical HeactiOn on Concrete Cylinders 
Three cylinders 2 5/L6" x 4 5/8" oontainiJ3g studs tasre put 
into a battery Jar provided lErith a glass plate that fitted 
1-^9 
tiie ground top tig3itly« A saali glass tobe "»as included fon 
stijpriag soiatioas by blowing air tbraugh the®* Previous 
ta trsatoent the cylinders ser© -seized and then lengths -srere 
laeasured, Exactly 100 c*c» of carefully standardized sialj^te 
solution of aboiit IC^  concentration was added to each Jarj^  
then eno-Qgh distilled water (aboat 900 c,c.») to entirely cover 
the speciaiens^ ITb© solutions Tsrere th^ mixed vdth. theii* dilu­
tion water by bloating air through the glass t-cdses* After two 
weeks, of daily agitation, the solutions sere draim off into 
jijgs throu^ a specially arranged syphon so that its outside 
and the inside could be -sra^ed^ to prevent the loss of sttl^iate 
solution* At the end of each jacnth the solutions collected 
^re sade up to SOOO OmC^ and aliqnotes \&ere analyzed. By 
a system of weldings it "sas possible to ascertain the exact 
aaotait of sol^ition that vent into and caiae out of the jarsr 
By means of analyses of the effluents it was possible to know 
^hat hsd been added to» by solution of specisiens, or ta^en 
from the trsnting solutions;^ by precipitation onto the 
speciaiens. This offered a satisfactory means of seasuring 
the eztent of cheaical reaction on the cylinders in each jar» 
The specimens Trere perlodieally laeasured, for longth changes. 
Knowing the length changes and the atioont of chemical reaction 
taking place and affecting such changes, it seetas logical 
•Kiat the relationship existing between the two could be 
ascertained* 
1 6 i )  
S2» Chegtieal Attack <m Concrete; In the early 
part ot tills ^fforlc it was pointed out that some of tiie alkali 
salt solutions attacked pulvepized cement "very rapidly and 
to su^  an extent that nearly all ^ e line of the cement 'vas 
reacted v^on.^ Such, an occurence would sug^st that similar 
reactions ^ uld follow ^ en the cement of concrete was exposed 
to the piVai^ sulphate solutions. It ims therefore one of the 
objects of this p^se of the work to deteiiraine if similar 
reactions actually did occur^ toestinia-fe speed and progress of 
such reactions and at the sasie tiiae to deiaonstrate the effect 
of the va -ious types of adEoixtores as to whether they ineire 
beneficial in retarding the chemical reactions* 
a» Action of Sodluni Sulphate on Concrete, (no admix­
ture )• "Jhree speciisiens of concrete -©ere esrooised to one percent 
sodium sulphate solution in a manner as already ddscrihed* 
The results of such treatsaent are sxcnmarized in tal>le 48» 
These, data point out that chemical reactions result­
ed • It will be observed that the treating solution (SagSO^) 
gave up some of its SO^, that the solution displayed consider­
able alkalinity and that the concrete lost some of its lijae 
by solution^ The early part of this ^ork showed that the SO^ 
of the treating solution was retained in the cement in cotabia-
ation with the liiae of the cement as CaSO^ • 2 S^O, and that 
HaOH was a resulting product according to the following 
reactions: 
161 
CaO (of cementj t- H2O = CafOH)^ 
Ca{0H)2 • Sa0SO4 t 2 ^ 0 = CaSO^  . 2 HgO 2 KaOE 
Table 48 sets forth, that iacreasisg amoimts of SOg «ere lost 
frota the treating solutlocts as the e^perissent progressed and 
that the aUcalinity produced was cheaic^ally equivalent, with 
a fair degree of accuracy, to the qp.mtltj of calcim sulphate 
produced* The data qxdte clearly indicate that the reactions 
took place on hardened cement, in the form of concrete^ in 
the saa» laanner as they did where pulverized ceaient alcaae 
•eas esaployed and ftarther,. that the sarae products of reactions 
•were obtained in li^e proportions, 5?h©y fxirtiier point out 
the fact iiiat the xsork perfon^d on the pulverized cement, 
which was in intimat?. contact with the sulphate solutions, is 
applicable to the reacticai of siaiilar soluti<»2S on concrete. 
It will "be observed in Table 48, that for siich a 
large quantity of cement Involved, the resulting reactions 
were quite limited or^  that thsy proceeded slowly, Wsen 
pulverized ceaent was used the speed and coapletion of the 
reactions could be attributed to t^ie fact that the surface 
of a given asaount of c©aent was treiaendpt3sly Increased by 
ptilverizlng and by virtue of siich a surface the possibilities 
for reaction were siany times greater than if the sasie amoxmt 
of ceaent had been exposed in the form of one piece of 
hardened ces^nt. The experiment does show, however, that 
reaction does ta^ place and that a new laaterial, CaSO^ * 2 H2O 
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was being constantly added to the concrete to an extent about 
proportional to the tlm of treafeaent and that the a<5dltl<»i 
of this new product increased its TOltnie as will be shown 
lateir. Figure 22 slionrs the rate of forsiatlon of CaSO^ » 2 HgO» 
In the "©ork on pulverized ceatent it isas possible to measure 
the increase in -sei^t and voltsne of the c^aent as affected 
by the addition of ne-^ caaipotjnds. In the study on concrete, 
lEfiiere samples of a sesti-^sojerclal size were used and upon 
«hich the rate and extent of reaction^ere alow and saall, 
\ 
such Hearts could not be resorted to* It •cas observed, however, 
that there tsas an actrsaal "Sfeight increase doe to sulphate attack 
aaoimting to about 4 grasis.. By means of tiie length measure-
Tsents it T»as also obiserved that a volume change had also been 
affected. All ef these changes., increases in both voluiae 
and -sseight, and the si^iilaa^ity of chemical reactions quite 
well Indicatedi^iat cheaiical reactions actually took place on 
concrete "Rhen in the presence of soditsa sulphate and ttiat 
such reactions affected a change in both the weight and vol-
uaje of the specimens xinder consideration* 
b» Effect of Sagneslum- Sulphate on Concrete; Three 
cylinders ^ere treated in a nianner siaiilar to those described 
above,, except one per cent aagnesitaa sulphate solution was 
used» As in the case of pulverized cement it was found that 
sane of the MgO and 30„ treating solution was preci-
pitated onto the concrete. Using pulverized cesient and five 
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p6Pc®nfe soltition it Tjas founcl tiisfc cii63iicaHy oci"Qival©iit; 
aarounts of CaSO^ • 2 HgO and MgCOH)^ proaiced and tlaat 
nearly all of the liine of t2ie ceiaent xias reacted npon^ On: 
concrete, -asii:^ one percent MgSO^ soiTition,tliis was not 
tlie case, in that the aniount of SgCOH) rentaining "biehind In 
the insolnfcle state was not eqiilralent to tbs CaSO^ . 2 H^O 
produced, and further, -feie reaction Tsent on very slowly with 
the consTxraption of but a small quantity of the liae of the 
cedent. jThe follo^ng table stoanarizes the changes that 
took place* (See Tahle 49) 
These data indicate that the reactions took place 
at a slo"B rate and in proportion to the tlBie of treatment* 
As s-aggested, it is ob^cas that the seaount of MgO left as 
insoluble ag(0H)2 on the specla^ns -afas only about one-fourth of 
^at it should be, This material ^sss exposed in thin layers 
to large quantities of dilute SigSO^ solution in "SJhich it was 
probably soli^le to sorne extent, niostly due, no doubt, to the 
free CO^ probably contained in the treating solution. 
53» Do Adtaiistares Effect the Bate and Extent of 
Sulphate Attack on Concretes It has been deawnstrated that 
cheaical reaction actually takes place on concrete ^Jhen it is 
e^roosed to alkali sulphate. In order to intelligently tise 
aiSmixtures as a aeans of preventing such an attack, it -would 
be ^11 to know if the additions of such materials wuld 
increase or decrease the aaount of attack by their presence* 
166 
&• Effect of Bat'itga gblorlde as an Adalxture^. 
Bapim clilorlfie may be considered as an e3caB2iple of a soluble 
material that i»eacts witli the tresting solutions to form insol­
uble compounds» 
salt was aixed wltii tbe cement and sand and itiien 
wet by tlie taixing ^tei^ it went into solution* Durizsg tb© 
period of curing the BaClg within the concrete probably 
crystallised in aiinute crystals and some of it no doubt reacted 
•with the g^sms present in the ceaent. After exposiire to the 
sulphate solutions the following reactions were probably 
possible in SSgSO^ solutions 
1* CaSO^ ^  BaClg BaSO^ OaCl^ 
2, Ha^SO^ r BaClg - BaSO^ ^  2 NaCl 
3, Ca(0H)2 • :S^ SO^  • HgO = CaSO^ • 2 E^O * 2 UaOH 
The first was caused by reaction "srith the gypstca in the 
cesaent, the second by reaction -srith the treating solution, 
and the third by the action of the treating solution on the 
concrete. The extent and rate of reaction as brou^t ^ bout 
by one percent "^ agSO^  solution is given in table 50. 
Eiese data indicate that reactions occurred as 
expected. It is apparent that aore SO^ was talren from tlhB 
solution than in the case where the BaCl isas not used. It 
2 
"Eras first thought that this ral^t be due to the precipitation 
of BaSO^, but it was found that after a ^ort time BaSO^ 
ceased to be foraed, indicating that this material was 
'J?able 50* Effeol) of Sodium Sulphate on 
Oonorete Oontnlnlng 10 Percent 
Barium Chloride 
 ^,l •'^ Og rso'g ' —U"o5 
Dao^ 
0ag6'. {CiaSO. iWiaOT 
jBaS04 
BaSOr 
PPts* 
reaS0T";"fe"TtO" 
preoipltaten 
Tn 
it^-Pjppt. 
® SJ f i'om 
;GaSO^^(S=. dissolved ppt*^ 1 =0= t 1^ 0=^  
NaOir from dleeol- on iNaOH {alkal*» on •,on oyllndors XtQl 
'^'iisNap.SO^ oement vod cylindera J {Inlty oyllndoya 
i 
3 :1.867 0,826 0,190 0,463 1,4047 t 1,867 t 1,097 { 1,041 3,035 
1. 
1 1,776 
6 13.766 S.175 0,519 1,261 3,698 1 4,960 t 2,915 { 1,590 4,636 I 4,677 
19 J 5.697 3,825 0,581 1,410 6*504 t 7,914 { 4,652 { 1,872 S,4S0 1 8*225 
34i7.m <3«094 0,606 1,473 8,889 J 10,362 { 6*090 { 1,177 1 11*241 
38:8.151 <5.887 0,696 1,690 10,020 Ml, 711 : 6,883 ; 1,264 1 12,672 
43{0.852 7,523 0,863 2,095 10,696 {12,792 1 7,518 { 1*329 1 13*827 
48{9,620 8,239 1,004 2,438 11.571 t14,009 i BpQM J 1,380 ! 14*633 
58110,431 8,844 1,090 2,648 12,309 a5,037 I 8«838 1 1,587 15,668 
S6{11*000 0,391 1,137 2,761 13,207 {15,968 { 9,386 { 1^608 1 16,702 
63* 11,677 10,194 1,235 3,000 14,333 J17,333 »10,188 { 1,482 18,127 
09{12.456 10,764 1,277 3,tt0l 15,200 J 18,302 {10v757 { 1,692 19*223 
77{13,217 11,453 1,345 3,265 16,208 J 19,473 {11,448 J 1,764 20,497 
81t13.690 11,058 1,472 3,576 16,808 {20^63 {11.881 t 1*831 20 *978 
80114.113 12.312 1,518 3,686 17.248 {20,934 {12,305 t 1,801 21,813 

Table DO. Effeolj of Sodium Sulphate on 
Conopoto Containing 10 Percent 
Barium Chloride 
ca.^04 (s&m: "" INQOH 'i'oxi 8aJI04 
^Ived DaO  ^ ppt.^ =0= 3 =c=- : BasO  ^ PPt,^ preolpitatea 1 
cliaeol-* on NaOH talkal- : on :on oyllnders {LengthtWeight 
It vod cylinders {Inlty t cylinder a * « t 
) 0,463 1,4047 1,867 I 1,097 
t 
t 1,041 3,035 1 1.776 
• 
• 
t 
t 
t 
) 1*261 3.698 4.960 J 2,915 i 1,590 4,636 ! 4,677 • # t 
# 1.410 6.504 7.914 J 4,652 1 1,872 5,458 1 8,225 t 1 
\ 1.473 8.889 10,362 8 6,090 1 1.177 j 11,241 • f t 
i 1.690 10,020 11,711 } 6,883 « 1,264 1 12,672 t 
» ) 2.096 10,696 12.792 1 7,518 • • 1*329 1 13,527 t 16 t 8 
I 8.430 11.571 14,009 t 8,234 J 1,380 ; 14,633 i t ) 2.648 12,389 15,057 t 8,838 I 1,507 15,668 t t r 2.761 13,207 15,968 t 9,386 • c 1,608 16,702 t i 
) 3.000 14,333 17,333 jio.isa J 1,482 18,127 I t 
} 3»a0X 15,200 18.302 j10V757 4 • 1,692 19,223 i t 
. 3,265 16.208 19.473 111,448 f 1,764 20,497 t 36 : 12 
3.375 16,588 20,163 J 11,851 t 1,831 20,978 i 1 
3.686 17,248 20,934 >12,305 t 1,801 21,813 t 46 { 12 
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produced as long as free BaCi2 existed on tiie surface or the 
issnediate sxirface -vicinity of ate specljaens^ It would furtJier 
point out the fact t3iat isost of tlie reaction taking place was 
on the stn'face of tlae speciasens • Figure 22 sSiows ti^t con­
siderably raore CaSO^ , 2 HgO was produced in this case tiian 
fl&ere the adstixture was not used,. It f«a?tlier shows that the 
total amotEnt of new products foraied on the specimens was greater 
than in any other case studied* This fact would suggest t^t 
greater volusie changes i^oald accoa^ai^ these greater chemical 
changes.. Shis will "be considered later on in this work. 
In magnesiua sulphate solution one would expect 
reactions as follows to result r 
1» T If S " CaSO^ » 2 -ir 
2. MgSO^ • BaClg « BaSO^ r MgCl^ 
3». CaSO^ '9' BaOlg BaSO^ ^  OaGlg 
(2) -aoxild result "byReaction Isetween the adtoixtore and treating 
solution and (3) would taiB place "because of the presence of 
Sjpsxm in the canent* 
2he rate and ext^at of the above reactions aie shoroa 
by table SlC 
Comparing tables 49 and 51 and the graphs on Pigjire 
25, it will be observed that the presence of B&Cl^ • 2 H2O 
brou^t about greater reaction with both HagSO^ MgS04 
solutions tiian on blank specimens. In both cases greater 
Fonr. L 
O Ppt. y/J7^  Co^ c^ .z/^ 2,0 -^tr f/77s. 
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amotmts of gjpsm were ppoduee^i and the other prodacts of 
reaction were also greater. It ^eould be expected that a 
greater valence change shoiald be e:q5erienced due to the 
presence of BaClg. 
b^ BariuB Carbonate as an AdrtTytgret Table 52 
shows ho-a one percent Ha^SO^ solution attacked concrete 
containing barim carbonate as an admixture. 
!fhese data show that a small ffisormt of BaSO^ 
4 
was precipitated birt that the chief product of reaction 
was CaSO^ . 2 By consulting Figiire 22 it will be 
observed that fee ariKxtrnt of g^^pstaa produced was alnost eqtal 
in quantity and was produced at about the same rate as in 
the case where adteixture was absent. It will also be seen 
that the reaction was greatly decreased by usfng BaCO 
instead of BaGl„» Such an cccuraaiee ^uld ijsiply that BaCO^ 
<5 O 
would ren<ter concrete more resistant to suljihate tthan BaClg. 
IThis \rdll be discussed later, 
When concrete was exposed to one percent aiagnesitm 
sulphate solution values were obtained as set forth in table 
53. 
Dae to the fact that a very srsall quantity of 
BaSO^ was precipitated by the sodlus sulphate treatjsent it 
was assumed that the same was feme in this case and that the 
products of reaction are as above indicated. Figure 23 
shows that the extent of reaction in this case was aliaost 
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a'abl© 53, Kffoot of Magneailiim Sulphnt© on Concrete 
Containing 10 Peiyoenfc Ba3?lvwit Oartjonate 
v/eilfs 
Troat-
went 
3 
8 
19 
M 
38 
43 
48 
8S 
56 
63 
69 
77 
81 
85 
nreoipl 
Ibated 
from 
M6SO4 
lT6Xr 
0,465 
0t961 
1^678 
8*470 
2,827 
3.220 
3.530 
3,900 
4»84X 
4^730 
5,140 
5,710 
6*020 
C»41^ . 
tdl08OlV-
SOg ;0d from 
preol- 1 oemont 
pitatQd» 
: 
0,791 
1^634 
8»043 
44 215 
4,807 
5,490 
6,018 
6,631 
7,218 
8,053 
8,740 
9,700 
10.236 
10.909 
0,000 
0,162 
0»327 
0*433 
0,482 
0,574 
0,694 
0,600 
0,794 
0,061 
0,945 
i>oa4 
1*039 
1»045 
OaO 
dlsoolv-
©d 
0^147 
0*393 
0*795 
1,053 
I4I7O 
1*394 
1*444 
1*651 
1,928 
2*091 
2*294 
8*486 
2^524 
8^630 
TmmrTiiiicr 
OavSO 4 
0*852 
2*028 
3*638 
5,S69 
5*978 
6,384 
7*463 
8,283 
9*140 
10^44 
11,034 
12*198 
12//61 
MiiE 
total 
OasoA 
0*252 
0*600 
1*077 
1^560 
1*770 
2,039 
2*210 
2*453 
2*'J^07 
3*004 
3*268 
3*612 
3#7'70 
3*981 
-Ifgo rCa^tJlv 
preol^ »2 HgO 
pltated I =0= 
on ooment1 soa 
jpreoj-^* 
tpltat* 
t od 
0»163 
0*322 
0*472 
0//10 
0*691 
0,703 
0*697 
0*789 
0*789 
0,831 
0#S40 
0*872 
0«^45 
0*830 
J 1*001 
I 2*067 
t 3*595 
I 6*331 
t 6*079 
t 6*943 
i 7*611 
t 8,386 
t 9*120 
I10,184 
ai*053 
*12*277 
112*945 
a.3»790 
IKoreaoo 
Lengthivyelght 
13 
>p-. 
11 
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Identical -ifitli that vh&ve admixt^ire was not used and tlaat 
BaCOg rend6i*ed the concrete less open to attack than BaClg* 
c. rttlverized Seaid as an Adaixtore. Speciniens 
ccmtainlng 50 percent pTHverized sand reacted according to 
val-aes set fortii iii table 54, issien easposed -to one percent 
sol-atioa., 
Titese data and Figijre 22 indicate* I2iat f3ie rate 
and extent of reaction -was aiateriaiiy decreased "by the 
presence of the pnlveriaed sand. It would appear that concrete 
containing this material Tfould be s^aperior to that witho-at 
admixture and far sxqpeTlor to that in which either BaCO_ 
•O 
or BaCl« were -ased. The voltaae changes, physical appearances 
etc. -©ill "be elai>orated on later. 
In ctagnesiOTi S'v2ip3aate solution the following -caliies 
were obtained on speclnjens containing ptilverized sand. (Table 55) 
Pigare 25 illtistrates that the extent of reaction 
was not !3ach less in this case than i^re adsilxture i?as not 
used. The graph for the production of CaSO^ , 2 EgO is not 
shown, but it is materially the same as that for BaCO_ and 
5 
the control ssaples. 
d. Bentonite as an AtimfTtore. Bentonite, like 
^ AWw %f t4»CK Vi-tAV 
probably does not react in any way» The chaises produced 
on speciraens cocQtaining this uiaterial, when exposed to one 
percent l!<a2S04 solution are as follows: 
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Table 60• Effect of Bfiagneslum Sulphate on Oonoreto 
Containing SO Foroont Pulverlised Sand 
TSeTis" 
treat-
mont 
PP© C3.pl-» 
tatO<l 
from 
MgS04 
"W 
dlO0OlV«»J 
©d from i OaO 
oeaient jdlaaolVt 
: od 
t 
•mirr 
oaso^ tota iprooi- ,8 hJ r. — 
CaSO^ ipitatedi t Length jWt. 
3 
8 
19 
34 
38 
43 
48 
58 
96 
63 
69 
77 
81 
85 
0»378 
0t88S 
x»ao5 
2.505 
2 •805 
3.067 
3.608 
4.061 
4.330 
5.006 
5.448 
5.836 
6.215 
6.5&S 
CaSO^ 
"so. 
prooipl. 
tated 
0.643 
1.500 
2.659 
4.260 
4.871 
5^555 
6.135 
6.905 
7.363 
8.513 
9.263 
9.924 
10.568 
11.140 
4 
0.076 
0.183 
0.862 
0fc314 
0.343 
0.491 
0.614 
0.736 
0.849 
0.970 
1#104 
1*160 
1.184 
1.189 
I 0.186 
? 0#444 
I 0.637 
\ 0.764 
I 0.833 
\ 1.192 
I 1.490 
J 1>786 
» 2.003 
t 2.356 
t £.681 
t 2»818 
I 2.875 
r 2.688 
J on I Qo 
I cement »pre51^ 
i jpltated 
0.829 
1.944 
3.196 
5;025 
5.704 
6.748 
7.626 
8.691 
9,427 
10*869 
11.944 
18.748 
13*444 
114.029 
0.245 
0.676 
0*946 
1*488 
1.699 
1.998 
2*258 
2*074 
8*792 
3.819 
3*537 
3*774 
3*981 
4*155 
0*129 
0^842 
0.068 
Oi.543 
0*496 
0*628 
0,514 
0.541 
0*441 
0,578 
0.577 
0*519 
0*517 
0*530 
0*813 
1.697 
3,236 
5*388 
6*160 
7*025 
7*758 
8*732 
9*312 
10*765 
11*714 
12*550 
13*366 
14*088 
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Table 87» Effect of Magnealtam Sulphate on concrete 
Containing 10 Percent Bentonite 
'teeeks i"sos, 
tpi'eolpl-
"W U^4 " ic^ao;- r. tiborease 
Troat^ cliaoolv- sOuSOa t •=0=: preci­ tS HgO t 
ment ;tated "so.. ed from C^ J pitated iLength?Weight 
ifrom precx"* cement di0aolv-.j j0aS04 on I Sol 
jpreoi-? 
I t 
»MgS04 pitated ed t t cement t 
t I ipxtatedi t 
3 I 0.363 0.617 0.081 0,196 t 0,814t 0«241 0,191 10,780 } I 
8 t 0.966 1.640 0.263 0,639 I 2,2821 0.678 0,416 » 2,077 } 1 
19 1 1,6129 8.770 0.380 0.777 t 3,847t 1,080 0,779 1 3,803 1 t 
34 1 S.351 3^998 0.407 0,988 I 4,986} 1,476 1,034 I 5,086 } 1 
38 t S.71& 4.617 0.485 1,104 1 8,7221 1,694 1,028 t 8,839 t t 
43 I 3.088 5.217 0.647 1,571 t 6,7891 2 •010 0,920 ? 6,897 1 t 
46 I 3.366 8,724 0.766 1,661 t 7,8861 0*246 0,938 t 7,239 1 t 
52 1 3.536 6.013 0,860 2,088 I 8,1011 S,399 0,874 1 7^604 t 1 
86 t 3.760 6,394 0,988 2.400 t 8^798J 2^604 0,033 1 8,086 t i 
63 \ 4.247 7.222 1,101 2.678 t 9,8971 2.931 0,843 1 9,133 » t 
69 t 4.785 8*088 1,212 2.943 {11,0281 3,266 0,917 J10,224 1 1 
77 J 8.683 9.663 1,289 3,087 J12,721t 34767 1,084 li5&,880 1 1 
81 t 6.090 10,386 1,286 3»124 »13,4801 3,992 1,078 »13*096 I 1 
85 i 6.484 11.026 : 1,291 3,135 ti4,ien 4,194 1,077 *13^943 t 18 t 4 
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fhese data aad Tlgare 22 point out that the presence 
of Bentonite neither increase nor redace titB sulphate reaction 
on tlje concrete in which it is contained^ 
5ahle 57 and Figure 25 also point out that in 
siagnesimi sulphate the extent of 3?eaction is apparently not 
materially altered hy the presence of Bentonite^ 
e» Oxalic Acid as an Adiftixtare» This is an ei^saple 
of a material that reacts -arith . a cment constitstent to 
forat an insoluhle coaportnd^ naiaeiy, ccQ-ciom oxalate by reacticm 
with the liiiie liberated hy hydrolysis^  Th& saorsats of 
products of reaction in sodiiasa STfl.jhate are as follows: 
Table 58# EffGOt of Sodium sulphate on Oonoi^et© 
Containing 6 Per cent Oxalio Add 
m'sm' 
raent 
3 
8 
19 
M 
38 
43 
48 
52 
86 
63 
69 
77 
ei 
.85 
-J— 
reoipi* 
ated 
from 
Na2S04 
•C'fi'SD4" 
, SO-
jpreoi** 
ipitated 
rmr™ 
{dissolv­
ed from 
cement 
0^704 
1.862 
S,8dO 
3,883 
4^881 
4,787 
5,349 
6 ,741 
5.866 
6,994 
6,40iS 
6,71)3 
6 ,833 
7,019 
1.197 
3,167 
4.877 
6,603 
7,i380 
8,140 
9.096 
9,762 
9,958 
a0,368 
»10.893 
]11,414 
<11,638 
111,936 
0,036 
0,201 
0,843 
0,876 
0,318 
0,398 
0,488 
0,468 
0,400 
0,496 
0,582 
0,545 
0,571 
0,638 
vmm—TTisfwr 
t OttS04 
OaO J 
dissolv-.! 
ed ) 
0,088 
0,488 
0,590 
0,671 
0.759 
0,953 
1,039 
1,118 
1,167 
lv806 
1,867 
1,325 
1,388 
1,634 
1 1,886 
J 3,655 
I 5,467 
I 7,874 
I 8,039 
I 9,094 
J10,135 
t10,874 
|X1#125 
111,668 
t18,160 
i18,739 
113,010 
113,469 
Ga»S04 
0,756 
8,148 
3,8X3 
4»876 
4,786 
5,345 
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6,391 
6,689 
6,800 
7,147 
7,487 
7,647 
7,917 
Alkalin-
ity 
0,683 
8,050 
3,538 
4,996 
5,491 
6.075 
6,461 
6,906 
7,180 
7,534 
7,846 
8,340 
8,654 
8,767 
oylindfo 
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iLength 
1,514 
4,006 
6,167 
8,350 
9,806 
10,894 
11*603 
18,345 
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2a2)ie 58 and Figure 22 indicate tiiat the presence 
• of oxaltc acid £»as hact little to do regardiog Sncreaslog or 
retarding tiie rate and eactent of reaction in sodi^isi sttlpixate. 
Table 59 sets fortli the effect of one percent xaagnes-
ilea sulphate solution on specisiens containing oxalic acid« 
In this ease it is also apparent that the specimens 
containing oxalic acid "behaved almost identically the sajse 
as those that did not contain adsslxture. Figttre 23 
deiuonstrates this point* 
24^ Ohssilcal Change Boss Take Place Ihen <loncrete 
is g3q?osed to Salphate Solutions:: Tables 48 to 59 inclusive 
shot? that changes of a chesiical nature are caatinually going 
on concrete is exposed to alkali sulphate* Figtires 
22 ar^ 23 illustrate the extent of these changes in a graphical 
manner*. 
a, Nature of CSaeaiical Changes., It has been d^iaaa-
I strated and proved tiiat finely divided cement in 5 percent 
1 
I Is attacisad according to equations as follows; 
I !• G»aO (ojP -Co^ont) ^ ** Ca^OIiJg 
I 2, CaC0H)2 r SagSC^ • 2 H^O - CaSO^ » 2 H^O • 2 HaOH 
I It was also ^om that 5 j)ercent MgSO^ attacked prilverized 
I 
! ceaent as follo«®j 
1 
1 
3» CaO (of client) r H2O - Ca{0H)2 
CaC0H)2 • MgS04 ^ EgO = CaSO^ . 2 H2O Mg(0H)2 
i 1 C '"5 ! 15^ i 
It was furthsT pointed out t2aat ttie a'oove reactions p^gressed 
rapidly and to siiaix an ex^it tliat a good perc^t of the lime 
of tlie ceraent liad l^een. attacJced, especially by MgSO^ flfiiere 
practically all of it had been coasirasd^ 
On corLC2?ete, it sas foveid that one percent Ha^SO^ 
Isehav^ d ©aactly as above stated^  Tables 48,^  50» 52, 54-^ , 56 
and 58 indicate that both CaSO^ • 2 H^O and alkalinity were 
produced and the SaOH eqiiivalent of the alkalinity thus 
detereairsd T!?as apparoximately cheaically eqiiivalent to the 
CaSO^ » 2 EgO mjB^e, as -ssas true in the case of Uie fine c«aent 
ezp^jrlaents, Tliis s^^ould indicate that reactions bron^t 
about by esposxire of concrete to one percent KagSO^ soltxtion 
i^ogressed according to eqiiaticaxs (1) and (2)» 
Wit^ it was fovsTid that CaSO^ • 2 vbs 
prodTiced regularly and la proportion to the tiise of treatzaeat 
bat that the i£g(OH)g precipitated "was in too ssiall quantities 
In all cases* See tables 49, 51, 55, 55, 57 and 59« It is 
I believed that the reactions can be represented by equations 
! 
I (3) &Tid (4), but that the Mg{OE) precipitated vas slowly 
I ^ 
I dissolved by the tilting solution probably due to the presence 
I of free carbon dioxide. 
I b, Adsaixture Does Effect Sxfcent of Reaction, Sbe 
' ' " " •" 11 II 111 I I I •• II I, I 
I case when BaClg was adnjijced •sri.th concrete irerj definitely. 
I illustrates that the rate and extent of reaction was materially 
I changed d\as to its presence. This could probably be expected 
\ 
185 
as BaCl2 is soliobl© and readily reacts witii all soluble 
suLpbates- Again, pulverized sand dmonstrates that soo© 
adsiixtares islll sxsbstantlallj deerease the sulpSaate attack* 
Figures 22 and 23 illustrate the eztent to 'which various 
adaixtures changed rates of attack on concrete* It seems 
logical, tihat due to these cli£ttiges "broiJi^t shout by admixtures 
that s<»ae of them wo^d "be iDeneficial to concrete in that 
the would lengthen its life due to decreasing *-he rate at 
iBhich the lisje of the cerusnt Is raade avail^le to reaction, 
c» Rate and Extent of Attack "bj HapSO^ and MgSO^, 
With the exception of the case -ahere BaCl„ was used as an 
adcaixture it was showa as demonstrated by tables 48-59 
inclusive and Figures 22 and 23 that the rates of cheaaical 
3?eaction «as about the same in bot^ cases« 
55» Helatioa Betigeen Ghesileal and Phyaioal Attack 
and Visual Appearahcet It was one of the objects of this work 
to coi^late^ if possible, ^he various types of 
changes that took place due to sulphate attack in oirder to 
deteraine if or© could be used as a meastire of the others. 
a. In Sodiira Sulphate. The results of chemical 
attack as laeasured by the amount of CaSO^ , 2 ^ 0 precipitated 
onto the cylinders, the physical attack as laeasured by elonga­
tion, and the physical condition by inspection,are suaniarized 
below: 
186 
jGaSO^ • 2 S O 
sppt, on cyll. Adiniztore 
z grsas 
EloJigatlon: Appearance 
TSone 
wikEgir 
2H^0^ 
15.7 
-"sr^  
35 iPlne bair cracks top 
:^ d ^ ttom 
"?S tGracXs top and l30tto?a» 
t Crystals in crac^ 
spushlng them open. 
14.2 
1CT 
"5" rKo attacic 
^Qw. P-Qlirerlzedt 
Sand ; 
;So attaclE 
1(1^  Bentonlte : 1^ .9 
5;^ 6xallc acid:—ICT" 
i;5 :iiair cracks top and 
tbottossL on sides 
riiElr cracics top and 
:botto3i. 
Miller (12) lias stated tJiat the change in lengldi 
measureiaents probably offers a more delicate sjethod of 
ascertaining the resistance of concrete to sulphate^ and its 
normal 
condition, rather than the relatiCHi of its/strength. He 
worked with specimens in whisih adnlactores -were not nsed* 
The above data and observations were nade ijsing both, specimens 
with and "srithoat adnixtureg. There seess to be a general 
relatio2iS!iip between chesical attack and elongation, but it 
is probable that tlie trcse condition of a speciroen cannot be 
ascertained by inspectim. 
b» In ^ agnesiaaa Sulphate. 
n5aB5~mor 
tppt.%n cyls. 
; grams 
Klongation : Appearance" 
AdTiiscture 
Ifone 
10^ BaClp 
2 EcyO 
14,2 
1^  
;Hair craciss on ends 
"13 iHair cracirs on ends 
1 ± vJ J 
Gon*<5 
-• 
Adaixture i 
m 
CaSO^ • 2 EgG 
ppt^ in cyls, 
gr&ss 
i: Slongaticca 
« 
9 
•' 
Appearance 
10^ BaCO„ • 15^8 Top edges attaeli»d 
to quite an extent 
505& Pulverizt 
ed Sand : 
14^*1 
• 
9 
ao attaeic 
l(^ Bentonite 
• 
: 13»9 : li> 
9 
9 
Attack on ettges top 
and bottoia 
5j& Oxalic i 
acid z 
t 17 
• 
No attack 
the exception, of the specfciess eontcftilng 3aCl2 -
the CaSO^ • 2 ^ 0 famed was ahout the same in all cases • In 
all cases tiss elongation vas sinall and it was inj^ossible to 
derive any relationship "betiseen the varions methods of ascer­
taining the extent of attack or the condition of the speciaieiis, 
56^ Relation Bet^i^en Blongatlon in Sodlmg and 
^agnesitcn Sulphates: In cases iRhere reaction TBras rapid it 
isas nsnally the case that thpse specimens in NagSO^ were maeh 
more seriously attaclced as indicated by both el<^igation and 
visual appearance* 5hls is -^ery well broo^t out by a stody 
of the various figures later on in this sork that demonstrate 
the elongation affected by the two solutions on speciiaens 
containing various aaounts of admixtures• Invariably, it was 
true that the elongation in Sa^SO^ was imich the greater^ 4^  A 
Again, so-ae of the photographs, as for exsaple Pigrzre. 
demonstrate that from a visual standpoint the specisiens in 
Ha2S0^ had apparently be®i crach.niore severely attacked than 
188 
similar ones in SgSO-» Figures IS and IB also point out tiiat 
greater elongatiffli *as affected by lia SO • Killer 118} f<«iQd 
tbat in tests using "briquets that aboiit half of tJne difrerent 
brands of cenient worked upon disintegrated more rapidly in 
Na 30 • The other Iialf €^i)eared, frcss a T^siial stsa«^>olnt^ 
2 4 
to have a similar resistance in both solutions* All of these 
facts ^TJld indicate that sodium solj^te soltrtlon, of low 
concentrations^ was. laach more destructive to concrete in most 
cases. 
27> Changes Affected Using Various Quantities of 
Difrerent A^lxtares; Haviag deteimlned that a diange in the 
rate and extent of cheaical attack could be affected by ti» 
addition of adsiixturesy speciia&ns >^re 3S&S& ttp using many 
different materials and various percentages of each» The 
effects on sxilphate resistance, in both Sa SO, and MgSO , 
A ^ 4 
caused by these adaixtures v?ere measured by coapazdstm of: 
firs"t> the elongations ? second» the percent normal strength 
as calcg0.ated from elongation;and third> by visual appearance• 
Due to Qie fact that sonie admixtures have considerable effect 
on the setting properties of concrete and the resultant 
strength, it was also desirable to compare the ciianges 'of 
the strengths at 28 days caused by the presence of such 
actaixtures^. 
1 
9iiM A,*,?, 
i-mm 
;»/^v^;y.i•^^y 
)r-::.'vn 
iSi 
pi i<3l ><-ivi-
vr 
J1 
• 1:' 1 • (S'O 
WiJM 
190 
Ko A.(3ialxtai3!^» a& •p&elca  ^
28 day i SleaigatioBE S^orsis^. $ trengpi sSaln in irt* ilttack 
strengttuJStegSO^ Mgso^  ; r iag:i^ "~~~jj»a25a^ iMgso^ :Sfi^ o^ T2Sgs^  ^
• • ' ' • .* « • 
4S40 : 20 I 12 ? 87 t 97 t 7:6 ;Sli^t:Siigh.1; 
: S& i 11 ; 75 i S7 : 4 : S t s « 
? 50 t S2 ? r ^ 1 " 
Specimens ccmtatnlng no adialxtare «ez*e eocposed to 
tiae sulpiiftte solutions in exactly tbe same mazutor as tiiose 
containing tbe varioas aaoraats of different s^i>stances» By. 
ooaparisoa of the behavior and the chasmot^ lstlcs of the 
samples ccffittaining ^aixtores ^ th the abo-^re^ it idll he possible 
to determine the -fraitse of the presence of iaie adiaixtares toward 
Tsakii^ concrete raore resistant to sulphate attack. The rate of 
attack of the sulphates of sodi'oni and magnesitua on specizaens 
without adsiixtJire can be observed in Figure IS, 19, 24^ and 
25, arid also from both the cheadcal and physical standpoints 
from tables 48 and 49. It is apparent that, though the speci­
mens i?ere used for diffe3?ent purposes, concordant results 
^ere obtained in all cases* 
These tota indicate that the reactions .wae slow and 
* without any apparent reaction froa a visual stsoadpoint. 1?hey 
further point out that a caie percent solution of sodiuni 
s-alphate is tsmch siore effective than a laagnesiuai sulphate 
a 
solution of/siaailar concentration^ 
mmm 
192 
b. Ba3?iU2s Chloride BaOlo* 2 92 ^ eks> 
Ifer-.sSS day 
centtst3?en~ 
t gth 
£iongatl43n HcoE^sial. iSaln in wt« iVisuai 
5th iHSoSO-^ 
m. 
2 1 4775 
5 t 4615 
lO 5 4290 
lO t 
* m ' ' 
27 : 75 J 80 
£ m t 58 
18 : 42 i 90 
46 i 15 ; 72 
62 t 5 
58 : 8 
73 ? 9 
95 i 11 
• 
8 sSone iS^oe 
10 jSlightjSlight 
15 tSli^tSli^t 
. V « 
data shov that tbe 28 day stireasgt^i •cas incpeas-
ecL by tbe addition, of 2 artd 5 percent BaClg, and was untiianged 
'by tbie use of 10 percent*. In EagSO^ solution, it appears trcm 
ttie above and Figure 26 that the greatest voluiae change was 
cansed by the addition of 5 percent a<fejlxture sad tiiat asioants 
in the vicinity of 2 and 10 percent caiised very little change^ 
'jSes liopsaal st^ngths at 94 weeks as obtained frost Figure 20 
seems to be the greatest for the specitaens contdoing 10 percent 
of admixtare^ The ccc^ressiv© strengths of the 5 percent 
speciinens at 92 isteelra -sas 3190 lbs/sq» in« v.That,according to 
Figure 21 is about 51 percent of the noraal which is in 
accordance with the above. 
In MgSO solution the ^ ove was practically true 
except the attack was a trifle aore pronounced isfaere 2 and 
10 percent adaixtureswere tised* 
Cocqparing Figures 24 and 25 with 26 and 27, it will 
be observed that the use of BaCl2 admixture apparentl^^ 
caused greater reaction, regardless of the acrount used, frih«n 
oof 09 i 0^  
rrrTTrn 
wur^ uHM 
i 
11T 
••'T rfr, 
1 
In 
uEuiii 
"bUiuU i iiiiHlMi 
1 Q4 
-s- ^  IK 
•was broagtrfc abonfc "by tliose speciaiexis titat did not contain 
adsaixtup©^  This is very strikingly ja?o-ffed by a^^ lbles 48, 
49, 50 and 51»: rs^ld progress of tlie action an. specisisns 
containing bari-un chloride is, no doubt, due to the -passi-
bllity of reaction between BaClg and a soluble s-alphats, 
C* BaritHS Carbonate. 92 Weeks, 
Per­
cent 
28 day-
Stren­
gth 
Eioaigation t% m>Fm\ :Galn in •!?£;, ^ttacK 
lla«S0^;ISgS0rf; Strength Sa^SO^:MgSO^ 
• 
• 
5 
10 
10 
20 
S790 
4190 
4800 
2 t 3 1 100 I iOO i 4 i 5 
-5 : 3 : 100 i 100 • 1 I 4 
8 : 6 : 100 t 100 ; 5 : 3 
-7 s -4 5 100 J 100 5 2 : 4 
moder- ; consld-
ate ; able 
sll^t: sli^t 
n * » 
none :none 
!I3iese data shov that amounts of^ dmixtnre 
cause a sli^t decrease in the 28 day strengi^ bnt a decided 
gain was accon^lished by the addition of 2G percent SaCO « Xt 
s 
is also apparent in every respect except tiie vlsuail appearance 
of the 2 percent specimens that the use of Barltca Carbonate 
'ssas instruiaental in increasing the resistance of concrete 
against sulphate attack. The specimens containing t2ie 2 
percent adatixture cracked quite freely about the ends (See 
Figure ^ a), but ^ en tested for strength a value of 5700 
lbs./ sq» 1j2 . was obtained on those specisiens frooi the 
2£gS0^ solution that appeared to be in the poorest condition* 
?his shows that during the 92 weeks iTnaersion the strength 
Fig. E6 A. 
Appearance of Speeiiaeiis Coni1;s.xiii2jg Bariiis 
Cajr'bona.'te and 1b.ose Gonoaxmng Bariuia. 
Chloride After 95 Weeks in liaonesium Sulphate^ 
T 
m 
mm 
-'•rv-
EE-
EZetJ 
sis-" 
v.-.rr '.v. r : 
:'^.N' 
;_ .•_ .s. K' 
-  . C  
• •p" -^' 
I a. § ^ 
£/on<jcrtjonV•": •« -. T-'-'J-r'-i 
of those speclaiens had increased fTcssL 3^0 to 5700 lbs*/sq»in»' 
thereby indicating that the oonc3?ete iras eactremely hai^d, wit2i 
the ©xedption of tbe edges on each ©nd^ Cornparison ot Fignres 
24, 25, 26 and 27 indicates that the yrolXEsm changes that occu3?i^ 
.-^in 
in, specimens containing BaCO^ ^ ?as autrfi less th^/the blanks • 
It fitrther points out the fact that admixtares fpcaa lO percent 
up are acre desirable to use than the loi?er values. 
It "ssas suggested, by Siller Cl2) that ccaicrete 
cured in air ufas more 3?esistant to salphate attacks than 
that cured a like period of tiaie xmder Tsater, It has herein 
been demonstrated tlmt the effect of the COg of the air "sas 
responsible for this difference in sulphate resistance* "As this is 
the case,-.^ presence of carbonates in concrete should 
iacr5?ase its sulphate resistance. IJhe -ose of BaCO Is a good 
essmple of this» 
d« Pulverized. Sand^ 90 1seeks«. 
i^er~:-23 day; Elongj 
cent: s tren- rHag SO^ 
I gtn • 
itlon 
3^S0. t Strengtti 
• '®;Ha2S04:MgS0^ 
Gain it 
HagSO^ 
1 "st* : Attack 
SIgS04: IJagSO^tMgSO^ 
• • 
10 1 6280 i 7 
30 : 6000 : 3 
30 : : 7 -
50 t 5960 : 0 
* • 
4 : 100 : 100 
5 : 100 ; 100 
' - 100 3 100 
2 : lOO s 100 
6 
4 
5 
4 : 
• « 
* • 
6 :3one s1?one 
6 iSone :13one 
tSone tHoTSB 
5 :¥one rSbue 
Prom the above it is apparent that all the proportions 
of pulverized sand materially increased the 28 day strength of 
the concrete . The gain was 45,38 and 37 i>ercent caused by 
the addition of 10, 30 and 50 percent respectively. 
It has already "been slxotm that those proced^ares t^iat 
materially increased the strengtii of concrete also added to 
its sTilphate resistance. If so, it would "be expected that 
specisaens contairdng p-olverized sand woiiLd have increased 
resistance# The above data shoxfs this to he troe, Figu3?e 24 
shows that the vol^mis change caused hy Sa SO. (m specimens [ 2 
containing ptilverized sand wre saaller than on the hlanlss.. 
Figure 25 ^oisrs that slight volume changes "Sfere caused by 
MgSO^ solution. In both cases it was tarae that the greater 
aniomts of pulverized sand were responsible for decreased 
sulphate attack. Tables 54 and 55 show the rate and extent 
of chemical attack to be greatly decreased "by the use of 
groimd sand as an admixture. This is Illustrated by Figures 
22 and 25, 
e» Bentonite, 90 Weeks, 
rer-
cent 
SS day 
stren­
gth 
Elongation siorsiax 6ain in wt. Attack 
HagSO^ MgSO^j starength 
^iHagSO^SJgSO^ 
KagSO^ MgSQ^ ^ ®2~^4 * 
2 5025 10 9 s 100 ? 100 4 5 Slight:Slight 
5 4230 7 7 : 100 : 100 4 4 None rSone 
10 3760 2 9 ; 100 ; 100 4 5 Moder- :Moder-
<* * 
• « ate • ate 
10 13 15 t 98 : 95 5 4 « . B 
The above show it possible to admix up to 10 percent 
Bentonite without reducing the strength of the concrete, !Ehat 
199 
contaiiilng 2 percent siaowed a sabstantlal gain In strength., 
Flgrares 24 and 25 show tlie voltnae ^langes as iiidic«-
ated by elongation to l^e saailerj, is. all cases, tfean on the 
blank specimens, iSae . values for normal strength, at tbe end 
of the treatiasnt period are also HlgiiBT than for tbe blank 
specimens» tto. tine o^er heiid^ it «as appai^nt frcm visual 
appearance tliat considerable attack bad taken place in som 
cases, especially on tbe saa^les containing 10 percent adiaix-
tttre. Figures 24 and 25 sliow tb© 10 percent specimens to 
/ • 
' f . 
have elongated tbe leasts that isould indicate a snxaller Trolnssja 
chsqjge and greater sulphate resistance* In the ease lafttere 
5 percent adrsixtrjres of BaCO^ "cere used it Tsrill be reraeuibered 
that considerable attack had apparently taken place as judged 
by Inspection* By physical test it was found that tiie 
specimens were very hard and that the strength had been 
increasing diH?ing the period of treataent. The specljaens 
containing Bentonite have not been tested for strength^ but 
it is expected that the strength will agree wi-tti the findings 
as determined by elongaticm. 
The above data indicate that the resistivity to 
both sodi-om and sagnesima stilphate solutions .wereabout the 
ssEse* 

Oxalic Acld^ 86 
i^er-
cent 
28 dayr 
stren~rl 
gth : 
ifilongation is03?nastl 
Sar,SO*;MgS0.i£trength, 
^ ^iSa^SO rMgSO^ 
:Gain In vt^ « Attack 
iSagSO^rSgSO^jSa^SO^ ;5£gSG^ 
• ; i 1 
2 
«• 
4045 ; 19 : 7 
«. • 
« • ' m 
87 : lOO 
• 
* 
s 5 
• • 
• » * 
t 5 jHone sHone 
5 3940 ; 22 t 10 i 85 : 100 I 6 : 5 tSligihtslitom 
5 • «r 40 ; 17 J 74 r 90 t 6 : 5 liSlightrSone 
10 193 ; 16 : 40 t 90 : 14 J S r Severe: Bone 
Biese data cteaonsfepate tlxat oz&llc acid can be adraized 
up to 5 percent of tiis e«a©nt present -wltliout serious loss to 
2S day strecgtii, Figtire 2b Indicates tbat adtalxtares of oxalic 
acid up to 5 percent are not dangerous bat those containing 
10 percent respond very rapidly to alkali attack^ In l^agSO^, 
specimens ccmtaining lO percent failed in 57 -weeks* At tiie 
end of S6 weeks tne calculated strengiax was 40 percrait of tiie 
nomiai and as deterained was 2190 lbs»/sq. in. "aSiidi is about 
35 percent of the, nomal^ A co®^arisoa of table 2S ^rith. 
tables 24 and 25 show that admixtures of 2 and 5 percent 
beiaved alrcost jfclie same: as; olank specliaens^ 
In 25gSO^ solution it -sras not possible to observe 
any reaction by inspection,regardless of the amount of ad?.ix-
ture used, ^is t?as not so in Ka^SO^ for all speciiaens sho-eed 
soTJie signs of attack and those containing lO perc^t siiowed 
severe attack, (See Figure 29)» The unusual wei^t increase 
furtiier illustrates the point. 
In this case it can be concluded that admixtures 
of oxalic acid up to 5 percent can be used for concrete that 
es^ es-e?. /<? % Oxo/k Aoid 
33 Weehs /% 
B/engotiofi 0.6/33 /r>s. 
Appearance of Specimens Containiiag 10 j: 
Oxalic Acid After S2 Vi'eelcs in Sodium 
Sulphate. 
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will be exposed to 5a 30^ solutlraa and tip to 10 percent for 
MgS©^ wate3?s, altbou^ asaoants betiBeen 2 and 5 pepcast wcmid 
protably Tse more benericial* Figures 22 and 23, and tables 
58 and 59 ftzrtiier bear <mt tiae fact that ^ecimens containing 
oxalic acid to 5 p«j?c©nt react at about the sfcae rate as 
blanks up to a period of ^  -asseks^ 
g, Bari-gia Sulphate• 86 Weeks» 
i'er-jgs dayr jBlon^tlOH 
centjstren-iSagSO A tHgSO> 
;gth 5 J 
sormai tOain m vt* 
iS Strength sSa^rSO-sSgSOj, 
tSagSO^sSgSO^j ^ 
z Attach 
^rBagSO^tSjgSO, 
5 : 4S50 : 34 t 
10 : 4220 i 65 : 
20 : 4080 r 71 ; 
9 
S 
9 
i 76 I 100 I 6 
s 63 r 100 : 7 
r 62 100 : 9 
• 6 
i 4 
; 5 
« -« 
• w 
jSligJitiRone 
rSli^t:5oi» 
:Slight:Kone 
These vcilTaea show the presence of Barima Sulphate 
to the extent of 5 percent increased the strer^th of th© 
concrete quite aaterially*, Q-oantlties fposs 10 to 20 percent 
had little effect on the 28 day strength* It is apj«irent that 
no difficulty "wo-Jld be experienced in tMs pe^>eet by the 
use of ^ SO^ as an admixture. The above data and Pigare 30 
point out that volume changes in HagSO^ as indicated by 
elongation are quite pronounced# especially on specimens 
contaisi-g 10 end 20 per^c^it BaSO^, Cotspared to blank speci­
mens represented by Figure 24 it is apparent that specljaens 
containing 5 percent or nore BaSO^ are arore stusceptible to 
sulphate attack than those without it» It will further be 
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observed in this case Siat increasing tiis araom-t of admixture 
also increases t^ie rate of attach* Jiadglng from the results 
set forth by Figure SO, it would prol>ably "be safe to say tliat 
admixtures up to 5 percent could be xised to advantage bat -greater 
\^aniountS:. -aoald be detsriUaental.-
In ISgSO^ solution it is apparent frcaa tliese data 
and Figure 30 that little or no atta<^ took place on specimens 
containing 5,^ 10 and 20 percent of BaSO^ as adzaixture* 
h* Baritaa QsdLdea. 85 "Seeks» 
J?er-j28 day : Elongation Sorsiaa sSain in -at, s Attaclc 
cent; s treng- :Ka_SO - rMgSO-j strength jHaoSOAiMgSO^ta^SOA tMgSOx 
: th : ^  ^ ^tli^S0^;SgS04S ^ 
•  4 r  « •  •  
• « •« «. 
2 I ^30 : 145 s IS r 48 j 90 t IS j 8 tSeirere;SligJitly 
5 : 5210 i 660 j 9 : 0 ilOO s 27 i 9 sSeirere; Slightly 
10 ; r 45 ; 20 ; 72 ? 87 ? 10 ; 11 ; Severe ;goderate 
These data indicate that increased quantities of ^ 0 
produce a aarfeed decrease in the 28 day strength of tlse concrete• 
Further, they definitely sbow that the presence of any of the 
amoimts of BaO tried,proTed to very much hasten the rate of 
reaction in "S&^SO^ solution. In this case, as in others men» 
tioned;^ it is peculiar to note that the rate of reaction 
increased as the aaslsturs was increased frcss 2 to 5 percent 
and was very arach less and almost the sanse as for "blanlcs ^fiien 
10 percent of BaO was used* The data shav 13iat the specimens 
in 582304 gained in iiei^t and accordingly as the magnitude of 
Forjii 
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the elongation^ It is apparent tlaat iseight ciianges are 
signiTioant in tliia cstse. Fmrther, it will "be noted tetat taie 
physical appeai«nce {See Figtcre 52) of the specimens signified 
severe attack Tihich very ^ rell agreea -sith all the other find­
ings. The eosapressive strengthsof -fee speciasens at the end 
of S3 weeks Tsrere 2040, 0, and 3000 l^s./sq, in» for 2, 5 
and 10 percent respectively of BaO. It la interesting to 
note that these values are in accordance with those above 
as derived froa elongation values. That the 10 percent 
admixtiire proved to be ajore resi-stant to sulphate attack, 
as was indicated "by the above data^ is checked by the valtie 
obtained for its compressive strength niiich -was 50 percent 
greater than that obtained on specinens containing 2 percent 
adaixtnre. 
Figore 32 illustrates the physical appearance of 
those specimens that were treated in MgSO^ solution. It is 
apparent that the attack was far less than that affected 
hy ^ agSO^^ solution. The co^ressive strengths obtained 
upon the MgSO^ treated specimens v;ere 4620, 4050., and 3060 
for 2, 5, and 10 percent respectively of BaO. "Hiese values, 
as well as all of those above and i^iat is illustrated by 
Figure 31, indicate beyond doubt that the action of Sa-SO. 
solution is 3tuch aore severe than that of MgSO^ on concrete 
containing BaO admixtures^ Conparing Figures 25 and 31, it 
mju - z] 
/ / 3 , / / S, U7 s\% BoO 
U9, iZS to} 
e*f Wse/cs /% //o^ so^  
E/onfo~ffor\^  0%% /ns. 
 ^ o-oofs' 
0.00t3 , ft rt/xofl Inx. 
Fig. 32* Appearance of Barium O^de 
Admixtures'After 84 l.eelcs in Sodium 
and Ilagnesium Sulpliate. 
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appeal^ that BaG adsBlxtores XLp to ID percent do not materially 
affeet the stalpihate resistiisg capacity of c<Kicrete in sSgSO^ 
solution^; 
Barixga Sgl|^^«> 64 ISeeks^ 
f'er-s2S <3ay: siongation NonStI :<Jaiii in lart.; s Attacic 
cetit:stren-
: gth 
tMgSO i Strength risagSO^sl 
r • 
IgSO^jUagSO^ilgSOA 
* m 
5 : 2150 
lOi 1880 
 ^ * m-
r 706 s 10 ; 0 : 100 
i 172 : 15 t 0 J 95 
• »-•n m 
* * 
: 9 r 
. -5 . • . 3 
6 iSeveretSli^^t 
6 ; SeveretSlight 
Frost the above it is obvlotis that the admlztore of 
BaS seriously lofsuers the cmpressive, strength of concrete. 
This fact alone woald no doubt be saffici^t to discotarage the 
xise of BaS as an admixture* It will further be observed that 
the volyaae changes -were great» ^is is apparent froa the rate 
and extent of elongatioa as illastrated by Figure 35 and appear­
ance of the speciraens as shown by Figtire 34. "Ehe above data 
show tbe percent nomal strength to be zero. The coa^jressive 
strength as determined ?ras foiaad to be less than 300 lbs»/sq»tn» 
•fiftiich checks the above. 
In magnesim sulphate the apparent changes isere 
slight, but due to the fact that ttte initial strength was 
low it is reasonable to cozxclude thatj; thou^ the effect of 
the IgSO^ solution -was slight ttse of BaS as asi a^ixtxire 
should be avoided. 
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£09 Barium Sulphide S 7t 
6^  Wee/rs /% /^ OrSOf. 
0.0706 / E/onaotion 0 . 0 / 7 2  
Fig.S?4. 
jlppearanee of Barium Sulphide 
Admixtures After 64 V/eeks in 
d 0 diUEi SulDlis.t e • 
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Bayitsa: Hitrate^ 64 ^ eeks^. 
i?er- :2S <iay 
centjstreng— 
: th 
JSJlongatlon :5& Noraal iGain in "irt* 5Attack 
Ba_so. ;fegs6yi_: s-crengtsi . sMgSO :t%S£>A 
• 
5 : 3280 
10 r 3130 
» . « * « » • 
92 s 5 : 56 : 100 : — z 9 jSevere;Sli^t 
22 . s 5 I S5 s lOO ; 9 : 15 s Severer Slight 
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BariTEH nitrate is an exanj^e of a solxtbSj© salt th&t 
reacts (jilckly with soluble sulphates» in tbe case of "b«ri^ 
;chiorlt3e it vas shorn that the changes were somewhat more 
rapid than where no adaixtare was present or •vSiere admlxtares 
not as s-asceptible to reaction isere used, Sarixn: nitrate 
seeass to have "behaved in the sasje iztanner* Frora. tihe above and 
Figiipe 55 it is obvious that the elc«jgation cimnges took 
place rapidly and that i5ie greater admixture showed smaller 
changes, Figure 36 illustrates the physical effect accoaiplish-
ed by such rapid volttBste changes* ISie data showr that the 
presence of bari'asi nitrate seriously iajpaired the 28 day 
strength of the concrete ^ich is Tjndesirable, The final 
cosroresslve strength of the speciiaens containing 5 percent 
adfflixtia^e was 2203 lbs/ sq. ia, showing tl^^t the sarspies 
had been rapidly attacked froa the beginning, 2he canxpr&ss-^ 
ive strength of the 10 percent admixture at 68 ^ eks was ^70 
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/S7, /99, ZOt ^ r/um /^ rtrafe 5 7o 
€4- WeeA'S /7a 
£/<i/}ya/'/o/? 0.CC9Z /ns. 
Fig.55. 
Appearance of Bariun Sit rate i.dniixtares 
^^fter S4 \ eeiis in Sodixm Sult^hate. 
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lbs*/sq. In, indicates tioat the concrete •wa:s net being 
ireipidly attacked snc was getting stironger as it stood in 
In magnesitca sulpiiate the attach rf&s sll^t as -«ould 
b© ea5)ected Judging fpcas similar ©xa^sples that have been 
di«cxtssed* 
K. Baritnt PhospSiate, 64 i?eeks.,. 
t'sr-iSS day: aiioi^ atloa" p% liorsaSI 
cent: streng^ isagSoIsEgSQA "x st2»ei3gt3i 
; til ;;. »; !" l^Sar>SO^ ?ggSQit 
6ain in wt* rAttacK: 
55®2S04:MgS04 rSagSO^rMgSO^ 
5 : 4S60 r 16. ; 1 : 90 r 100 
10; 4570 : IS ; 4 : 90 t 100 
5 : 5 jSli^tsSone 
6 ; 3 :Moder--;Sone 
t : ate : 
The dats slao^ that adiaixtures cT bs^irGB phosphate 
do not^ .iaspalr the 28 day strength of the concrete, but add to 
it a little^ It is apparent frosi Figure 37 that the voItss^ 
changes of the specimens in WagSO^ solution had started to 
increase bat slctdy,*, It appears that tl^ admixtures vere not 
responsible for any "ondae changes due to their presence and 
that it is probable that one c-f thes, at least, "sfill retard 
the snlphate attack, bat that it -srlll take a loj^ continued 
treatatent to ascertain this fact» 
In stagnesim sulphate a>l'atlon indications of attack 
were not apparent* 
1» Barioa Oxalate, €4 "^'eeks. 
ini'Ju! 
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ZffS Bariijm Orohte- S% 
zsi,zss.zss •> •• ,c % 
6^  <iYee^ .s / /Viy-s5(?^ 
E/on^ otior, 
Fig. 38. 
Appearance of Barium Oxalate 
Jldaixtiires After 64 V/eeks in 
Sodium Sulphate. 
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f er-:2S day r Sioi^gation MormiX :<iain iiTw^ 
m * « «  « - •  •  «  «  
• • •'. • • • •• •• 
5 r 3970 : 81 t 40 ; 60 : 74 : 1580 ; 11 r Severer Severe 
10 ; 2750 : 51 ; 22 ; 80 ; 85 t 2290 ; 5 sSevegesBone 
These data indicate that acHsvixtures or "barlxai oxalate, 
impaired the strength oT concrete to qiiite an extent after 
arao-aats greater than 5 percent liati been used^ ©le data and 
Figures 37 and 38 demonstrate the IfagSO^ solution reacted q-oite 
severely on these speciiaens. It was observed at the isnd of 
six sionths that specimens containing 5 percent admlxtinre had 
been attacked very severely at the ends -^hlch began disinte­
grating at that tlrae* A ^ort time later the sffiae was true 
with specimens containing 10 percent^ In order to obtain the 
rihal compressive strength it was necessary to bnild tip the 
ends of specissens islth neat ceoent aortar. was 
undesirable for it no doubt gave values in excess of the ti*ue 
ones» iihen the specimens were tested it was observed that 
they -srere soft and soaewhat elastic due to tbeir loose struc-
tui^ and they see-rssd to telescope and decrease so?iiewhat in 
leng-fe before they broke as the pressure was applied* The 
values obtained ^ re 1580 and 2290 Ibs/sq. in^ for 5 and 10 
percent adalxtTires, respectively^ These indicate, thou^ 
tbey are not true values and probably far too great, that 
the speciraens had continually gronsfn wealcei* froni the start 
of the treataeat. 
In SgSO^ solution adslxtares of 5 percent .were 
4 
peactefl tspon qtilts se^rely eiid a coj^ressive strength valtts 
of 5850 ll>s/sq« in* Indicated that in this case €l1so the strength 
of the specimeEB had decreased since the beginning of the treat-
aent* The 10 percent adaixtore shoT?ed the least asoant of 
attack but according to Figure 58 it is appa3?ent t^t attack 
will manifest itself in a short tise* 
All the data indicate in every martner that Barim 
03:alate is a poor material to admix i^th concrete • It seems 
to be detria^ntal in tnany respeets<^ 
Mixttire of Bentonite 5^ and Baritaa Chloride 5%^ 
64 iTeeks, 
as day: Eloi^atitm t% Somml sGaln in wt» s Attaeic 
stren-:B!a strength tSTa^Sl^^ 
gtH : 2 •«: •^iS^S^iSgSO^: 2 4 
%S6^:Sa2c364tMgS0^ 
• • • » « 
4240 r 442 : 18 ; 0 : 90 I 18 
• • A a 
10 sSevereiModerate 
fe'insil Strength 
!£h6se data show that the adnixture did not make any 
material difference on the 28 day strength of the concrete* 
Pigures 39 and 40 illust3?ate that in SagSO^ solution attack 
started very quickly and progressed rapidly causing seMous 
m u 
i 
8 
/'(*':?iii^ KHiii!uinHmnl^  i 
40• 
I Appearance of Specimens Containing 
1 a'Slixture of Bentonite and Barium 
1 Cliloride After 64 v.eeks in Sodium 
I Sulphate. 
i 
I 
1 
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daaiage to the spscimens, iLt the end of 40 •seeks tbe ends of 
tlae specimens "begsn to bctlge out and disintegrate said 
•sraltiafcie life of tSiis concrete could not have exceeded this^ 
period of ti3ae» The final st2?ength of the specisens ms 
practically nothing. In this case it VS.& also found that the 
speclsjens cmisied down rather than fcrolce as pr©ssu2?e ass 
applied. In MgSO^ solution the attack was very ssueh less but 
the specisens, in one case especially, showed considerable 
evidence of reaction* 
^^xturey Bentonite 5^ and Bartaa Carbonate 
64. ^ee-ks^  
28 day: Siongati^ ^orasal ;Galn in 'ssrt^ AttaciE 
stren--:iia^SO, 
Sth r 2 ^ 
HgJSO - ; streiagth ;2ia-S0 . 
. 2 4. 
MgSO^. iiagiiO^lMgSO^ 
« 
« 
3375 r 20s 
"STO-rSTTTSS——-
•*- •» » . 
7 : 87 i iOO : — 8 
• 
Severe:Mdderate 
final Strength 
Kaj;6 :Mgi56. 
w * 
; 4920 
It is obvious that such a mixture seriously irapaired 
the 28 day strength of concrete^ In HagSO^^ solution it Msras 
observed that in six months tiie ends of the speciraens had 
softened and disintegrated thoi2^ at that time very little 
elongation had been displayed. Due to this apparent failure 
n> 
\/66,/6Q Diso</tam Phosphate S7„ 
I/SO B*ntomte S% Bonum Carb 5 1238,2f-2 Barfc/m Ojeo/oife S 7c 
6i- meAv /Z/V^ JOf. 
, ox)os'^  '' 
ao/»faf/on o^ o/o 
ou)o.fo 
Fig. 41. 
Appearance of Specimens Containing 
Admixtures of Barium Oxalate, I'i-
Sodium Phosphate c-nd a LLixture of 
Sentonite and Barium Cartonate ^.fter 
64 \,eQks in Sodium Siilphate. 
ftarther test on speciraerts containing tliis admixture '»ere not 
tsade. 
In MgSO^ solution the specimens showed so»ne signs 
of attack as illustrated bj Pignre 41, however, it appeared 
that the reaction sEost have "been confined to the end% for ^fiien 
tested for strength a valtie of 4920 lbs,/so, in» was obtained 
indicating that the specisens had gatoed .46 ^ erfeent-iip sti'eng-th while 
standing In the solution a period of 64 -weeks. 
o» Mixtnare, Pulveriaed Sand 10^» Bari-gra Garhonate 5^, 
64__Wee^* 
^S~3ayrTIoRgaElj^~i^~loira5I ;Galn in wt« ; Attacic 
stren-fl^rSUTjSgSDTTstrength : jsa_t>u. ;ii3g£>u - jisa«iia-;igciU. 
Sth ; ^  ^tla SO^;MgSU^; ^ ^ 
2 ^ 3 
4160 ; 25 ; 4 i 85 i 100 ; 5 ; 4 iSeverei^one 
Final strsgagtlia" 
Sa so :Mgi^T 
2  4 ^ 4  
* 
5700 : 
QSiese data sho^j that the adaixtore did not lower 
the 28 day strength of the concrete, Figtire 42 sho^s that 
the speci23ens in JlagSO^ solution had "been badly attacked, 
xhe ends enlarged and r -stilting cracks disintegrated the 
concrete materially. In this case it is apparent that 
chemical reaction took place mostly in the vicinity of the 
ends res 3lting in disintegration in that locality rather 
i 
t 
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t>i«n througjiout the entire mass of conc3?ete tfeLich. would have 
showed by elongation, Pigtire 39 indicates that elongation, 
to snj extent, did not accoaipany the disintegration, loose 
taaterial was reiaoved from the ends and they were bailt tqo 
with neat cement mortar, Coapression test of the 
cylinders gave a val^ of 5700 lbs/sq»in, Th±a value being 
below the 28 day strength, even though taie specimens had been 
rebuilt at the ends, would Indicate that such an adEnixture "was 
not desirable to in concrete to be placed in waters 
bearing sodiusi sulphate. 
In T!»gnesitiBt sulphate solution the specimens did 
not show any signs of attack at the end of 64 weelcs. The 
extent of elongation would also in(3ic£te that the cmcrete 
was resistant to SgSO^ solution, 
p. Mixture, Pulverized Sand 10^, Barlusi Chloride 
64 ^eeks. 
28 day 
stren­
gth 
Elongation. Kdrmal zGaln in wt, 4 . Attack 
I3a„50 tMgso^tatrength rKa^^o^ :MgiiO^ :ilgiiO 
rliagSO^jSgSO^: : : ^ 
4270 
» • « « 9 m • 
157 s 15 : 47 ; 95 : 8 : 7 cModer-; Kone 
: ; : : : : ate : 
Final Strength 
S440 : 
In this case is apparent that the 28 day strength 
has not been affected by the addition of the admixtrope. In 
i 
I 
I 
I 
4S» 
Appeai'anee of Speeitaens Containl.ng a Kixture 
of Piilverized Sand and Barium CarTjonate and 
Pulverized Sand and Barium Chloride >lfter 64 
V-eeJsis in Sodium Sulphate. 
t ; 
J 
>. i 
considerable elongation was caused ss 
Ir-dlcated by Figure 59> Figure 42 siioirsi the z-geoisLQXss to 
• I 
be in fairly good ccndition^'irat lis soae cases- it •trats necess­
ary to retttove the loose material from the siids and build theci 
•up before "they ?^sid be tested for stren:gt3i» The above shows 
that the specinieiis had lost consii^rable strength daring their 
treatment, indicating that the sdaiixtua?© was detrimentsa rather 
than beneficial for concrete to be used in ^^230^ beariijs 
"smters, 
Magnesiira sulphate solution had little or 
no effect on the specimen&» 
It was foyaid that the use of cossbiristions of n:ater-
ials for concrete admixtures icere generally -unsatisfactory. 
It has beeu pointed out that so2ie of the material - "osed in 
the alxtures proved very satisfactory -sehen used alone, 
q, Lggmite, 64 weeks» 
Part I of this -or-l-r pointed out that L-ccnnite Tsas 
a material quite different fron Portland cetient in many 
respects. It also showed that che-r-ical reaction as caused "by 
alkali s'llphate on the p-ulverized siaterial isas niuch sIotzjbt 
and di not progress to siich an extent as -:ras true "srith Port­
land ceTsent, In this .vork it was found that the 23 day strength 
22 
ms very (8300 lbs/sq^iiL,)1t^l3ag almost twlee that of 
Portland ©eaient concrete tip in ttie saane manner^ It was 
fctssct that elongation progressed Tspldlj ^ quite an 
"but that such volms <3iange did not sbow Tip as apparent 
piiysicfitl attack, AccordSng to Hlller {24) concrete made from 
Lmnlte lias the property of elongating while standing in 
water* With. Portland ceaent concrete tiie reverse was true. 
5^*OT! all the findings it is apparent that the speoijaens nrad© 
•op from Ltcmite vere very resistant to alkali sulphats solutions, 
Galeiga Carbonate» 73- Weej£3» 
rer~;^ i^  day; Elongation t% formal :Gain in wt^ : r Attacic 
cent: stren- :5ra_S0 * :SgSo^sstrengtb. tHa^SO^:SgSO, iHapSO »iSgSO^ 
: gth t : ^^jBa^SO^slgSO^: i 
5 t 4925 z -2 ; -2 
10 t 5520 ; •5 : -4 
20 z 4950 : -5 : -4 
100 s 100 5 3 
lOO V5- .100 5 5 
100 s 100 ; 2 
: 5 t lioiie t Soae 
i 3 t :&one t lose 
t 4 : Sone : ^sne 
It appears from the aibove t!mt the admixture of ealcitm 
esrlxjnate in concrete xaaterially increased the 28 day strength. 
It was found that baritaa carbcmate was a desirable 
adsslxture to use in concrete* It has been demonst3?ated in 
the early part of this work that carbonated ceiaent was irore 
resistant to sulphate solutions than otherwise. Miller (12) 
has s'novss. that concrete crtred in s.±r was also mors resis^tant 
to sulphate than the same concrete cured nnder water» All 
of this is suggestive of the fact that the presence of calcitEB 
carbonate or carbonates renders concrete inore dia?abie In 
MEE 
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salpliate solutions, Ths above data Indicate tliat attaek lias 
not been affeoted in any msnxier- by eitlaer sodltea or ma^esirEB 
salpliate. Figure 45 points cut tliat, in "botii solutions^ 
the voltcoe changes wre sisaller, if asytblng, than •afeen treat-
sient was coissienced* !Ehis v&s found to be the d&se •with speci­
mens that •sere stored In water «here the strength increased 
gradttally up to t-so ^ars. In all. instances the speeiaaens 
sho'sred negative elonsations. Oo^aring Flgiare 45 Tsrith 
Figtires 24 and 25 it will be observed t2iat elongations of 
the blanfe specimens T?ere greater than i^se in ;afc.ich calcina 
carbonate was adiaixed» All of the findings muld indicate 
that the a'sotmt of the ad3i3±ure used sade but little diffei^ 
ence in the characteristics of iiie Qonovete produced. 
s* SodiTfflt 'SilosTilphate, 
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cent: streng-
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; Elongation normal tts&±a in : Attaot 
;Ka„SO,:SgSO.;strength :5a SO 5!£gS0 :Sa_SO^:MgSO. 
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These data show that the tise of this material as an 
adaixturs aaterially lo"wered the 28 day strength of the 
eonerete* C5n the other hand it appears froa th© above, and 
also froa Figure 44 that very little action has taken place 
on the specimens, Cosqparison of Figure 44 "Kith figures 24 
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and 25 sets fortli tSie fact that less volaae cltaiige lias been 
affected on speeiaiens containing sodlom thiosulpihate than caaa . 
blax^ speeisjsns^ ^he extent of reacticaa appeared to "be aisdlar 
in hotai soditBB and laagnesiTHB sulphate solutions^. 
t, Bisodim Phosphate* 73 "geeks, 
Fer-x^^s siegsga^en i%- soBsal tsain in i Attach " 
cent:stren~TSa.ag°;gg;50^; strength . tsa^so r]iagS0^:saoSQ>;iagS0 
; gth ; ^ £HagS0"tMgiS0^; ^ r ^ 
» .  «  • -  « ' « .  •  - »  »  •  
2 r 4815 ; 19 : : 80 s lOG s 4 ; 2 ; Ifone :Hone 
5 ; 3520 s 57g- t 40 : 75 t 7& j ^ ; 8 sSevere;Moderate 
«45 weeics» 
Final Strength 
» 
•-
>•> ; 4080 
It is obvious fTGQi the above -that ^bslxtures of 
disodloa phosphate can be tised tip to 2 percent witii increasing 
Insults on the compressive strengths. Five percent lowered 
the strength materially* 
It •was observed at the end of five ajonths that the 
5 percent adm-irtores in Sa SO solution began to bulge at 
the ends* Disintegration followed iirsnediately and soon the 
ends were enti3?ely ruined* Yayeatnsent ypp 
these specimens» In SgSO^ solution the ends began to enlarge 
in 11 months and at 73 weelcs the specimens vere in the condi­
tion illustrated by Pigiare 41^ It would appear fram the 
!1 mmrr, 
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above and Figare 44 ^at admlxfcupes up to 2 pei»cent could "be 
\:^d and at the agate tise keep tiie ©oncirete in as good 
condition, v&Len exposed to alkali sulpliate solutioEts, as tiie 
"blanks. 
It iias been suggested (22) tbat admixtares up to 
5 per^^eut of disodixci piiosplsate could "be used wilai beneficial 
3?esults toward rendering concrete 3io3?e resistant to sulphate 
attack* 13iese data and findings would indicate that 5 percent 
was detriuKintal to concrete for eitiier of tlie solutions. 
It will be observed that tiie final coapressiTe 
sti»engtli of the speciaens, from MgSO^ solution, containing 
5 percent acbiixture, was 4080 Ibs./s^, in* Appai^ntly 
the reaction was concentrated on the ends of the speciairens 
icaere disinte^?ation took place iTitbout affecting the remalnSey 
of the speciiaen* 
38, Effect of Adiaixturea on Compresalve Strength; 
Figure 45 graphically shows the effect of the addition of the 
admixtures used on the compressive strength of the concrete. 
It will be observed that in laost cases the 38 day strength 
of the concrete containing -Soe admixtures were loiser than the 
blank speeiisens* In sotne cases a saaarked increase in stre::gth 
affected by th© addition of t5ae acadxtxires. In cases 
Tsfhere an increase in strength was e:^€rienced it was generally 
true that increased sulphate resistance was obtained* 
BEEEl 
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Pisxu?e 45 also sliows the ^sorption of iihe spec3^iis 
containing tiie wr»ious asamixtares. Hei?e it is apparent tbat 
generally increased aasoxmts of adtnlxtore raised tiis al>so2^ 
tion values t>ut tiiat salphate resistance is ^parently not 
in any "way related to absorption**. 
In the discission of -Ehe -g-arlous adteSjctores used 
in the concrete it has 'be&n. siiggested that in scsse cases 
tiie reaction, both physical and cheraical, were confined to 
the ends of the specimens. To famish proof for this stata-
laent many of the speciaens that showed apparent disintegra­
tion, at an early age, by excessive btilging and cracking 
at the ends 7;era prepared for breaking by sawing 1|- Inches 
off each end *hich entirely removed all ntaterial that 
indicated any apparent signs of attack# Such treatjaent 
left the specisiens with good smooth ends and in excellent 
conditicHi for the detera'iziatlon of the compressive strengths 
The values ottainsd and corrected for the amount saised off 
are as follows: 
Adraixtare 28 day Final 
strengt3i strength 
^ BaO 5930 3140 
1(^ BaO 3450 — 
5^ Ha^HPO. 5520 3CS0 
s - 2 5 4 3320 4110 
R o « 3520 3920 
5^ Bentonlte ) 3375 5080 
r 5^ BaCOg ) 3375 5370 
n 3575 5290 
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Adalxtiire 28 day 
gtreagtli 
Final 
strepgtb. 
5^ BaS 2150 
2150 
2940 
3720 tr B 
5^ SaCoQ^ 
« n * 
3940 
3940 
5270 
4190 
These data iiidleate that in sotse eases the reaction 
«as pretty mach confined to tiie ends i&teh ^riaen removed gave 
a xaaple irith a ouch increased sti»ength over t^e initial*. 
In other cases it is apparent that even on the cut specimns 
the strength had decreased since the "beginning of the treat-
3jents» 
sulphate* Four grass of the sarKU-ceiaent mixture contait^ 
one gMJB of cement. A four gi'aai saa^jle "s'as analyzed and 
0.2500 gram of CaSO^ • 2 H2O found* Upon the determina­
tion of the total liiae in a like amount of sasiple, it ^as 
observed that values in the vicinity of 0,2000 to 0,2500 grsas 
were found. The CaO equivalent of the CaSO^ » 2 HgO found is 
ahout 0,0800 gram, a value in the vicinity of 30 to 50 percent 
of the total liiae present -©liieh indicated that ahout one-third 
of the cement had "bsen suiphated* 'mis brought about disinte­
gration* Sisiilar values '^ere obtained on 25 speclarens* 
S9* Relstive Aaount of Attack by SaoSO^ and MgSO^ 
Solutions; In the foregoing discussion of each of the 
The ends that -raere removed from the speciiaens that 
shoE^d the local disintegration "Bsre analyzed for 12ae and 
m 
I'-i '1 
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admlxtaares used it was s-agsested tks&t specliaens in MgSO^ 
solatium seeaied to siiow less attaclcy as birou^t out l>y the 
saetiiods eiaployed, than did tliose in soltttlon^ PigU3?e 
46 comparsa the elongations broaglit about on the varitms 
speciaiens in both ilagSO^ and MgSO^ solutions^ It is appairent 
tliat in nearly all cases greater elongation bad been cansed 
by the KSgSO^ solutitm^ Bse B&SI2 * ^ 2^0 admlxtore is laie 
only exaaple of ufeere greater elongation was ctaused by 
KgSO^ solution- Dae to the fact that Sa2S0^ solution had 
caused the greater elongation it is logical to conclude 
that specimens in that solution had suffered greater attack 
than those exposed to a similar concentraticHi of MgSO^ 
<> 
solution. Figure 46 also points out that the elongations of 
more than 50 percent of toe specizoens contgfriing adralxbares 
'sms less than th>se shorn by blank specisiens, and it ms 
true that in all cases, with only a very exceptions, 
5 
the elongatioisderao-nstrated .on specimens in MgSO^ so lution 
weie less than tho® displayed by blanks in ^ a^SO^ solution* 
This indicates that volume changes are materially kept down 
by the use of adaiixtures and that in MgSO^ solution only 
sli^t volusae changes are broii^t about regardless of the 
adsaiixtare used® TMs is quite contrary to 'sb&t ssls foimd 
by the agSO^ treatment of pulverized c©aent where relatively 
great increases in voliaae mere experienced, to concrete, it 
is believed that the precipitation of Mg{0H)2 into the pores 
a 0 zj ^
materially prevents persieatioii and interior reaction by tbe 
KgSO^ SOltttiOEU 
FrsKa tSis "TlsuaX stam^oint it was ai^ar^t tiiat 
dislntegraticm iiad beea affected to a asach greater extent 
on those saa^les in la many instances the ends 
liad very seriously disintegrated "a^iie specinieiis eontainSLng 
the same adsixtores in SgSO^ soltition did not siiow any signs 
of attack, Pigure 32 dfianonstsrates tMs pcint very nicely^ 
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J» Stammary and Conclxisiona for Pert II 
!• Chemical test mstbods to prodeteradne tlie resis­
tance of cedent staaples showdr (a> Aaotmts of CaSO^ * 2 HgO 
formed in fine e©a»nt are not proportional to tihe sxtlphate 
resistffisce of tlae cejaents. {"b) Amounts of CaS04 « 2 HgO 
precipitated on neat cdacnt blocfe ®as not coj^jaratiire to 
the relative sulpSaate resistance a.s deternined by tiie long 
Ijeriod physical test* (c) Generally speaMng, the cements 
tliat shoTOd the greatest «ater solt^iUty «ere those that 
produced the most resistive concrete, (d) Visual rate of 
attack on neat cement "blocks appeared to be a rapid test 
method for eliadr^ting cements that "ssere least resistant to 
concrete. 
The esipepiiaents reletive to the water-cetaent 
ratio of concrete demonstrated: (a) The rate exti5 extent of 
the eloT^ations of the specimens Tsere iiKiependent of their 
absorption, (b) The concrete most resistant to stilphate 
attack were those specimens having the greatest 28 day strength 
and the lottpest absorpticm. (c) Those specimens having water-
cement ratios greater than 0.7 were decidedly less resistant 
to sulphate attack, (d) Specimens of all water-cement 
ratios showed greater resistance in 1 percent lgS04 solution 
than in 1 percent UagSG^ solution. 
3. !2easurement of the rate and extent of chemicsLL 
attack caa concrete ^ owed tiist: (a) Actions of & chcisical 
nature do take place* (b) Th& inactions -sere very slow 
cospared to similar ones that took place on pttlverlzed 
cement« (c) !Dhe nat"ure or iSse chesnlesLl reactions on con­
crete was the saae as on ^ Dwdered cement with the exception 
of the solal>ility of Mg(0H)2 in the case of the former* 
(d) It is probable that the eiongatlaa and rate of chemical 
attack are related^ 
4, 2he addition of admixtures indicated that: 
(a) j&draixtares are responsible for changes in the rate and 
extent of cheaiical reactions^ (b) ^ mixtures changed 
the rate and extent of physical reaction» (c) Many materials, 
as adadxtures^ xaaterialiy decreased the physical attack and 
increased the resistance of conci^te to sulphate solutions^ 
(d) Soluble salts that react isith allcali sulphates to produce 
insoluble ccsnpounds bring about greater chemical and physical 
reaction, (e) increased resistance of concrete to allsall 
sulphate "eraters is possible through the aMition of soae 
admixtures^ (f) The rate and extent of attack, both of a 
chemical and physical nature, were greatest in the 1 percent 
BagSO^ solution* 
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'Bte aiatbor wisii^s to Ms aj^reciatii»i 
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1» Le Claatelier^ Henry. CetHent, Blout, page 196. 
Le Chatelier's thBorj was susaarized In two eqaaticmsj 
S CaO « •>» 12 HgO ~ 5 CaO v AlgO^ • 12 
2(5 CaO » StO^) • 9 H«0 - 2 (CaO » SiO^) , 5 SUO • 
^ ® «Ca (p)2 
Tiie Initial set Lw^ ;: dxss to the altcttinate ^Jiiieix byd3!*ated 
and iiardened like plaster, and the later liardening isas . 
dae "to the decosiposition. of tihe tpicalcitEH silicate giving 
niicroscopic needles of atono-cstlelc silicate (hydratedj 
and large plates of CaCOE)^. 
2* Sicbaelis, W» Setting arid Hardening of Portland Cement* 
1 restoae "oj Boque, Rock Products, 51, !io, 14, July 1928» 
The colloidal h^othesis of Michaelis states that 
^ter brings at out 2 types of reactions* First, tbe solu­
tion of the lime, alueainates, sulphates and other compounds 
of cessent* From this solutlcm tiiere are precipitated 
various crystalline products as caiciua aluainates, sulpho 
aluminates and CaCOHjg* Ihis gives a laaterial of some 
strength hut not resistant to farther disintegration by 
water. As soon as the lime reaches a definite concentration 
it acts on the lime ia^poverished silicates throu^ electro-
cheaical forces and forms hydrated Ca silicate. Because 
of the difficult solubility of the silicate it forms a 
gel ifiiich fills the pores and makes the latter l^)eraieable 
to water* Ihe gel is soft but the ceiaent grains eagerly 
withdraws water from it and makes the surface hard» ^e 
great strength and water resistance of csaent are explained 
as due directly to tbis gel fors^tion, 
5» Klein, A, A. Hydrolysis of Portland Cement Compounds. 
Trans, Faraday Soc* 14, 22, <1919), 
Eleln concluded that 5 CaO , Si02 hydrolyzes according 
to the following equation: 
5 CaO • SiOg 5« 5 H2O = CaO « SlOg 2^5 H2O 4. 2 
Mono calcitcn silicate was produced with the liberation of 
two molec^^es of free lime. 
Bates, P* Em Cementing Qnalitles of the Calcitim 
Alxuninates. Tech.- Paper Ho* 197» TI«.S« Bureau of 
Standards, (1921) 
The fotir Ca altnninates (3 GaO . AlgOg, 5 -CaO ». 
3 CaQ . AloOg* and-3 Ca€ • 5 sere „ prepared 
in pare condition and their cementing qxialities deter-
lalned* The first two reacted so rapidly with water that 
too rapid set resulted to make them Tjsable coinmercially. 
The last two set more slowly and de''feIoped very liigh 
strength at early periods* These two alnminates^ high 
in alTiaina, were later made in a pare and ispare condi­
tion in a 3?otary kiln and concrete was lasde from the 
resulting ground elinlcer. A 1:1»5;5»5 gravel concrete 
developed in 24 hotirs as hi^ strength as a similarly 
pi*oportional Portland cement concrete would have develop­
ed in 23 days. 
Kfihl, Hans and Thfiring, Heinrich. Water - solubility 
and f^ydration of the Calciusj Aluminates« Senent 13, 
109-11, 243-46» 1924; abs. in. Chem. abs. 18,2590. 
1924* 
When aluminates were digested •zrith water froia 24 to 
192 hours, weak and concentrated solutions of CaCOH) 
follovred. The three aluminates studied were soltible'^in 
ssater with decreasing solubility in increasing concentra­
tions of line solutions* 
Bates, P, H., Phillips, A. and Wig, R.. J. Action of 
the Salts in Alkali Water and Sea Water on Ceiaents. 
Tech» Paper Ho* 12, TJ* S* Bireau of Standards, (1912.) 
The action of the various alkali salt solutions on 
cement was studied both in the laboratory and in the 
field* In the laboratory raw cement was shaken in 
flasks with known amoiaats of standardized alkali and the 
rate and extent of precipitation and solv-tion of the 
various compounds formed and dissolved viere studied^ In 
the field, specimens in the form of briquets were stored 
on the ocean bottom and the. action of the sea water was 
studied by frequent examinations. They concluded that 
cement can readily be decomposed if exposed to alkali in 
powdered form. Porous mortar or concrete would also be 
readily disintegrated and that well laade and 6ense speci­
mens of concrete or mortar resist alkali actions very well 
and especially that of sea water. 
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7. Bur^Ds^ Edraond and Pinckney, R» S» The Destruction of 
Hyd^-olic Cements by the Action of Alkali Salts,^ 
Btilletin Sl^ Montana .agricmltaral College 'Sxpap'lBaent 
Station (1910), 
The action of the Tarlo-os alkali sol'^ions ^aere 
studied by treating known q-a ntities of ptilirerized 
CKaentjt that had be^ set, with known aiaotints of 
solutions of knojTOi sti*esgth« ^KJey concluded that cement 
liberated GaCOH^g dTiring setting that aebsequently 
reacted ?flth the alkali solutions to produce net? ccat-
poonds ^thin the cement ®hi<d[i affected a considej^able 
inci^ase in volume that nas resi)onsible for disintegra­
tion* 
8« Steik, Karl^ The Effect of Alkali Upon Portland Ceaent, 
Bulletin lis, .^ycMiing i^ricultural Bsperinent St&ticm 
Cl917n 
Steik tested the action of the alkali salts xm 
cedent by isrstersing hardened blocks in the solutions 
of various concentrations and inspected and tested 
their physical strengths froa tisos to time. He further 
studied the effect of variotis aniofants of the alkali 
salts in the ?fater -osed for niijdng concrete. He 
concluded that ne^ coaipounds were forrsed upon and 
Tarithin the cement that mate-^ially increased its voloae 
thus affecting disintegration, 
9, ^'illiaiss, G, !?arabilit7 of CeiiaeGt Brain Tile and 
Concrete in Alkali Soils» Tech» Paper So, 214, U, 
Bureau of Standards (1921). 
Concrete in alkali is hazardous. The best quality 
disintegrates in 6 years. Disintegration is due to 
chemical attack* The disintegration effect sseats to 
vary with the alkali concentration. Tile mixed dry are 
less resistant than those of wetter consistency. Tile 
cured with stesca are no better than those syrjteaatically 
sprinkled. Tar coatings are not satisfactory as alkali 
resftstors, Resistance varies -^Jith the mix, indicating 
that the strength and permeability r ather than absorp­
tion are the goremlng factors^ 
10* Schlick,, ?i', J, Action of Alkali Salts on Drain TJl^, 
Bulletin 89, Engineering E^qseriront Stationlo^sa 
State College {May 1928), 
Schlick stxJdied the disintegj»atlon of samples of 
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coaic^te taken froa drain tlie made Isy tlae Boreau of 
Standards* The specimens '^»re sevez^ years old before 
the work was sta3?ted» Salt concentrations from 2 to 
15 percent were used. Generally speaking the conclusions 
showed that the solphates 'were the most destructive, that 
sc^Lutions «sre nore destrtictive than 5a2S04 soluti<His 
and 12sat higher asncentrations greatly accelerated attack, 
10a» Hankiii, A* !Kie Constitt©nts of Portland Ceaent 
eiinker* J* .Iad» Sng* GbKU., 7;466 (1915)» 
On the basis cf a study of t&e system CaG - AI2O3— 
SiOg* Rankin deduced the clinker to be composed of 4&% 
3 CaO. SlOg, 35^ 2 CaO^SiOg and 20% S CaO • 
This Tsas derived fsixi a mlxtzire containing 68»3 CaO, 
8^ Ai203 and Si02 heated to 1650®G, a tes^rature 
at which all the lime was cfitemically ccEabined Mth the 
AlgOg and SiOgi- ' . 
11 • Iflcat^ L* 3^ Action of Sea ^ ter on Portland Cementsr; 
Bulletin de la Soclete d*:&icouragei2J6nt peer 1 Hindus trie 
Hatlonale (1S5Y)» 
Vicat concludes that the sulphate of magnesia 
combines rith the free lime of the mortar and is trans-
fortaed into sulphate of 3J.2ie and magnesia is precipitated^ 
If the oovemsnt of the sulphate bearing irater is rapid 
the sulphate of lime is carried out a neTtr <iuantity of 
lime enters into solution artd is transfonsed into sulphate 
and the mass decoaposes cmtlnuously and finises only by 
forming a' sandy mass* 
12» Miller, D. Laboratory Investigations of the Influence 
of Glaring C^iditions and "Parlous Admixtures on the Life 
of Concrete Stored in Sulfate Solutions as Indicated by 
Chenical Changes, Proc, Soc, Testiaag Sat* Vol. 24, 
Part II {1924)» 
Before Immersion in the stilfate solutions the concrete 
v&s cttred by various taeam, as for example, in an auto­
clave at 212°F»> in watsr, in air and by various combina­
tions of the above* To scsse of the sj^cimens various 
admixtnres -sere added in. different prcpcrticns*. 
HiB results indicated that curing in air gave greater 
sulplitate resistance tlian coring a similar length of time 
in water. Curing in the autoclave gave enco-jraging, 
results. The use of most of the admixtures employed 
gave doubtful results. 
I 
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13» Bttrke, 3eo» W* 5?he Ghemical Action of Alkali on 
Hydraulic C^ientSj^ Bulletin 74,. Engineering Sxp^r-iaent 
Station, Iowa State College (1925)* 
52ie natore and extent of thB cheiaical reactions 
cmxsed by the Taripxis sllrali salt solutions -aere studied 
by treating definite quantities of the cements "Bith 
Tmevapn omrmnts of Standardized soltjtions*. In each case 
a complete series -was rnn such that Qie progressive 
action of the solatlons coold be ascertained at any tlise, 
!i?he conclusions demonstrate the nature of the reactions 
and the extent they progressed upon the cement sssples. 
Resulting volume changes -eere also measured. 
14. Slein> A» A,, and phillips, A. Ejdration of Portland 
Ceiaent, Tech«t Paper No» 43, U* S, Bureau of Standards, 
The various cospounds thoxsght to constitute Port­
land c^nent were prepared and their hydration was studied 
"by of the isicroscope and jfiitossicograi^tis* Hydration 
•©as stadied mder various conditions as in an at!!iosphe2?e 
of steam^ ^tih ^ ter, and -sfith water containing free 
iTntft and CaSO* under variot® conditions* The con^tisions 
are suBasoarized in a tsi)!© showing the rates of hydration 
of the various alosinates and silicates under different 
conditions, 
15, Shelton, H* Action of Sodium and Magnesium Sulphate 
on Constituents of Portland CementJ, Ind. Eng. 
Chem, 17, 6589 (1925) . 
This paper describes the preparation,, in the pure 
state, of the ma^or substances present in noraial Port­
land ceTaent clinker, -3 CaO • AloOg, 2 CaO * SiOg, and 
3 CaO • Si02 and the effects produced on these constituents 
by solutions of sodiura and ina^esiuia sulphate of various 
concentrations • The solids were investigated and the 
(^btanges brou^t about by the solutions were noted with 
the aid of the petrographlcal siicroscope, 
16* Thorvaldson, T*, Harris, 1R« E», and ^ lochow, D* 
Disintegration of Portland Cement in Sulphate Water, 
Ind,; Sng* Cbeis.» 17, So. 5, 467 (1925), 
'Efork describes a series of esperinients low­
ing the leaching effect of solutions of Ka2^S04 and 
MgSOA on cement, and the effect of tlae presence of .other 
salts in the solutions» They found that CaCl2 in solu­
tion slightly inhibits the liberation of free lisse, and 
tliat ITaCl had a slight accelerating effec^:. Solutions 
of H&2SQ4 and MgS04 were shaken with cesent and then 
analyzed^ An explanation of the action of the salts on 
the cement is proposed from this experiment. 
17,. Eaiaann, £• and Junk, H- Basenanstaiisch der Silikate, 
Z. Anorg. Allges* Cbesu 114,- 90-104 .<1920^ 
The formation of Mg pe3?2nitite hy the action of Mg 
salts on HHa, Ifa and K permutites. As in other cases, 
the action £s ionic, and there is no evidence of 
physical adsorption.- ' Pnre Mg perssitite could not be. 
obtained, not rsore than half of the bases , present in 
the original perrntttite being displaced by Mg. The 
•wbole of t:he in perHHitite conld not be displaced 
bj treatment wilh camallite or Kainite solutions, 
18* Miller, D» G. Resistance of Portland Cement Concrete to 
the Action of Sulfate Waters as Influenced by the 
Ceiaent-*. University of Minnesota (1928)» . Journal Ser­
ies Paper 779; also published in Piiblic Roads 9, 
82-87, 92^  1928. 
Specimens made up from^ 30 different brands of 
cement -syere tested in a similar manner*. He found that 
many of the samples behaved quite differently in the 
sulphate solutions#- It -was deTsonstrated that the chemical 
analysis of. the cements gave np. indications of the 
resistance to sulfate waters. \2he same was found to be 
true of ph::.sicai tests-» ^sts in the l^oratory agreed 
•with those conducted in the field* 
19» Abraxas, B. Field Tests of Concisete Exposed to Sulphate 
Soils and Waters, Fourth Progress Report, Research 
Laboratory of the Portland Cement Association (August 
1926). 
A confidrntial report dealing ijyith various methods 
of preparing and treating concrete prior to its exposure 
to alkali waters and soils* 
20. Mtzsche, H. Bariusi Carbonate as a Protection for Concrete 
Against Sulfate Solutions, Zement, 12, 51 (1923); abs» 
in Chem. abs. 17, 2484- 1925. 
BaCO^ was added in varying (juantities (1—15^} to 
concrete test ^ecimens» Samples were placed in HgS04 
solution that was renewed every 3 months. Specimens 
remained in t he solution 38 months. Those without BaCOg 
were attacked. BaCOs in proportion to the amount present 
retarded the action of MgSO^. The specL'i^ns containing 
15^ BaCOg showed only slighl action. 
Hstsibloch^ A« Incireasing the Resistance of Ceiaent to 
Sea i»atep by the Addition of Trass* Zement !!_;,• 
55-4 (1922):f al3st2?acted in Ciieia abs». 16, 43ia» 1922, 
Tiie autiior claims that there is chenicai action in 
the hardening of ceiaent owing to the combination of the 
AlpO^ the CaO and the alkalies ^ ith the solntion SiC2 
Timer tbe action of the hi^drosilicates, which action 
is comparable to the zeolitic phenomenon observed" In 
nature* 
Steik, Karl« The Effect of Alkali on Portland Ceiaent^ 
Circular ITo* 16,- Wyoming Agricultural Experiment 
Station (1922). 
The effect of admixtures on the s*alphate resistance 
is discussed. Steik claiT2s that in place of water, weak . 
solutions (up to 5%) of sulphuric acid, oxalic acid, 
disodius phosphate^ or solution of MgPg laay be "used 
for mixing concrete* CoiKjrete prepared in fhis way has 
higher initial strength and resists better the action of 
alkali. Water proofing of concrete with oil is also 
beneficial. Up to 10% by weight of oil may be Mxed with 
concrete «?ithout affecting rppreciably the strength of 
the concrete. A petroleum residual oil sp. gr. 1.01 
may be used for this piarpose. 
Millei?, D. G. .Pour Iinportant Factors in tbe Manufacture 
of Concrete Pipe fo3? .Alkali Soils ^ Trsns-. Aaerican 
Society of Agricultu3?al Engineers 20^ 1S0--88. 1926. 
To ascertain the relative resistance of various 
specimens of concrete. Miller devised an instrument 
by deans of which he could accurately measure length 
changes betv^-een the ends of brass studs set in the eiads 
of the specimens* He concluded that elongations of 0.01 
inch reduced the strength of concrete to 50 percent of 
the nornial. When such elongations hr.d.been affected the 
useful life of the concrete had been. spent. 
Miller^ D. G. Written corantmicat'on. 
During the curing process in water high aluiania 
cements elor.vate consider ably 
LeiKJh and Bogtie, R, H. Studies on the. ^ drolysis ot 
Compo-onds Wliicli May Gecur in Portland Cement, J.. 
Chem. 51, 1627-46 (1927)» 
!Phe silicates and alinainates of liiae s-apjjosed to 
be in Portland Ceiaent were treated with ^ irater to deter— 
mine their relative rate and extent of hydrolysis». 
It was foimd that all six compounds undf^rwent hydrolysis 
but none gsTe up all their line • The 5 * CaO «. SiOg 
and 3 CaO ^ AlgO^ ga"''© tip the. jsost lir-e ss CaC0H)2 
foUoT^ed. by beta, 2 CaOp SiOg, 5 CaO » 3 AlgO^, gaizmia 
2 CaG:, SiOg snd lastly 2 OaO, PfegOg* It was further 
learned, that linie vfas liberated 122 sos-t cases up to 
that saturation of Ca(OH)o or hydrogen ion concen­
tration of about 12» 
